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Your business is different.
Just like our computer
No two companies are alike, even in the same
industry. Somebody always has to be the pace
setter.
And in business computers, this is it. The NCR
Century Series. The business computer for busi
ness pace-setters. The computer that can move
your business into the electronic age at low cost—
because it has the best price/pe.rformance ratio in
the industry.
The Century has already been' chosen by a wide
range of Australian, businesses, large and small. It
has changed previous ideas on computer costs and
capabilities. Automated manufacturing techniques
make the cost of its advanced, thin-film memory

—

mm

less than that of conventional and slower core
memories. Monolithic integrated logic circuitry—
twice as powerful as conventional circuits but a
fraction the size—is used throughout the Century.
These developments mean lower manufacturing
costs which are passed on to you in the form of
lower prices and rentals.
If you are looking for your first computer or are
ready to move up to a more powerful computer with
the latest technological developments, you simply
must see for yourself what the Century offers. Your
local NCR man can give you the complete story.
Call him today Or write for
brochure to NCR, Box 2626,
G.P.O., Sydney 2Q01.

NCR

got a computer paper headache?
♦

Here's a sure cure for any computer
ized paper headache. Better still,
why wait for the agony when a phone
call, or letter, will place a fully
qualified Shoalhaven representative
at your disposal.
Shoalhaven Technical Consultants,
in Sydney or Melbourne, will be
happy to assist you in the selection
of computerized papers to suit your
particular requirements. At Nowra,
N.S.W., Shoalhaven produce the
widest and best range of papers for
the computer industry.

S7JK

r

SHOALHAVEN

PAPER MILL SALES PTY. LTD.

NSW: Gateway House, 123 Euston Rd., Alexandria 2015 Telephone 51 0331

VIC: Gateway House, 5-9 Boundary Rd., Nth Melbourne 3051 Telephone 329 6277
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PHASE OUT INFORMATION DISPLAY
AND STORAGE PROBLEMS

1
TYPE 601

TYPE 602

5 inch Storage Display Unit

5 inch Display Unit

* BISTABLE STORAGE
* 1-V FULL-SCALE DEFLECTION FACTOR
FOR VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
AMPLIFIERS
* REMOTE PROGRAMMING OF DISPLAY
FUNCTIONS
* ALL SOLID-STATE

* 1-MHz X AND Y BANDWIDTH
* 10OmV/cm X AND Y DEFLECTION
FACTORS
* X-Y PHASE DIFFERENCE WITHIN 1° TO
1-MHz
* UNIFORMLY SMALL SPOT SIZE
* DC-COUPLED Z AXIS
* ALL SOLID-STATE

This unit permits stored displays of combined
alphanumeric and graphic information from
digital computers and other data transmission
systems. The Tektronix-developed bistable
Storage CRT used in the Type 601 eliminates
costly memory devices for refreshing the in
formation display. Built-in vertical and hori
zontal amplifiers permit Y versus T plots
up to 100kHz for remote storage.

TYPE 611
11 inch Storage Display Unit

* FLICKER-FREE DISPLAYS
* HIGH RESOLUTION ALPHANUMERIC
GRAPHIC DISPLAY CAPABILITIES
* WRITE-THROUGH ABILITY
* REMOTE PROGRAMMING OF
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS
The Type 611 Storage Display Unit permits
stored displays of combined alphanumeric
. and graphic information from digital com
puters and other dlfa transmission sys

A compact, solid-state instrument with excel
lent resolution providing accurate displays of
information from X, Y and Z signal inputs.
Application areas are: phase shifts and fre
quency ratios using Lissajous figures, graphic
and alphanumeric displays from computers,
high-resolution raster displays wp, intensity
modulation and Y-T,piots of amplitude versus
time displays.
f
\

tems. The 11 inch Tektronix-developed
• bistable Storage CRT used in the 611
jeliminates costly memory devices for re
freshing the information display, provides
high information density without, flicker
and with excellent resolution. A* writethrough feature provides ability to visually
position the writing beam to any point on
the CRT display area without disturbing
previously stored information. Vertical
format display area provides the same
aspect ratio as a type-written page.

We would he pleased to arrange a
**
demonstration and advise you on your specific needs.

THREE COMPREHENSIVE UNITS
READY TO ENGINEER INTO
YOUR READ-OUT SYSTEM.
ii

TE KTR O N IX
N.S.W.: 80 Waterloo Road, North Ryde 2113. Phone 88 7866
VIC.: Suite 20, 67 Queens Road, Melbourne 3004. Phone S11592
S.A.: 128 Gilles Street, Adelaide 5000. Phone 23 2811
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Diehl Combitron ‘S' was introduced
for application to the intricate
requirements of mathematical, scientific
and engineering calculating.
It differs from its renowned fore-runner
Combitron in that it has more flexible
programming capabilities (with
conditional and unconditional Jumps)
and the capacity to make logical
decisions.
Diehl’s Dilector is united with
either Combitron or Combitron ‘S' for
the external input of digital information
and is fed by easily removable and
storable, cassette-contained punch
tapes. This provides Diehl
electronic systems with virtually
unlimited permanent storage of
programmes.

Basically, the machine consists of ten
memories, two adding registers, an
arithmetical unit, a square root unit and
remainder storage.
Programming is simple, 18 assembler
instructions and indefinite programme
steps in segments of 120 can be read
from a standard 1" tape of simple code.
A comprehensive range of software
(e.g., exponential and logarithmic
functions and statistical calculations
such as log trends, linear regression
and standard deviation) is also
available.
The Diehl Combitron ‘S’ is a compact
and ultra quiet computer, which can be
used as a simple electrortic calculator
by any Operator with a minimum
knowledge of short keyboard machines.

AND DILECTOR

DIEHL COMBITRON

254 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY. 27 1182
BRISBANE,
L1SMORE,

311845
3926

•

«

MELBOURNE,

WOLLONGONG,

662 1444
2 3586

••

•

ADELAIDE,

NEWCASTLE,

0 4994

2 2358

•
•
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GEELONG,

PERTH
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CANBERRA,
TYPEWRITERS

49 7522
PTY.

LTD.),

21 5967.

Honeywell direct access

Honeywell On Target I
Introducing 10 new Direct Access
Products For Our Series 200 Computers.
In tape computers Honeywell l|ads the
industry. Hands down. Now we’ve
taken a major ✓Sep forward to expand
our direct access family. With 10 signi
ficant additions.
What differences will they make to the
capabilities of the Honeywell Series 200
computers?
With direct access as a part of your
computer operation, you’ll be able to
obtain almost instantaneous retrieval of
stored data. From any location in
storage. Including a second company

computer across town — or even in-s#
another city. In other words, your com
puter system can have what we call an
immediate communications capability.
Again, with direct access ydur com
puter system will/'tie capable of storing
vast quantities of data efficiently and at
very low cost. Or even updating data
in storage — instantly. But overall,
Honeywell direct access will give your
Series 200 computer system a longer,
more spirited lease on life. Regardless
of its size.

And when you move up to a larger
system your computer won’t even require
reprogramming. Partly because Honey
well direct access gives it a new, much
broader operating base.
So if you’re thinking computers,
remember Honeywell now has the
direct access line to match its Series
200 computers. Like to talk it over?
The people at Honeywell are very
accessible.
In fact, we’re as close as your phone.

The Other Computer Company:
Honeywell
SYDNEY (Head Office): 863-871 Bourke Street, Waterloo, N.S.W. 2017. Tel.: 69-0355. Sydney correspondence to: P.O. Box M132, Sydney Mail Exchange,
N.S.W. 2012. MELBOURNE (Branch Office): 413-417 City Road, South Melbourne, Vic. 3205. Tel.: 69-6658, 69-5881. MELBOURNE (E.D.P. Division): 398402 St. Kilda Road, Melbourne, Vic. 3004. Tel.: 26-3351. .NEWCASTLE: 96 Tudor Street, Hamilton, N.S.W. 2303. Tel.: 61-1370. HOBART: Suite 1, 50A
Argyle Street, Hobart, Tas. 7000, Tei.: 2-2006. ADELAIDE: 202-204 Franklin Street, Adelaide, S.A. 5000. Tel.: 51-6203. BRISBANE: Podesta House,
Evelyn Street, Newstead, Old. 4006. Tel.: 51-5248. PERTH: 361 Roberts Road, Subiaoo, W.A. 6008. Tel.: 8-4455. CANBERRA: 9 Woolley Street, Dickson,
A.C.T 2602. Tel.: 49-7966.
IV
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Ampex TM-Z
a new low-speed,
high-performance,
computer-class
tape memory system

The new Ampex TM-Z is a tape memory sys
tem that best fulfills the need for a low-cost, highperformance, low-speed unit for your computer,
data terminal or data acquisition system. Com
pletely computer-compatible, it conforms to all
requirements of IBM and ASCII 7- and 9-track
formats.
At its standard speed of 24 ips, the TM-Z pro
vides a data transfer rate of up to 19.2 kHz.

Optional speeds down to 10 ips are available.
Simplicity of design results in the utmost in
reliability and easy maintenance. This com
pletely new, ready-to-plug-in tape memory sys
tem features the same precision as the higher
speed Ampex TM-7 and TM-16 tape memories,
yet it is priced as low as $3,500 for a complete
system including read/write electronics.

AMPEX
Ampex Australia Pty. Ltd.
26 Ridge St., North Sydney
Phone: 929-8511
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RCA
makes computer tape

./

(and we make it in the industry’s cleanest environment).
RCA’s new kind of industrycompatible computer tape is
maufactured in the industry's
cleanest environment. From the
time raw film enters the
manufacturing process, it is within
laminar-flow white room
conditions where the level of
atmospheric particles*
approaches a low of 50 particles
per cubic foot (compared with
10,000,000 for outdoor "fresh
air”).
These exacting conditions are
typical of the lengths to which we
go to insure that RCA-

manufactured computer tape is,
without reservation, the finest
quality tape it is possible to
make.
Each reel is a balance of the best:
the best raw materials and the
finest finishing and fabrication.
Each is 100 per cent tested. And
RCA computer tapes are now in
use in computer installations
throughout the world. RCA also
manufactures video, audio, and
instrumentation tape.
May we tell you more? Fill in
coupon for further information.

NAME
ADDRESS

V
STATE___________
Post coupon to — RCA Limited
11 Khartoum Rd., North Ryde, 2113

itc/i
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THE MINI-COMPUTER
.SoenUnm
$0®
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INVOICES AT COMPUTER SPEED
Why go all the way and set up a costly computer
operation when only one or two areas of the business
may require the injection of new techniques . . . the
Soemtron .381 automatically controlled electronic
invoicing machine is a real mini-computer primarily
designed to speed up the invoicing function and at the
same time produce more comprehensive sales statis
tics lor management guidance.

business — simply, without fuss, and at such a low
cost. . . you'll be surprised.

You can now computerise your invoicing and sales
analysis areas — usually the most troublesome in any

Price extensions, discounts and sales tax calculations
etc., are performed at computer speeds . . . invoices
typed just as fast as fingers can fly . . . fully transis
torized storage units for "holding" calculation results
and analysis totals . . . and for the organization with
an insatiable appetite for finer statistics, yes of course,
we have punch tape models too.

[OR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL, PHONE OR WRITE
........... BRANCH OFFICE —THERE IS ONE IN YOUR STATE.

A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES

ASCOTA BUSINESS MACHINES PTY. LTD.

MELBOURNE 329 7744 . SYDNEY 61 9819 o BRISBANE 311021 . ADELAIDE 231483 . PERTH 21 7002 • HOBART 343358
'/'/;<• Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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Carbon paper was used here

NCR Paper was used here

Don't smudge your copy book with old-fashioned business methods

NCR PAPER takes the carbon out of copying
K WW [fa?]

rThe Wiggins Teape Australia Group

GATEWAY

TELEPHONE: Sydney 51 0331

.

Melbourne 329 6277

•

Adelaide 51 4531

•

Brisbane 4 4471

•

Perth 21 9418
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Some Guidelines For The Design
Of Primary Data Vetting Programs
By Graham Smith*
Now lhat sorting and reporting programs are so often generated by computer, the pri
mary data vetting program is becoming one of the most frequently written distinct classes
of program for commercial computer work.
The paper describes the characteristics of primary data vetting programs, discusses
problems which should be considered by the designer of such programs, and suggests solutions
to many of these problems.

1. Introduction
Input data for business computers engaged in batch
processing, occurs originally on forms, which are
either:
(i) read directly by computer;
(ii) converted to punched cards or paper tape by some
automatic process; or
(iii) manually punched on to punched cards or paper
tape.
Errors can occur on the original forms, or they can
be generated when conversion to punched cards or
paper tape takes place. This is universally recognised
by experienced computer users, with the result that any
data of importance have validity checks applied to
them.
It is not unusual to find that special programs are
written to perform checks on raw data. This is par
ticularly so when multiprogramming is used, since such
programs can become a separate program class (or
‘stream’) whose running time is dominated by slow
input speed, leaving plenty of central processor /capa
city to be used by other programs.
A program written to perform prima facie checks on
raw data would perform the following tasks:
(i) read the data;
x^
f"r
(ii) perform checks on the validity of input data;,#
(iii) write acceptable data on to magnetic tape or disc
for subsequent processinff by other programs;
(iv) raise reports on suspfe'ct or rejected data; and
(v) produce reports which aid in controls over data.
Terms applied to this procedure are ‘editing’ and ‘vet
ting’. The latter is preferable since the word ‘editors
ambiguous. It is also used to describe the rearrange
ment of data.
Primary data vetting comprises checks which do not
require reference to master files. Secondary data vet
ting (which requires access to master files) may be
associated with other processing, such as master file
updating.
2. Structure of the Data Stream
Information to be processed by a computer arises
on forms, which are usually discrete pieces of paper
on to which data are entered. A form containing

information is called a document. In this paper, the
word document is also used to refer to the representa
tion of a form’s information on a medium which can
be read by computer.
Each unit of information entered on a form is
termed an item. Examples of items are: debtor code,
value, date. Contiguous items are grouped to form
lines, and a document may have one or more lines.
Multi-line documents are composed of a selection
from:
(i) heading lines;
(ii) transaction lines; and
(iii) ending lines.
The first line contains identification of the type of
document, and further specification of data type may
occur elsewhere on the document.
Documents may be batched into bundles, each of
which has as its first type of document, a bundle head
ing document. The bundle heading document con
tains totals for control, and may also contain data
common to all documents in the bundle. If documents
are bundled, the data stream consists of:
(i) a data heading doefiment;
(ii) bundles of document^-; and
(iii) a data end document.
The hierarchy of the data stream is multi-level with
a number of levels which differs from program to pro
gram. A typical list of levels is:
level 1—file#'
level 2—bundle
levpl 3—document
level 4—line
level 5—super-item
level 6—item
level 7—sub-item.
3. Common Types of Yetting Checks
The vetting checks performed on individual items
are related to the importance of the item and the way
in which the data was created#' It is reasonable to
apply the most stringent of checks to common data
(such as tables of income tax deductions), whereas no
vetting at all may be done on data used for display
purposes only.

* Tubemakers of Australia Ltd., Bay and Begonia Sts., Botany, N.S.W. Manuscript received July 1968, in revised form December
1968
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The method of transcription of data from forms to
the input medium may have some influence on likely
errors. Programmed accounting machines for example
can perform various redundancy checks and exercise
control over data layout.
When data are transcribed without re-entry, check
totals are usually present, whereas verified data seldom
contain such totals. Computer produced data are
likely to contain more sophisticated redundancies such
as those described in Hamming (1950). In cases where
corruption or error is likely, these redundancies may
be error correcting.
The input medium is also important. Documents
on punched paper tape are not usually in sequence,
but this is often the case with punched cards. On
punched cards the sizes of fields are limited. How
ever, variable length data fields can be longer than
expected.
A primary data vetting program can be vastly
simplified if all data are presented in a standardised
format. As well as eliminating many complicated
checks on document structure, it simplifies recovery
when an unallowable document structure is encount
ered. If the document layouts can be standardised,
they become more amenable to the techniques
described in section 4.
It is important that as much information as is
possible be given in reports on rejected or suspect data.
To this end it is advisable to perform all of the vet
ting of an item, line, or document, even though one
of the early checks has failed.
Some of the types of vetting checks which might be
applied are described below. The list is not exhaustive,
but contains the most common types of check.
3.1 Range Checks for Numeric Items
This is perhaps the most common of all checks and
consists of checking the item against upper and/or
lower limits.
3.2 Specific Value Checks
f
Such checks are performed if an item must be one
of a set of allowable values and/or must not be one
of another set of values. Specific value checks may
also be applied to individual characters or sets of
characters of an item.
3.3 Length Checks for Alpha-numeric Items
Items such as names and addresses are checked not
to exceed a certain number of characters. When alpha
numeric items are unpacked from variable field form,
the space into which they are unpacked should be
larger than the maximum allowable length so that
undetected truncation does not occur.
3.4 Redundancy Checks
Code numbers and other important items may con
tain redundancies which enable transposition of charac
ters and other simple errors to be detected. A typical
check digit system is given in Beckley (1967).
Numeric items may be accumulated and the sum
compared with a submitted check total. This is done
at two main levels.
(i) Check totals can refer only to items on the one
document (e.g. the total of all quantities on a material
requisition).
(ii) Check totals can refer to items on all docuThc Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969

ments in a bundle (e.g. the sum of the values of a
bundle of purchase invoices).
Data is sometimes punched more than once. This
allows the program to check that all punchings are the
same, and may also facilitate recovery from the case
of vital data being read doubtfully (see section 6.1).
3.5 Consistency of Information
Here the concern is with checking that the value of
one item is consistent with the values of other items
(usually on the same document). A typical check
might be that the value of discount deducted for
prompt payment of a purchase invoice is less than onethird of the total invoiced value.
3.6 Completeness of Information
This kind of check is necessary when data has to
conform to a complex structure. A document might,
for instance, be checked to ensure that all necessary
lines were present.
3.7 Checks That No Unwanted Information
Is Received
If variable field data contains more items than are
expected, care must be taken not to ignore these
unwanted items. Excess data should be reported on,
since it could have been intended to be part of another
document or line. This is discussed further in section
6.3.
3.8 Checks on Radix of Numeric Items
Numeric items can be checked to be consistent with
the expected radix. If the least significant character
of an item represented inches, and other characters
represented feet, then the least significant character
would be checked not to exceed 11 and other charac
ters not to exceed 9.
3.9 Checks on the Sequence of Data
Only rarely need there be constraints on the
sequence of documents read by primary data vetting
programs. Restrictions on the sequence of lines on
the one document are, however, more common.
If data are discovered to be out of sequence, then
careful consideration should be given to the action
taken. Consider for example the sequence of num
bers 1, 3, 5, 33, 9, 13, 27, 35, 99. The simplest
sequence checks would reject the numbers 9, 13, and
27 as being out of sequence. A more complex system
could identify the number 33 as being out of sequence.
3.10 Check That All of the Data Has Been Read
The end of the data is signified by a certain charac
ter pattern called the ‘end sign’. After the end sign
there may be another pattern which is recognised by
the executive program as the end of the file. Some
times there is only one pattern which is recognised by
the executive program, which in turn advises the pro
gram that the end of the file has been reached. In so
far as this is possible, care should be taken to ensure
that the case of a spurious end sign occurring before
the end of the file is reported on, either by the pro
gram or by the executive program.
3.11 Check That Data Has Not Corrupted
the Program
If it is possible for an unusually long block of data
to corrupt vital parts of the store when being input or
unpacked, then the program must be able to detect
such an occurrence, and take appropriate action.
195
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Obviously this is impossible if the instructions involved
can themselves be corrupted. This can be avoided by
locating the areas into which data are input and
unpacked at higher addresses than any areas contain
ing instructions or parameters for the modification of
instructions. Any corruption will occur at still higher
addresses, and the integrity of instructions will there
fore be preserved.
4. The Use of Parameters In Specification of Checks
The processing of an item can be broken down to a
simple set of operations. These might be, for example;
(i) extract the submitted value of the item from an
input area;
(ii) if the item is numeric, check the submitted
value of the item against upper and lower bounds;
(iii) if the item is alphabetic, check that it is of an
allowable length;
(iv) augment the submitted value of the item to a
total for comparison with check totals if required;
(v) perform other checks; and
(vi) set up the item for output.
For many items there will be no ‘other checks’, and
hence these items may be regarded as having a stand
ard type of processing. Obviously there is a case for
having one set of coding which performs this process
ing for all items, rather than have Jhe coding repeated
for each individual item. The standard coding will, of
course, require parameters (such as upper and lower
limits) for each item.
A very simple set of parameters might contain for
each item:
(i) whether the item is numeric or alphabetic; and
(ii) upper and lower bounds for numeric items or
length ranges for alphabetic items.
The parameters would be grouped so that they could
be selected according to the type of line being pro
cessed. A special entry could indicate the end of the
line, and initiate a check that no more items than
expected were received.
The addition of more parameters makes the system
more automatic. Extensions to the parameter list
could include:
(it expected radix of numeric items;
(ii) addresses of totals into which the submitted
value of the item has to be augmented;
(iii) address of item in qutpu? section;
(iv) addresses of further parameters; and
(v) addresses of routines which handle other checks.
Addresses in the parameter list would probably
originate as symbolic addresses, and would be con
verted to actual addresses by program.
The above discussion is centred upon parameters
for items. There is no reason, however, why the
approach should be so limited. Parameters for higher
leyels (i.e. lines, documents and bundles) allow the
hierarchy of the data stream to be specified, so that
thi whole vetting process becomes a standard routine
controlled by a set of parameters. The parameters
can call specialised coding to deal with processing
not provided by the standard routine.
i' The parameters could either be part of the program,
or held as a separate file read by the primary data vet
ting program. The system has the obvious advantage
m

of ease of production and maintenance, and up to
date reference documentation for users can be pro
duced as a by-product of updating the parameters file.
5.Reports on Reject and Suspect Data
Information which should be included in reports on
reject and suspect data is described in the following
subsections. This information may have to be modified
for the special conditions discussed in section 6.
5.1 Identification of the Document
It is not unusual for many thousands of documents
to be submitted to one run of a primary data vetting
program. This part of the report should make it easy
for the rejected or suspect document to be located
quickly. Bundles should contain less than 50 docu
ments so that the number of the bundle, and the num
ber of the document within the bundle, will provide
adequate identification.
Unique bundle numbers are usually entered on
bundle heading documents for control purposes, and
these satisfactorily identify the bundle. Bundles are,
of course, more easily located if they are submitted to
the program in sequence of bundle number.
If punched cards are the input medium, then a card
number may be useful, whereas a reel number might
be printed if paper tape is used. This kind of identi
fication is most useful when the data form and the
reports do not explain the report, and one has to
determine what was actually punched by examining
the paper tape or punched cards.
5.2 Further Identification of the Document
Other information may be useful in quickly locating
the document. If, for example, a document reference
number (such as requisition number) and/or a key
code number (such as employee number, or product
code) exists, then these data can usefully be included
in the report. Identification of the type of document
must be included in the report.
Care should be taken, particularly if the data are
punched in variable field form, thatj these identifying
data are not carried over/from one' document to
^another erroneously.
'*
\
5.3 Identification of the Item
The actual item which is faulty must be identified.
Since items of tje same name may occur several times
on the one dodument (usuallv on different lines), the
name alone is not enough. The number of the line on
the document, and identification of item within line
will, however, identify the item.
The identification of item may be done by an alpha
betic description of the item. All too often space
limitations lead to contractions of the name which
render it difficult to interpret. Under these conditions,
the number of the item within line is preferable, since
the item can be found on the document immediately,
without consulting a list of meanirigs of mnemonics.
Item numbers can be printed on forms for easy
reference.
5.4 Submitted Value of the Suspect Item
The value of the item should be printed exactly as
it is read. Particular care should be taken not to
accidentally change the value of the item in any way
before it is included in the report. For instance, the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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distinction between a blank and a zero in numeric
items might easily be lost by thoughtless programming,
and it could be that this is the precise reason for
rejection.
A large printing field should be allowed on the
report for the value of the suspect item, and accidental
truncation of items when they are submitted much
larger than normally expected should be avoided.
5.5 Comparison Items
If for instance the program finds that a submitted
check total does not agree with its accumulated total,
then it is useful to have the computer’s figure in the
report. Similarly if a check digit is found to be incor
rect, then the correct check digit may be included in
the report. This could be a dangerous procedure if
the check digit was an integral part of the code, since
it could lead to resubmission without clerical checking
being performed. However, in systems where the code
and the check digit are separate entities recorded in
different reference books, adequate checking and re
submission can be performed using only the code
reference book if the computed check digit is printed
in the report.
It may be useful to include other comparisons, such
as upper or lower limits.
5.6 Identification of the Error
The purpose of this is to specify exactly what is
wrong with the item. For example, a particular report
might mean ‘item is larger than the permissible upper
bound’. Note that this part of the report need not
say ‘hours worked is larger than the permissible upper
bound’ because the item has been identified as
described in section 5.3. In this way the one error
identification can be used by the program for several
different items. Notwithstanding this, there are cases
where individual reports should pertain to specific
items.
As with the identification of the item, there is a
temptation to provide an alphabetic description of the
error, rather than use report numbers. The alphabetic
description is obviously better than a report number
as long as the description is adequate. Some descrip
tions need to be very long-winded if they are to be
complete, and to shorten them so that they fit into a
report field frequently results in their being incompre
hensible.
Perhaps the best solution is to have in all cases a
report number which uniquely specifies the type of
error, and supplement this by an alphabetic descrip
tion where this can be made comprehensible and not
misleading.
Obviously reference documentation is required,
giving comprehensive meanings of each of the report
numbers.
Before adopting proposed report descriptions, it is
a good idea to ask potential users of the reports what
they think the descriptions mean. This gives the pro
grammer the opportunity to change his descriptions if
they are found inadequate or misleading.
5.7 Scope of Rejection
The report must contain a positive statement of what
action was taken because of the failure of a check.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I, No. 4, May 1969

Examples of what might be printed are:
(i) no action—item accepted,
(ii) item changed to zero,
(iii) line rejected,
(iv) document rejected,
(v) bundle rejected.
6. Treatment of Special Conditions
This section deals with conditions which are usually
not evident on the original data forms, but which arise
when the data are being punched or input.
6.1 Doubtfully Read Data
Some checks (such as parity checks and two-level
discrimination checks) may be performed by computer
hardware. Failure of such checks could occur because
of:
(i) faulty punching equipment;
(ii) poor quality cards or paper; or
(iii) computer fault.
The term ‘doubtfully read data’ is used to refer to data
which fail any such hardware checks. Some computers
have no such checks, and it is the programmer’s
responsibility to perform parity and other related
checks. Data failing these program checks are also
regarded as ‘doubtfully read’.
Failure of a hardware check of this type may not
be communicated to the vetting program, and under
these conditions the program cannot take any action.
If, however, the program has access to doubtfully read
data, some action has to be taken. Obviously a report
should be raised, and if there is not sufficient redund
ancy for the information in the doubtfully read data
to be salvaged, the data must be rejected.
The report should contain the doubtfully read data
exactly as it was input. It is unwise to attempt to
unscramble the fields for the report on doubtfully read
data because it could have been read in all kinds of
„ strange ways. To attempt to separate the fields only
increases the confusion.
Identification of the document (and line if relevant)
poses some problems. Firstly, there may be no way
of knowing whether or not the doubtfully read data is
the start of a new document. It is usually safe (but
not often correct) to assume that doubtfully read data
does commence a new document. In any case, a
decision has to be made concerning whether or not
the document counter used in reports (and any other
document counters as well) will be stepped when data
is read doubtfully.
It is possible that the block read doubtfully is part
of a bundle heading document and it is therefore advis
able to punch such documents more than once. If
this is not done and bundle heading documents con
tain data vital to the documents within a bundle, then
the only really safe action on encountering any doubt
fully read data is to reject all data up to the next
bundle header. This is not, however, a common prac
tice, since assuming a document to be part of the
wrong bundle is seldom dangerous if this problem has
been carefully considered when designing document*
layouts.
Identification of the doubtfully read data by bundle/
document/line numbers and a print of the data as
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read by the computer is not enough to ensure that the
correct document or line is resubmitted. Vagaries of
document counters due to conditions such as this, and
the often garbled nature of doubtfully read data pro
vide ample opportunity for the wrong document or
line to be selected for resubmission.
One method of identification is to precede the report
on the doubtfully read data by full identification of
the last accepted data. It must be clearly stated
against this report that it is the identification of
accepted data so that there will be no temptation to
resubmit the identified document. The words:
‘LAST ACCEPTED DOCUMENT’
printed alongside the identification should suffice if a
document is the unit of rejection.
If individual lines can be rejected, then the com
ment should, of course, identify the last accepted line.
In this case, there is no alternative but to identify
what the program considers to be the last accepted
line, even though it may in fact be subsequently rejected
if, say, the whole document containing the line is
rejected. This consequence can be avoided by con
sidering that a document is finished (i.e. no more data
will be received in respect of it) when doubtfully read
data is encountered. Under these conditions it can be
decided whether or not the whole document is to be
rejected before reporting on the doubtfully read data.
Nomination of the scope of rejection may also pro
vide some problems. Whenever a block of data is read
doubtfully, it causes a local disturbance in the data
stream. This may result in data both before and after
the block in question being rejected because it is
incomplete. Moreover, if the cause of the data being
read doubtfully is: computer fault, punch fault, or poor
quality cards or tape, then it is not unlikely that many
contiguous blocks will be rejected for this reason.
The scope of rejection can be specified clearly by
printing a line when the next data has been accepted,
identifying that data, and including in the report the
words:
‘NEXT ACCEPTED DOCUMENT’.
Thus all data between the documents nominated as
‘LAST ACCEPTED’ and ‘NgXT ACCEPTED’ have
been rejected.
% / r
After a doubtfully read block of data, the data
stream will'1'continue. As is stated above, it may be
decided to reject all data until the next bundle header.
It is more likely, however, that the next data be con
sidered as the start of a new document and accepted
or rejected on its own merits.
6.2 Unexpected Data
When a type of data is found which is not expected
,, in the structure of the current document, and which is
j not the start of a new document, it can be regarded
(as ‘unexpected data’ and rejected.
For instance if the program is processing the body
of a document, it may be expecting the next line to be
, either:
(i) one of a certain class of transaction lines; or
(ii) a check total line.
.] If instead the next line is a transaction line of a class
which is not allowed on the current document, the pro
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grammer has to decide whether or not to stop process
ing the incomplete document. Obviously the newly
input line cannot be accepted since the necessary head
ing line has not been received.
This condition is similar to that of doubtfully read
data in that there are the same problems of: discern
ment of document boundaries; counting of documents;
separation of item fields; identification of the docu
ment; and reporting the scope of rejection. This case,
therefore, can be treated in the same way as doubt
fully read data.
6.3 Excess Data
Excess data occurs when variable field data contains
more items than expected. The scope of rejection for
excess data cannot be adequately specified in the
standard report layout described in section 5. It is
convenient, therefore, to use the same form of report
ing as is suggested for doubtfully read data, which
specifies clearly and unambiguously the scope of
rejection.
7. Processing for Resubmission of Rejected Data
If data are rejected by a primary data vetting pro
gram, it may be necessary to make corrections and
have these accepted before subsequent programs can
be run.
7.1 Methods of resubmission
If rejected data are not recorded on magnetic tape
or disc, offending documents have to undergo correc
tion and then complete repunching and reprocessing.
This may represent a substantial amount of work, and
also delay the running of subsequent programs. The
primary data vetting program can, however, aid in the
resubmission of data. For instance, if punched cards
are used, error cards can be punched for reproduction
and correction and later input to the program.
If, on the other hand, complete details of unaccept
able data are recorded, the system can be arranged so
that the only new data required to icojrect an unaccept
able document are:
,
3 *"
\ (i) the new value of thd incorredt item; and
\ (ii) identification of the document and item.
The corrected magnetic tape or disc records will prob
ably be recycjed through the primary data vetting pro
gram, whichfmay even apply the corrections to the
unacceptable records. This approach can be made
much more general as is described in Power (1966).
Bymareful design of the system it might be possible
to avoid the complete revetting of corrected docu
ments. For instance, it might be that most rejections
occur because of an incompatibility between a code
number and a check digit. If this were the case, docu
ments having a check digit failure as their only short
coming could be so encoded when written to magnetic
tape or disc. The receipt of a suitably identified com
patible code and check digit is tllen the only require
ment for salvage of the document. In a case such as
this, the form which would have to be punched, could
be partly printed by the primary data vetting program
so that only the correct code and check digit would
have to be entered manually.
7.2 Combining Results from Several Runs
Quite often there will be several runs of a primary
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data vetting program for each master file update. This
may be because all rejections have to be correctly re
processed before updating the master file, or it may be
for operating convenience.
In either case it is necessary to combine the output
from each run with the output from related runs. This
may be done by:
(i) using a sort or merge to combine several input
data sets;
(ii) reading and writing all output from previous
related runs and merging or adding output from this
run to the newly created file; or
(iii) concatenating the output from this run with the
output from previous related runs.
A point sometimes overlooked with alternative (iii)
is that if a machine fault or other cause prematurely
terminates a run, it should be possible to start that run
again without performing all previous related runs.
To do this it is necessary to preserve alignment and
identification records from previous related runs instead
of progressively overwriting them.
This makes it
possible to overwrite previously written data, and pro
tection must be written into the program so that it
does not happen by accident. Operator intervention
should be necessary for previously written data to be
overwritten in a subsequent run.
8. Controls
Control figures are established close to the data
source, and are used in conjunction with computer out
put, as a basis for deciding whether or not all of the
data has been accepted. The content of computer
output for checking against controls should be designed
as an integral part of the control system.
Controls may be maintained over totals of various
items (for instance, the total value of money repre
sented by cash deposit sheets), and over the numbers
of individual types of documents. For each ran, the f
primary data vetting program accumulates and prints
appropriate totals in respect of accepted documents.
For reruns the totals may or may not include documents accepted in the initial run and all intervening
reruns, depending on the detailed design of the con
trol system. These totals may also be written on to
magnetic tape or disc with the accepted data, for recon
ciliation by later programs.
Controls apply over the whole of the data but in
order to help localise discrepancies, are often applied
to bundles of documents as well. Furthermore, indi
vidual documents may contain check totals which serve
as controls.
Simpler control results if the unit of rejection is the
document. That is, the whole document is rejected if
it contains unacceptable data, rather than the offend
ing line alone being rejected, and other lines being
accepted. One disadvantage, however, is that more
punching for resubmission may result, with consequent
time delay.
The most common control pertains to the numbers
of documents of particular types. Whilst it is quite
simple for a program to determine how many docu
ments have been accepted, the determination of the
number of documents rejected is by no means a trivial
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969

task. The former must be known, because it must be
balanced against controls, but the latter is useful to
know when arranging for the resubmission of rejected
data. All being well, the number of documents re
submitted should be the same as the number of docu
ments rejected, and this could provide a useful check.
The main problems associated with determining the
number of documents rejected are:
(i) doubtfully read data (see section 6.1); and
(ii) unexpected data (see section 6.2).
If, for instance, unexpected data is encountered, there
may be no way of knowing whether it is: part of the
current document; spurious data unrelated to any
document; or part of the next document. So whether
or not this constitutes a document from the point of
view of rejection is impossible to say.
Obviously, the number of times such conditions
have occurred should be reported by the program,
and any reference to the number of documents rejected
should only include data which the program has
positively identified as documents.
The program
could, for instance, give a report at the end of the run
specifying:
(i) the number of documents accepted;
(ii) the number of documents rejected;
(iii) the number of doubtfully read blocks of data;
(iv) the number of unexpected blocks of data; and
(v) the number of documents not rejected, but con
taining suspect data.
In installations where reports for printing are written
on to a magnetic medium for later printing, the report
may be output as a typewritten message at the end of
the run. This allows the operator to decide whether
or not to continue with subsequent programs without
waiting for the reports to be printed.
Further information concerning controls is given in
Holzer (1965), Sullivan (1965) and Power (1966).
9. Standards
Perhaps the best single way in which to reduce
human error is to standardise the way in which things
are done from program to program. Standardisation
is disliked by the programmer because:
(i) he likes to do things in his own way, and
(ii) standardisation usually costs something.
In the case of a program, the cost is extra program
size and/or running time.
t
These two objections count for very little. The pro
grammer is too often guilty of considering the elegance
of his program at the expense of the user of that pro
gram: only rarely does he consider the problems of
using his output.
A great deal of standardisation can be done at very
little cost. Costs associated with program size and/or
running time are usually so small as to be negligible.
The only real cost is for someone to take the time to
set the standards, rather than let the programmer
make arbitrary decisions in each primary data vetting
program he writes.
•
Of prime importance is the standardisation of reports
on rejected and suspect data. The disposition of
information on the reports should conform to a stand
ard layout, and standards should be laid down for:
199
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(i) report numbers;
(ii) method of identification of items;
(iii) specification of the unit of rejection; and
(iv) conventions of document counting.
One method of ensuring standardisation in primary
data vetting programs is to have them generated by
computer from submitted parameters.
It is now
thought commonplace for sorting and reporting pro
grams to be generated in this way, and there is little
reason why this should not also be the case with pri
mary data vetting programs.
The writing of such a generating program may tax
the resources of many small installations, but it is not
too difficult to generate a program which provides a
basic framework into which special checks, data re
arrangements, and other non-standard tasks can be
incorporated by a competent programmer.
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Recent Developments Of The
DAD System**
By B. J. Austin41 and T. S. Holdent

The paper gives a description of recent developments of and experience with the monitor
system of the C.S.I.R.O. computer at Canberra, a Control Data 3600. A summary of the
general principles of the monitor is given, but without the detail of a description already
published. The validity of various design decisions is discussed, particularly in the areas of
job scheduling, and of management of the drum and disc backing stores. A technique which
enables the time-sharing of main jobs (“Breakin”) is described, and its use in connection
with the graphical display and the keyboard displays is shown. A recent addition to the
system is a Digital Equipment PDP-8 computer, with five teletypes. These teletypes have
been successfully incorporated into the system alongside the CRT (character) displays. A
discussion of the techniques required for this incorporation is given.

1. Introduction
This paper describes recent developments and addi
tions to the monitor system for the C.S.I.R.O. com
puter at Canberra, Australia, and operating experience
with this monitor. Although descriptions of the design
and operation of the main features of the system have
already been published (Austin and Holden, 1966, and
Austin, Holden and Hudson, 1967), a brief general
account of the system as a whole has been included
here to make this paper serve also as a self contained
introduction to the system. DAD has been the
standard operating system at the C.S.I.R.O. installa
tion since June, 1966.
The Drum And Display (DAD) monitor was
developed by a small group of programmers, and the
initial design aims were:
(1) to enable the fullest use to be made of the wide
range of peripheral equipment of the installation,
(2) to retain sufficient compatibility with the pre
viously used Control Data monitor Scope, and with
other standard Control Data software to enable a
smooth changeover to the new system, and in par
ticular, by keeping the resident part of the monitor
as brief as possible, to allow a comparable amount of
the core store for main program use,
(3) to provide an environment which would facilitate
research into computing methods using on-line devices
such as teletypes, keyboard and graphical displays.
The installation comprises a Control Data 3600
with 32K words of core store, four 3606 data channels
and an additional 3816 high speed channel, eight
magnetic tape drives, three line printers, a card reader,
a card punch, two incremental plotters, two reader/
punch paper tape stations, two drums giving one
million words of high speed backing store, six remote
keyboard display consoles and a 19-inch graphical
display. In addition, a 12 million word disc file and,

more recently, a Digital Equipment PDP-8 computer
with five teletypes have been purchased.
2. Monitor Design
The data channels of the 3600 computer allow
autonomous transfers to and from peripheral equip
ment, with an adequate interrupt system. Slow
peripheral devices with buffers such as line printers
and card equipment can readily be handled with very
little central processing unit (CPU) or channel time,
others without buffers such as the paper tape equip
ment and the plotters tend to require considerable
data channel time. The graphical display (which has
its own 4096 x 24-bit core store) also makes heavy
demands on channel time and the fast data channel
is exclusively reserved for the drums. The 3600 has
no hardware relocation scheme, and rather primitive
store protection, so that schemes for time sharing of
programs simultaneously occupying main store were
rejected because of the likely complexity of software
required to achieve reliability. The approach adopted
is to divide available core into firstly, a small area
used in a time sharing manner by six CRT display
consoles and five teletypes and secondly, the rest of
core used by one main job at a time in a conventional
batch processing mode. The main job may use mag
netic tapes and may also access serial “documents”
stored on the drums. The batch processing monitor
also buffers the input of programs and data, and the
output of results using the drums as an input/output
well.
The “background program” of the monitor is
responsible for servicing the input and output devices.
Card and paper tape input is buffered to the drums
as it becomes available, and line printer, plotter ajid
paper tape output is unloaded from the drums as it

** Work carried out at Division of Computing Research, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra; * present address, Information Science Laboratory,
General Electric Company, P.O. Box 8, Schenectady, N.Y., U.S.A. t Division of Computing Research, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra.
Manuscript received August, 1968; in revised form February, 1969.
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is released by a main job or display activity, and the
appropriate peripheral device is ready to receive it.
The display monitor, DAVE, handles requests from
the CRT displays and the teletypes. Each console is
under the control of a separate program, selected from
a display program library. When a user requests a
display program, a working copy of the program is
made. At any one time a single display has use of
2,000 words of main store, whilst the working copies
relating to other active displays are held on the drums.
A single display request typically results in a short
burst of activity of its associated program, which is
then swapped out of core to be replaced by the next
display program requiring service. In this way the
system appears as a small, slow, but independent com
puter to each console user. Besides running an
independent program, a console may be used to
generate requests to the main job scheduler, or to the
background program, and in this way the displays and
teletypes become an integrated part of the whole
system.
3. Documents
A basic concept of the DAD system is the docu
ment. Under the previously used monitor, SCOPE,
programmers referenced all input and output via
“logical units”, which were basically magnetic tapes,
but could be other devices which produced or received
serial records. This concept has been generalised by
providing a means of storing and accessing serial data
strings on the drums, and these strings are called “docu
ments”. Each document is stored as a series of linked
segments, with both forward and backward pointers.
Documents are identified by a “charge code” which
identifies the owner, and is used for accounting pur
poses, and an “ident”, a name devised by the pro
grammer or generated in default by the system.
Together these constitute the name of the document,
and when duplicates occur, these are allocated differing
edition numbers. A document input to the background
program (via card or paper tape, reader) must be
prefixed by a “header” record giving the name -of
the document, and this headejj,may also specify that
the document is a job tg, be executed when oppor
tunity offers. ■ In this manner the background program
builds up queues of execution requests, and the
monitor selects the next job to be executed from these
queues. Similarly, data for output generated within
the system is accumulated on the drums as documents,
and as each document is completed and released, an
output request is generated for it. These output
requests are similarly stacked in output queues, and
(the background program services these requests as
jperipherals become available.
4. Attributes of Documents
The attributes of a document in the system are its:
(1) Name—charge code and ident.
1(2) Edition number.
(3) Length.
(4) Activity date.
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(5) “Save” status.
(6) Mode.
(7) Whether scheduled for execution, and
(8) Whether scheduled for output.
The name, edition number, length and activity date
of a document are held in a directory on the drum
called the main document list. Any reference to a
document is initially by name, and involves a search
of this directory and will update the activity date. The
save status is an attribute which is meaningful only
for the duration of a reference to a document, and is
acted upon at the end of any such reference when the
document is either deleted from the drum or “saved”.
The mode associated with a document is an attri
bute which may vary record by record. It arises
historically from the simulation of the properties of
magnetic tapes on serial drum documents. When a
document is input by the background program, the
mode is specified in the header record, and a program
which creates a document during its execution specifies
the mode of each record. When a document is passed
to the background program for output, the mode is
interpreted variously depending on the output medium.
For line printer or plotter output it is used to select
the type of stationery, for card punching it designates
Hollerith or binary output, and for paper tape it
specifies the code translation required.
The names of all documents scheduled for execu
tion are stored in two queues of execution requests
which also give the time limit for each execution.
Similarly, output requests are held in queues which
also give the relevant output medium.
Various means of allocating and changing the
attributes of documents are provided and it is these
that give the system its flexibility. In particular, users
of the display system are provided with a variety of
requests which may refer to previously stored drum
documents and change their attributes. 'The facility
for entering execution or output j requests into the
queues of the main systeip is especially valuable1* to
the console user. The output requests are:—
PRINT(LP), PUNCH(CP), PUNCH(TP), PLOT(PL)
and PLOT(PB) in which CP and TP distinguish card
and paper tag#, and PL and PB the 12-inch (“little”)
and 30-inch (“big”) incremental plotters respectively.
Requests to delete a document from the drums, to
detertaine the existence and current status of a docu
ment, and to execute a document are:—
DELETE(DL), LOCATE(LC), EXECUTE(EX)
and BREAKIN(BK). The last is discussed later in
this paper (Section 7). Alternative abbreviated forms
of the requests exist and are more suitable for teletype
use.
5. Display Programs
Besides the facility for generating a drum document
request from a display or teletype, a user may call
up from the drum any one of a number of display
programs. The name “display program” is really
historical, and would more properly be “console pro
gram”, since the facility is available equally to users
of CRT displays and teletypes. A display program
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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normally communicates directly with a single console,
however it may also reference existing drum docu
ments or create new ones for later use. Although the
program is confined to 2,000 words of core store, an
overlay system is available which allows quite
sophisticated programs to be developed. Typical of
these are a general purpose statistical package
(STATIST), a FORTRAN interpreter (INTERP)
(Frost and Langridge, 1966), and two general purpose
document editors (CIDER (Kerr and Karoly, 1966) and
FRED). These latter programs may be used to assist
in the development of main jobs. After the program
under test has run, its output may be inspected and
the input document modified from the console. A
new Execute or Breakin request is then made, and
the job runs again. In this way a console user may
have many test runs in the course of a single day
without having to resubmit a card deck. In addition,
some of our users (e.g., the Division of Land
Research) have developed display programs specifically
directed to their own interests.
However, the writing of display programs has so
far been the preserve of a restricted few — the
“experts”—and the ability to develop a display pro
gram for one’s own needs has been largely neglected.
This is probably because writers of display programs
have been forced, at least until recently, to work in
assembly language, or to provide a substitute for the
FORTRAN input/output programs. A user has
recently provided a package enabling display pro
grams to be written in FORTRAN (Ewens, 1968),
and this could change the situation completely. A
second reason could be the speed of response of a
Breakin request for a main job execution (see Sec
tion 7).
The production of special display programs around
subroutines under development has been carried out
only rarely, but can offer a very powerful means of
debugging. For example, a subroutine intended to scan
a variable input string and to break it into its com
ponents can be built into a display program which
accepts an input from the screen and responds with
the cracked output from the subroutine. The sub
routine can then be subjected quickly to a great variety
of tests and, upon occurrence of an error, many related
inputs can be tried, until the exact nature and true
scope of the fault has been defined.
6. Teletype System
A Digital Equipment PDP-8 computer has been
added recently to the system. This computer functions
as a multiplexer for five teletypes, but is also used to
control a facsimile copier modified to work as a
picture scanner, an analogue-to-digital converter and
an incremental magnetic tape recorder. These last
three devices do not operate under the DAD system,
and will therefore not be discussed further. The
PDP-8 is connected to a 3606 data channel by a
special interface designed and constructed by the
Division (Austin, in preparation), so that the PDP-8
appears as a peripheral of the 3600. The interface is
a very simple one, since it embodies only a minimal
electrical connection between the 3606 and the PDP-8

and very few logical functions. The logical appear
ance of the interface is determined by a program in
the PDP-8. Thus, the functions of a peripheral inter
face (or controller), which are normally to be found
in hardware, are supplied by software. This approach
has given great flexibility in the logical appearance
which the PDP-8 presents to the 3600, and has simpli
fied greatly the task of producing a controller fitting
into the specifications for standard 3000 series
peripherals.
By means of this approach it has been possible to
make the teletypes appear, in many respects, identical
to the Control Data DD210 display consoles, and
hence to incorporate the teletypes into the DAD
system as if they were displays. The teletypes have
an advantage over CRT displays in that they need
not be situated in close proximity to their controller.
We hope shortly to be operating the teletypes outside
the computer building and eventually (subject to
approval from the Post Office authorities) up to a
radius of a few miles.
It is worth discussing to what extent teletypes can
be made to appear identical to CRT displays, and how
we have incorporated both into the same system.
Firstly, the character sets differ, but only slightly. The
64 graphic symbols of the teletype character set differ
in only five (infrequently used) symbols from the
DD210 set, and a usable correspondence can be estab
lished between them. The screen of the CRT display
is simulated by a buffer in the PDP-8 memory, but
with a limit of 72 characters instead of 1,000. Any
transmission from the 3600 to the PDP-8 is truncated
to 72 characters, trailing blanks removed, and then
output on the teletype. Thus the teletype line and
the first 72 characters of a display screen correspond.
Display programs (see Section 5) and system requests
(see Section 4) which involve little interchange of data
can be adapted to work equally well for teletypes or
CRT displays by confining the active area of the
“screen” to the first 72 characters. The remainder of
the screen (for CRT displays only) is used for ex
planatory material, alternative request forms and
general verbosity, and is lost so far as teletype users
are concerned. It has been possible to adapt several
of our CRT-oriented display programs in this way.
Obviously, some of our display programs will be
CRT-oriented and will not be adaptable to teletype
use, and some teletype programs will emerge which
will not operate satisfactorily on CRT displays, but
we hope that our library will, for the most part, con
sist of CRT display-teletype compatible programs.
The DD210 consoles have function buttons and an
interrupt button. These are simulated only approxi
mately by the teletypes. Since there is no meaning to
a function key setting independent of an interrupt
request, the two concepts have been combined.
Furthermore, the function keys of the DD210 con
soles have not proved very useful. Hence only those
function key settings essential to the running of the
system have been simulated. The linefeed character
of the teletype is taken to mean “interrupt with key
3 set”. This is the normal interrupt request made by
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a display user. The end of transmission (EOT)
character is taken to mean “interrupt with key 1 set”,
which is the interrupt request required to terminate
a display program run.
The DD210 consoles have a tab feature which is
very useful in the composition of certain types of
material—e.g. FORTRAN programs. This feature has
not been provided for teletype users. The CRT dis
plays also allow the user to correct typing errors
before sending the data to the 3600. Facilities have
been provided in the PDP-8 which allow limited cor
rections to be made. As each character is input it
is examined. Characters not in the control shift are
assembled in a line buffer in the PDP-8, with a
maximum length of 72 characters. Line feed and EOT
cause the 3600 to be interrupted, as described above.
Carriage return causes the assembled line to be trans
lated into DD210 code, and compressed from 8 bits
to 6 bits per character. BELL and XOFF cause
editing of the line buffer by removal of the last
character and the whole line respectively. It would
be possible to incorporate better editing facilities,
e.g. insertion/deletion of a character anywhere in the
line, but these have not been implemented.
BELL and XOFF were chosen from those characters
in the control shift which are marked on the teletype
keyboard, and unfortunately they do not have very
appropriate names for their uses. The RUBOUT
character was not used, on the grounds that a possible
inconsistency could arise if ever paper tape input to
the teletype system was implemented. RUBOUT
means “delete the present character”, i.e. that
character which is over punched—rather than “delete
the preceding character”.
There is one feature of the CRT console which the
teletype does not have—namely the high speed with
which information can be written on to the screen.
This is the only point at which the display system
itself is required to differentiate between displays and
teletypes. The PDP-8 singly buffers each teletype. The
transfer from the 3606 data channel is very fast, and
the display system assumes 'that the operation is com
plete as soon as the channel .activity is over—as it
would be with a CRT consoled Thus, a teletype pro
gram outputting a succession of lines can put the
system into 7a situation where it is unable to proceed
with further display or teletype requests until the busy
teletype has finished a line. This fault introduces
intolerable delays in the response of the system to
interrupts. However, it has been possible to add a
monitor request which allows the program correspond
ing to the busy teletype to be swapped out of core
.until the line is complete, thereby removing the delays
Jp other users. Thus we have been able to make
CRT consoles and teletypes appear similar, and to
incorporate them into the same system.
,1. The Breakin Facility
The Breakin facility is a means whereby programs
in main store can be stopped, saved on the drum and
jlater restarted. It is primarily intended to allow
economical use of the large graphical display, but is
very useful in providing immediate execution of short
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program runs. Only one level of Breakin is provided,
and the system rejects any further Breakin requests
whilst that level is occupied. A running program,
for instance one using the graphical display, can
request that it be swapped out of main core. A new
job will then be commenced, and the swapped out
job will remain dormant until revived by an interrupt
from the display, when it will be swapped back and
the running program in its turn becomes dormant
until the display job again pauses or terminates. Pro
grams using the graphical display are organised in
such a manner that actions not requiring the CPU,
e.g. pauses for thought, photography, or tracking of
the light pen within the display controller (an ele
mentary special purpose computer in itself), are
carried out after requesting a “Breakout”.
Two other features of the system have been designed
with the user of the graphical display in view. The
first is the “deadline” option, in which a user can
specify to the job scheduler that his job should not
be started before a given time. The user can then
plan his day with a knowledge of when he is required
at the graphical display to run his program. The
second is a means of allowing a Breakout program
to have its time limit extended beyond that stated on
the job header. Thus, a user of the graphical display
can achieve faster access to the system by placing his
job in the priority execution list (see Section 11), but
need not restrict himself to a total of four minutes
of processor time. We allow an extension up to twenty
minutes of processor time, provided no single Breakin
is longer than two minutes. These figures seem to be
a satisfactory compromise, in that the graphical dis
play user need no longer worry about time, while
other users still get a fair share of the central pro
cessor capability.
Breakin is also valuable to the users of the CRT
displays and the teletypes. It may fairly be stated
that," although Breakin was implemented for the user
of the graphical display, if has had most profound
effect on the keyboard console users. By making a
BREAKIN request a console user causes the cur
rently running job to be suspended, and his own
program to jb,f started immediately. Only one con
sole user at "a time may employ Breakin, but as
Breakin requests are limited to two minutes each,
competition for the facility between the users is not
excessive. However, if a graphical display user is
using Breakin, it is not available to any of the CRT
displays or teletypes.
8. Document Management
At the end of a main job, a non-resident part of
the system INTERIOB is brought into core from
the drums. Its primary functions are to complete the
processing of the previous job (accounting, core
dumps, etc.), and the selection and commencement of
the next main job. Secondary functions which make
use of the fact that most of core is available between
main jobs are a group of document management
routines. Some of these routines are automatic, but
others are initiated by the computer operators (e.g.
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a listing of all system queues and the document
directory).
The installation at Canberra provides a computing
service for C.S.I.R.O. scientists throughout Australia,
and also for Government Departments and Uni
versities. The C.S.I.R.O. Division of Computing
Research has branches with smaller Control Data
3200 computers at Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide,
and more than half of the work for the Canberra
installation is submitted from these branches as docu
ments blocked on to magnetic tapes. Facilities are
provided in the DAD monitor for unloading these
tapes on to the drums, and thus a job submitted as
a card deck to a branch installation becomes a drum
document precisely as if put in the card reader at
Canberra. To facilitate the meeting of deadlines for
the return of output from jobs submitted from the
branch installations, a means is provided to sort the
execution queue according to designated parameters,
e.g. city of origin and time limit.
A watch is kept by the monitor on the amount of
drum space available, and when this becomes lower
than a predetermined limit, documents are selectively
deleted from the system until space becomes adequate.
Factors which affect the selection of documents for
discarding include the age of the document since its
last activity, whether its name is a system generated
one or not, and whether a higher edition of the same
name exists. Documents either currently in use, or
scheduled for execution or output are, of course,
inviolate. This mechanism can occasionally fail and
drum overflow can occur, either by an attempt to
input a document longer than the available drum
space, or by a running job generating such a docu
ment. If an input document was the cause, its input
ceases and the partly formed document is discarded,
if a job was the cause, the job is summarily terminated,
and its documents deleted. A message is given to the
operator in either case.
9. Disc Store
The addition of a 12-million word disc file backing
store to the installation has opened the way to develop
ments which allow long term retention of documents
within the system. One million words of this store
have been made available to a main job as a volatile
mass “random access” device, and the remainder is
reserved as a document store.
Certain types of hardware failure, and even pro
gramming error (there is no hardware protection
against data from magnetic tapes overwriting the
monitor) can cause a complete failure of the system,
and the loss not only of current programs but also of
all documents on the drums. The frequency of such
disasters usually runs at about two per week, and the
disc software has been written in such a way that at
most a single document might be lost from the disc
due to any one such disaster.
The disc facility is available only to one user at a
time, i.e. a display program, a main job or a Breakin
job. A comprehensive set of control statements has
been provided to allow a user to test whether a
particular document is on drum or disc, to allocate
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the disc to him either temporarily or for the duration
of his job, to copy a document from disc to drum or
vice versa, to delete a document from the disc, or to
obtain a list of his documents. Similar facilities are
provided to a console user by means of a general
purpose display program (DISCDOCS).
When the operation of the system is to be sus
pended and the machine (but not the disc) handed
over to the engineers for the daily maintenance period,
a shutdown procedure is invoked which results in
the unloading of all drum documents to the area of
the disc normally allocated for random access use,
and the drum is reloaded from this area when the
machine is handed back. When the disc is scheduled
for routine maintenance (usually over the weekends),
the drum is unloaded to a blocked magnetic tape (a
feature used before the arrival of the disc), and the
disc backing store is preserved in the following manner.
A list of all documents on the disc is obtained and
sorted by the date of last activity, and documents
from the disc are then stored on blocked magnetic
tapes in order of activity date, most recently formed
or referenced first. Each tape is complete in itself,
i.e. can be independently reloaded to the disc at a
later stage, and the mere omission from the reloading
process of the last tape written provides a suitable
mechanism for withdrawing from the system docu
ments unused for long periods. Particular documents
on old off-load tapes can be re-instated on request,
and it is proposed to keep the disc tapes obtained at
these weekly shutdowns as long as possible.
One edition only of any document of a particular
name is allowed on the disc at a time, and each docu
ment is stored as a linked list of serial records in
blocks of 1,024 words. Links are forward pointing
only, and included with all links, with entries in the
disc document directory, and with entries in the map
of unassigned disc blocks are 12-bit check bytes
generated by the software. The 12-bit check byte
generator employs the same cyclic error correcting
code which the disc hardware uses to verify each
32-word sector on readout. In the event of an error
the same correcting procedure is used whether the
error is a disc or software malfunction. Use of these
checks enables the occurrence of a single disc error
to be detected immediately, ancl, a recovery procedure
invoked. The characteristic of4 a linked structure is
that an error is unlikely to be detected until it has
caused so many further errors in the linking structure
that irrecoverable failure results. The addition of
check bytes to vital parts of the linking structure
ensures that catastrophic loss of the total content of
the disc will be a rare event, and no such total loss has
yet occurred.
10. System Realisation
One of the design aims mentioned earlier was the
realisation of compatibility with the previous monitor,
SCOPE, and in particular compatibility with the
amount of core store available to users. The resident
part of the DAD monitor occupies 4,500 words of
the store, when the display system is added this
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becomes 7,300 words, a total that exceeds the size
of the resident part of SCOPE by only 300 words.
During the night shift, the system is usually run with
the display monitor disabled, so that the display area
is available to main programs otherwise too large to
fit in core.
About a quarter of the one million words of the
drums are reserved for the system. Of these a 32K
block is available as a random access area for use
by the current main job (especially during compila
tion and loading). Breakin requires three more such
32K blocks for its operation and the display system
uses a further block of 32K words. The remainder of
the reserved area, about 100,000 words, is used to
store compilers and other system programs. Software
available to users of the DAD system includes many
of the standard systems supplied by Control Data,
namely
FORTRAN,
COMPASS,
SIMSCRIPT,
ALGOL, SORT, COBLOC, ILP1, NETWORK FLOW,
CDM4 and KWIC. In addition, a local modification
of the FORTRAN compiler which achieves very fast
compilation direct into core without loading, and a
general purpose statistical package originally supplied
by the Michigan State University are available. Of
these COMPASS, the two FORTRANS and ALGOL
are held on the drums, and the remainder are avail
able from the disc backing store.
Three-quarters of a million words of the drums
remain for the storage of current serial documents,
and automatic deletion of old documents occurs
several times per day, especially in the presence of a
large document being output on a slow peripheral such
as a plotter. This can be particularly distressing for
console users, and it would appear that three-quarters
of a million words of drum storage is inadequate as a
backing store. The disc does give a bigger area for
document storage, but more importantly our1 disc
philosophy is such as to increase the time for which
a document may be relied on to remain in the system.
However, the fact that the disc is at a second level
of document storage,x almost a§ an afterthought,
reduces its usefulness.
The disc packing store might have been incorporated
into the DAD system in various wap. The possibility
of simply using the disc as an extension of the drum
was considered; difficulties were in designing an
algorithm of sufficient simplicity not to expand resi
dent system code inordinately, and in choosing a rsife
of transfer to be optimal for both drum and disc.
Alternately, the disc could have been used as the
main document store instead of the drum, with the
latter used as a temporary staging area, in a manner
S comparable with the present use of core buffers for
|the drum. Once again considerable expansion of the
1 resident part of the monitor would have been
inevitable. Either scheme would also have suffered
from the defect that a system disaster would have
1 usually resulted in loss of the complete disc.
In choosing to have but one use of the disc at a
j time, with the resultant inconveniences, we have, how1 ever, achieved considerable security of disc documents
against system failure, the code added to the system
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to deal with the disc is much simpler, and is largely
non-resident.
The present practice of selectively discarding docu
ments from the drum to help prevent overflow was
preferred for several reasons to the obvious alterna
tive of sending such documents to the disc. If the
latter course had been chosen, clearly it could only
occur when the disc was not being used by another
process, and this would necessarily restrict the use
of the disc by other than the system. It would also
necessitate allowing multiple editions of documents on
the disc (one could not allow the system to auto
matically overwrite a useful version of a document
with a later but perhaps incorrect version). This
would imply inclusion of the disc directory in the
drum document directory, or a search of both
directories for many drum operations, with conse
quent loss of security and possible restriction of use
of the disc to the system alone.
The system is run for 22 hours per day, five days
per week. About 500 jobs per day are processed,
ranging from very short (one minute or less) jobs
originating from the consoles, through medium sized
data processing tasks to large scale scientific calcula
tions (e.g. a Monte Carlo calculation which runs for
many hours per week). Most of the work originates
in the FORTRAN language, and FORTRAN com
pilation and loading would account for a significant
fraction of the time used on the machine. In these
circumstances, the fast FORTRAN compiler is valu
able especially for the many small jobs which we have.
It reduces the combined compilation and loading time
by a factor of about five, but is restrictive in several
aspects, e.g. the size of the compiled program, and in
the library routines available to it.
11. Scheduling
'
There are two levels*.* of scheduling within the
system, firstly a high level priority scheme for selecting
the sequence in which main jobs are*,, run, and secondly
a Ipw level priority scheme for the allocation of CPU
time between tasks. There are, in fact, two execu
tion request j[ueues, and a request originating from
a console or®issociated with the input of a document
by the background program is added to the end of
one/'of these queues. A job whose time limit is four
minutes or less goes to the end of the priority queue,
otherwise to the end of the non-priority queue. Execu
tion requests accompanying the input of documents
from the remote installations are similarly added to the
appropriate queues. When the system is selecting a
new main job for processing, the priority queue is
searched first, and if no job is found which can be
started, the other queue is then referenced. If a suc
cession of small jobs is being input, the requests of
the second queue may remain static for some time.
Furthermore, a Breakin request if accepted suspends
the operation of the current main job, so that this
constitutes the highest level of main job priority.
Similarly, a graphical display job which uses the
Breakout facility always has priority over the cur
rently running main job in that there will be alternate
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periods of its execution and execution of jobs from
the queues.
On the other hand, the CPU is scheduled in the
following manner. The highest priority of all is given
to the background program which will be interrupting
the display programs and the main job for brief but
frequent intervals to service the interrupts from the
slow peripherals. The keyboard display programs
have next priority, and the main job has lowest
priority of all. Normally an activity requiring the
CPU is not assigned a quantum of time, but proceeds
to completion unless interrupted by a higher priority
activity. In the case of the keyboard display pro
grams however, a limit of one second of CPU use at
a time is imposed if another console requires service.
The display programs in common use operate in bursts
of considerably less than one second, and so the time
slicing algorithm is not often invoked.
12, Discussion
It will be seen that whilst the DAD system does
not attempt time sharing or multi-programming in
the usual sense, in that only one program is in main
core at a time, a very complete use is made of the
hardware capabilities, in that thirteen different pro
grams (a main and a Breakin job, and eleven display
programs) may be sharing the system at the same
time, together with the buffering of up to nine slow
peripherals.
Note that the 3600 does not have complete bounds
protection, in that I/O is exempt from bounds check
ing. It is only possible to test a sequence of I/O
control words partially and the system can thus allow
the main program to read into an area out of bounds.
Furthermore, the main job is permitted by the DAD
system to obey code in interrupt-disabled mode (a
design error copied from SCOPE); and FORTRAN
programs, in particular, are arranged in core in such
a way that if a programmer over-runs the size of a
common block, he will be most likely to destroy this
interrupt-disabled code. Thus, the system suffers
occasionally from programmers’ errors as a result of
incomplete hardware protection and the ability of
programmers to operate in interrupt-disabled mode.
Normally, an immediate system crash is the result,
but it is quite possible that occasionally minor
undetected interactions occur between the main job
and the display programs.
The main job priority scheme of separate short and
long execution queues is a little crude, but works
quite well in practice. Short jobs get very good service,
but long jobs tend to be delayed, though not unduly.
It is rare for any but the very longest jobs to wait
for more than one day before being run, although
during the daytime shift the total of the requests in
the priority queue is not uncommonly over half an
hour.
It is worth comparing the Breakin scheme with the
more usual methods of time sharing. Breakin pro
vides an immediate service for short code checks,
but rather unexpectedly, is also of benefit to long
jobs, since these may be input immediately they are
;received without prejudicing access to the system for
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short code checks. Previously, during the prime shift,
the operators would delay the input of long jobs
because of the inconvenience they cause. Furthermore,
Breakin takes little overhead, and achieves much the
same effect as would a time slicing scheme. We feel
that Breakin is to be preferred in an environment such
as ours with only a small number of simultaneous
on-line users.
The DAD system has been written as far as pos
sible in a manner which will allow it to recover from
an isolated machine error, e.g. channel parity errors,
drum parity errors and the like are notified to the
operator but do not cause failure of the system as a
whole, and in particular the background program
allows a malfunction of a single peripheral to affect
the activity of that peripheral only (e.g. a card reader
jam stops only the card reader). The system is now
debugged to a point where the irrecoverable failure
rate is satisfactorily low, and it seems that we are
approaching the limits of reliability of such a system
on a machine in which malfunctions do occasionally
occur, and in which the hardware does not make it
possible to completely protect the monitor from run
away programs.
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Scheduling In Industry—
Part I. Job Shop Scheduling
By Dennis J. Clague ?

Scheduling, in industry, for a system analogous to that found in a job shop has long
been discounted in favour of the more complex techniques required for network scheduling,
and these latter techniques have often been applied to the former case. This paper outlines
the requirements of an industrial scheduling system, discusses them and then describes their
application in a job shop system of the type defined in section 2.1. The methods of estab
lishing priorities of jobs in this environment are shown in detail.

INTRODUCTION
As our country develops and secondary production
increases, industry is faced with the problem of increas
ing efficiency in order to remain competitive in the
market-place, both here and overseas.
For this
reason, new processes are developed, and new machines
purchased to increase throughput. This is the only
logical course in an environment where the rule is
‘Advance or perish’.
Firstly, the manufacturer must decide on the basic
configuration of his plant—the work force and the
equipment—necessary to meet his present and future
needs. Of the two facets, the work force is the easier
to change; new machines, especially large ones, are
not usually immediately available. We will therefore
consider the equipment available as a constant of the
problem. These new machines bring in their wake a
complementary problem—the problem of overhead.
The machines represent invested capital, depreciate
with time and new developments, and require1 main
tenance, whether they are used or not. Thus, failure
to use the machines as fully as possible imposes an
additional cost burden on the manufacturer, whicjr
must be passed on in the form of increased prodjict
costs; this may defeat its object by a corresponding
reduction in sales.
Therefore, scheduling, is becoming an increasingly
important, problem in industry toddy. A manufacturer
who obtains maximum use of all resources (may they
be machines, labour or services) by careful scheduling,
gains an advantage over his competitors, in both-pro
duct cost and speed of requirements fulfilment. It is
the purpose of this article to outline one of the various
classes of scheduling problems commonly met in
industry today, to define the requisite input data and
provide some idea of methods which can be used to
provide solutions.
1. THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS
The basic requirements in formulating a scheduling
problem are:—
(1) A set of jobs to be performed.
These jobs will differ in some particular, with
* Chrysler Australia Ltd., Adelaide, South Australia.
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respect to either labour or facilities required. (The
term ‘facilities’ will be used henceforth as a general
term when referring to tools, machines, purchased
services, etc.)
(2) A knowledge of the functions, or job steps, required
to perform each job, and their sequence.
Before scheduling is attempted, the way in which
the final result will be achieved must be known;
i.e. each step in the job must be specified in terms
of labour and facilities.
(3) The time taken to complete each job step must be
estimated.
(4) The time by which the total job must be finished
must be known.
There is no point in scheduling a job unless there
is a time limit on its completion. A job with no
time limit may be used as a filler for gaps in the
schedule.
At the next level of complexity—
(5) The cost of failure, to achieve sch'edule must be
" known. 'r'
*•
I
This can be measured in dollars or goodwill.
However, there must be a cost, or there is no
\ incentive to meet schedule.
(6) Increased costs caused by possible expediting procedures,J(e.g. (i) overtime, (ii) sending work to
another manufacturer) must be estimated. One of
the most significant, and most easily forgotten,
•/costs in this class is the actual cost of performing
the rescheduling, both in management time and in
the inefficiencies inherent in ‘stop-gap’ methods.
1.1 Notes
(1) The first four requirements deal with time, the
latter two with cost.
These two areas should
probably be treated separately; attempts to integrate
the concepts in formulatingprecise schedule lead
to complexities beyond the capability of the
majority of computing systems, although tech
niques such as linear programming can be used to
establish guide-lines which ensure that the final
schedule is both achievable with respect to time,
and economically feasible.
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(2) A workable approach is to formulate the problem
on a timing basis only, and in this formulation to
use minimum cost methods in determining the
methods used and durations allowed. In this case the
cost factors need only be reviewed when schedule
will not be attained; at this stage a separate
evaluation of the optimum course, in the light of
the costs involved, must be made, and the results
passed back to the time scheduling system.
(3) For this reason, we shall ignore cost concepts
henceforth, and concentrate on time scheduling
(which is quite a large field anyway). We will first
describe the various kinds of problems which may
be encountered, and then discuss techniques which
can be used.
2. THE CATEGORIES OF PROBLEMS
Although there is a common basis for all scheduling
problems, there is no one scheduling technique which
is optimum for all scheduling problems. To illustrate
this, we must investigate the various situations where
scheduling is required, and show the inherent differ
ences between them.
2,1 Requirements of the System
The essential duty of an industrial scheduling
system is to bring together labour, material and facili
ties at a predetermined time. This applies to all types
of scheduling problems.
Obviously, if the condition exists that only one
facility is required to effect the transformation from
base material to finished item, and the facility is used
for no other item, the problem is reduced to two
dimensions—only labour and material need be brought
together.
Similarly, examples can be constructed
where the availability of labour and material can be
taken for granted. However, in the general case, all
three — labour, material and facilities—must be
scheduled.
This is the complete problem only if the transition
from base material to finished item is performed by
the one facility. Usually, there is a requirement that'
more than one facility be used, and this further com
plicates the problem. Since the supply of labour is
usually limited, the same problem, though usually to
a lesser degree, is found here, since men are more
often interchangeable than facilities.
However, often the transition is accomplished by
two or more job steps, each step moving the total job
nearer to completion and leaving it in a state where
the next job step can be begun.
This, then, is another complication found in the
majority of scheduling systems—the various job steps
must be scheduled to be performed precedentially and
sequentially. This complication augments that caused
by the other temporal requirement that no two jobs
can use the same tool at the same time.
This precedence requirement can apply in different
ways in different problems. As an example, let us
consider the basic difference between scheduling in a
job shop and scheduling for a construction process
which we shall use as an example of a network system.
We shall define a job-shop system, in contrast to a
network system, as one in which basic material is trans
formed into a finished product by one or more pro
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. J, No. 4, May 1969

cesses, where the input to each process, or job step,
is the output material of only one other job step, and
vice versa. The jobs processed in a job shop may be
dissimilar, in that each may use a different set of
machines and/or use them in a different sequence.
In a job shop, material at various stages of comple
tion is passed from one job step to another; the job
steps can be arranged in a single line, starting with
raw material and ending with the finished product.
Thus, the material for each job step is available as
soon as the previous job step has finished; subject to
labour and facility availability, no delay is necessary.
In a construction project, preparation for a job step
is often more complex. Two or more functionally
unrelated job steps may have to be completed before
a certain job step can be begun (e.g. before concrete
can be laid, it must be mixed, the area must be pre
pared and the formers positioned; although these job
steps can be performed independently, they must all
be done before the concrete is poured). If it takes less
time to reach the completion of one of the job steps
than another, the former is said to possess ‘slack’ time,
which means that it or one of the job steps preceding
it can be delayed for a duration equivalent to the slack
time without delaying the job overall.
In this case, the job steps can be arranged, not in a
straight line, but in a network. This, then, is the
basic distinction between the job-shop and network
categories of time scheduling problems.
There are many problems which are hybrid between
the categories; indeed, most network-type systems con
tain sub-systems analogous to job-shop systems, where
a certain number of job steps have to be performed in
sequence with no other precedence restriction.
It should be noted that systems of the job-shop type
(including these sub-systems of networks) may also
contain slack once they have been scheduled, not
because other job steps have not been completed, but
as a result of facilities for a certain job step not being
available at the earliest desirable moment. Thus, even
in a job-shop-type system, it is not unusual for a job
step to be delayed; but the cause of the delay is
different.
Having thus categorised our problems, we shall pro
ceed to techniques. Understandably, these techniques
differ to some extent, although those employed for
network-type problems are really more versatile ver
sions of those employed for job-shop applications.
Herein lies a very real danger. Because of the great
power and scope of network techniques, there is a
tendency in industry today to employ them in all
classes of scheduling problems. This is wasteful of
time, both computer and human, since job-shop appli
cations are massaged into a format for which they are
intrinsically unsuited, and the computer system,
geared for greater complexity, wastes itself on the
simpler problem and fails to realise subtle advantages
which could be obtained from another system with
capabilities closer to the requirements.
Therefore, although it can be argued that the dis
tinction we have made between the categories is arti
ficial, since one is a sub-category of the other, we will
contend that the distinction is very real to any organisa
tion where its scheduling facility, computer or manual,
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is valuable in that time spent must be minimised and
operational efficiency maximised. For example, even
the majority of ‘package’ programs, as provided by the
computer industry to this point in time, consume
exorbitant amounts of computer time and provide only
information usually inadequate for a particular
organisation because of the generality of the programs,
necessary to satisfy the diverse requirements of the
various users. This results in the preparation by the
user of user-oriented programs and additional com
puter time spent.
In view of the category-sub-category relationship,
we will first of all treat the job-shop problem. In a
companion article we will consider the extra com
plexity necessary in a network problem, and indicate
the areas which are most likely to suffer as a result of
limits on the capacity of the facilities available, and
the capabilities of the scheduler.
3. JOB SHOP SCHEDULING
As previously stated, the aim of any scheduling
system is to bring together labour, material and facili
ties, at a satisfactory time. Since it is always easier to
work with fewer variables, let us arrange the factors
in the degree of difficulty of satisfying them, and use
this as a basis.
The order is:
(1) Satisfactory time,
(2) Facilities,
(3) Material,
(4) Labour.
This order has been assessed on the basis of the
degree of difficulty caused by a bottleneck on any fac
tor. It does not apply in every case, but normally does
apply to jobs which are difficult to schedule.
We will consider henceforth in this section that we
are dealing with a fixed set of job steps, about which
the facilities and labour required and the durations
are known, as is the required completion time of each
job.
Let us consider the factors in detail.
3.1 Satisfactory time
This, being the most complex of the factors, is often
the most difficult to fulfil. It is not known, until the
job has been scheduled to completion through the
various job steps, whether a fime is satisfactory or not,
since a bottleneck of any®'of the other three factors
may cause unexpected delays which will prove a time,
previously thought acceptable, to be too late.
To facilitate estimation of effects due to this kind of
problem, we append to each job step a latest finish
time. This is determined by taking the job completion
date and working backwards by subtracting the dura
tions of the antecedent job steps. This latest finish
time is therefore the latest time we can finish the job
step and still hope to complete the overall job on time,
according to our estimates of durations; overstepping
the limit will either incur the costs inherent in ‘crash’
programs or penalties, or lose goodwill due to the
failure to meet the completion date.
'* Having done this for all the jobs to be performed,
we then work from the other end (i.e. the present time)
find assess the earliest start time, the earliest time by
which all preceding job steps could be finished, for
210

each job step. Having thus established the time range
within which each job step must be performed, we
then attempt to fit the other factors around this
structure.
If anomalies are found at a later stage of the
scheduling procedure, management may review the
basic timing of the job steps (e.g. via overtime) and/or
the required completion dates of certain of the jobs.
A new schedule can then be constructed with the
amended data.
3.2 Facilities
Normally, the great majority of the facilities required
for all jobs are worked under capacity. There is some
interaction here between facilities and labour (in that
inadequacy of either implies a surfeit of the other) and
usually, a balance is resolved which puts the more
expensive facilities at a premium and allows ineffi
ciency in the use of less expensive facilities (e.g. in a
computer installation, an extra operator is often pro
vided to improve machine efficiency even though he
may do very little effective work). We will find that
we need only concern ourselves with scheduling a
minority of the facilities; the majority will either be
available or can be quickly made available.
In any case, we can soon determine which facilities
are close to capacity for an extended period of time,
by testing the total of the durations of the job steps
requiring that facility. This is only superficial; a more
precise test is given by the overload criterion described
below.
For a set of job steps there is an earliest ‘earliest
start’ time and a latest ‘latest finish’ time; this interval
is called the maximum time interval for the set. The
overload criterion can now be stated as follows:
“If, for any set of job steps requiring a given facility,
the sum of the durations exceeds the maximum time
interval, an overload condition will exist for that
facility during that time interval.”
3.2.1 Notes
^
j
(1) The criterion* does not require thal the set of job
, steps be the complete sdt of job\|teps whose time
/intervals have a common point in time. In fact,
. the set of all such job steps may satisfy the cri
terion, and yet a subset of the job steps may fail,
showing tlgft there is indeed an overload for some
portion of the original maximum time interval.
(2) We have tacitly assumed that each of the job steps
is/self-consistent, i.e. the time interval between its
earliest start time and latest finish time is not less
than its duration. If this assumption does ndt
apply, there is of course an overload for the whole
interval.
(3) It can easily be shown that if the overload criterion
applies for a set of job steps whose periods of per
formance do not form a continuous time interval,
it also applies to a subset whdse periods of per
formance do form such an interval. Thus we need
only apply the overload criterion to the latter class
of sets of job steps.
As an example of the way the overload criterion
works, consider the following example of job steps
requiring a given facility and requiring no other facili
ties at the same time.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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•Job

4-

Fig. 1

E.S. = Earliest start time, L.F. = Latest finish time, D. = Duration.
The diagram represents the raw material upon which
the schedule must work; the bottom line shows a
possible schedule.
We can treat the job step duration as beads on a
‘string of time’, limited by the respective earliest start
and latest finish times. The bead can slide anywhere
along the string within these respective limits. The
idea of the game is to position the beads so that no
two share a time interval. Thus D, is the same length
as the box alloted to JOB 1 on the line below the
diagram.
Considering our example, it can be seen easily that
each of the job steps shown is self-consistent, and that
the facility being considered, while heavily loaded, is
not overloaded. However, the time interval 0 to 3 is
required by job steps Nos. 1, 2 and 3, which have a
total duration of more than three time units. Thus the
interval 0 to 3 is overloaded, and since the earliest
start time cannot be improved, the only solution is to
allow job step Np. 3 to finish later. This accounts for
the displacement on the schedule line, which shows
job step No. 3 finishing at 3f, when its latest finish
time is 3.
Notice that allowing job step No. 2 to finish later
would not greatly help matters, since putting job step
No. 2 after job step No. 3 would create another over
load. The overload criterion gives no aid in deter
mining the optimum course in such cases; other criteria
must be employed, and will be discussed later.
The above is just a diagrammatic representation of
the processes used in scheduling in many places today;
as such, in itself it represents nothing more than a
formalisation of technique. However, its real value
lies in its usefulness as a basis for operation in the
more complicated field of concurrent facility schedul
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969

ing, where an efficient ‘packing’ and the consequent
time saving is more difficult to achieve.
Suppose we have to consider the following set of
job steps:—
Facilities
Job Step required
E.S.
L.F.
D.
1
2
3
4
5

1,
1,
2,
L
3,

2,
2
3
4
4

0
0
2
3
0

2
2
1
2
1

Table 1
We can represent this as a two-dimensional diagram

Fig. 2.
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We have omitted job steps Nos. 2, 3 and 5 from the
above for the sake of clarity.
Again we have job steps that can be ‘slid’ along a
‘string of time’, limited by the respective earliest start
and latest finish times. The game is the same, except
that we are now packing two-dimensional blocks
instead of one-dimensional beads. A possible packing
of the above job steps is
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Facilities 1 and 2 are loaded for 6 and 5 time units
respectively. Assuming that 0 to 6 is the full time
interval we are considering, the loading on both these
facilities is heavy, and we must spend most of our
energy ensuring that jobs are scheduled for them at
maximum efficiency. It is significant that facilities 3
and 4 are not so heavily loaded, and this manifests
itself in the fact that, within this schedule, job step
No. 5, which uses these two facilities, can start any
where between time units 2 and 3.
■ .
Thus, we have shown that facility scheduling can be
done, even in complex situations, by constructing a set
of blocks, positioning .them on a board and then
moving them in one dimension until a satisfactory or
optimum packing is attained.. This is an elementary
technique, 'but it provides
basis for understanding
the fundamental precept! of scheduling.
We hayb' shown three levels at which a preliminary
check on facility capacity can be taken;
(1) the elementary level—the job steps must be selfconsistent. This does not really apply to a particu
lar facility, but to the whole system.
(2) The general level—the total of the durations must
be less than the total time available.
(3) The overload criterion—the total of the durations
of a set of jobs required to be done in a certain
period must not exceed the length of the period.
Obviously, if a set of job steps fails to satisfy any
of these criteria, reassessment of the job steps them
selves must be undertaken before scheduling can
proceed.
We can apply these criteria, and, if necessary,
invent others to suit a particular case. However we
do it, we will arrive at a set of facilities on which time
is going to be precious, and it is these facilities which
are most likely to cause problems in our schedule. So
212

we regard these as ‘critical’ facilities, and the jobs con
taining the job steps which use them as ‘critical’ jobs.
Note that a job is critical even if only one of its job
steps uses a critical facility.
We have not defined the critical jobs as the jobs
with the most urgency. In doing this, we are not mini
mising the importance of precise scheduling of urgent
work—later we will show the way in which this
importance is considered in the final scheduling pro
cedure. However, the definition can be shown to be
realistic by the following examples—
(1) If a job is urgent, but no other job requires the
same facilities, the only priority the job has is with
respect to labour.
(2) A non-urgent job may finish up behind schedule if
a facility it requires is fully loaded for an extended
period.
On the basis of the facilities required, and an
arbitrary determination of a job’s criticality in terms of
these facilities, we can therefore divide our jobs into
four categories:
(1) Critical and urgent.
(2) Critical but not urgent.
(3) Urgent but not critical.
(4) Not critical and not urgent.
At this stage, we should define a distinction between
facilities operating concurrently and distinct job steps,
for there are many jobs where the work in process is
passed from one facility to another for processing with
out intermediate storage. The distinction can be made
in the following way: If, because of external considera
tions, it is imperative, or even desirable, to perform
two processes sequentially without intermediate storage,
then the whole operation should be considered as one
job step. If, on the other hand, it is possible to store
the work in process after the first operation; then the
splitting into two job steps is desirable because of
increased flexibility in scheduling.
'"’This distinction raisbs another important point.
Although the normal job-step relationship is “finish
‘step 1, then start step T\ it is offign possible to start
step 2 after some percentage of step 1 has finished (for
example, step 2 may be able to start as soon as step 1
has processfd one item) or a certain percentage of
step 2 may be performed before step 1 has finished
(e.g. facilities may be set up before the input material
becomes available). These are all valid relationships
between job steps, and require special handling; for
example, we could split the job steps and use a simple
form of network scheduling, or else, to maintain the
strict job-shop scheduling format, we could combine
the job steps, although this latter loses something in
flexibility.
3.3 Material
i ,
Since the availability of input"‘material’ to job steps
other than the first is closely associated with the jobstep sequence, and is determined by the performance
of preceding job steps, we need only consider the basic
material availability. Its procurement, of course, must
be scheduled, and its time of receipt determines the
earliest start time of the first job step, and hence all
subsequent job steps. But, unless the procurement
function is scheduled as a facility, this time of receipt
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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is based not on scheduling but on an arbitrary decision
by management; and, even if the functions are
scheduled as far back as possible, there must always
be a starting point, where an arbitrary start time is
set and the rest of the functions scheduled from it.
The earliest start time of the first job step may be the
time of receipt of the order, or the receipt of raw
material, or many other things; but it is always an
arbitrary time.
3.4 Labour
Even if we schedule our facilities perfectly, it is
still conceivable that at some time there will not be
enough labour available to work the facilities. This
is most likely to occur if there are a lot of facilities
which are reasonably important as regards capital
investment but which are not critical in terms of load
ing; the availability of facilities makes it very easy to
overload the labour available at certain times, and
makes for inefficiency in labour utilisation.
It is impossible to formulate general rules to cover
all situations, since variations in job mix, one-time
orders, facility loading, etc., can make it necessary to
carry a certain excess of labour. In an average situa
tion, it is possible to make some compromise between
facility utilisation and labour efficiency, without affect
ing performance against schedule, by minimising the
labour employed on each job step, and organising the
job steps so as to obtain a moderately even labour load.
This is the reason that we categorised our jobs in
terms of the critical facilities. In scheduling, the first
responsibility is to ensure that urgent jobs will not be
held up for, next, we have to attempt to obtain maxi
mum utilisation of those facilities which are heavily
loaded, since failure to do so automatically means that
some jobs are going to fall behind schedule. Once we
have satisfied these two criteria, we can turn our atten
tion to maintaining an even labour load.
We will have to provide at least as much labour as
is the maximum required at any time by the urgent
and critical jobs combined, or else reclassify some jobs.
When the need for labour by these categories falls
below maximum, we can use the excess for noncritical, non-urgent jobs.
This can be done by scheduling the non-critical,
non-urgent jobs in terms of labour availability rather
than the facilities required.
The existence of a labour ‘pool’ which can be used
for non-urgent work on facilities outside the system is
useful, since these external jobs can be defined as non
urgent and non-critical within the system, thus raising
the percentage of this type of job.
We hope to be able to schedule our jobs so that we
could have a labour utilisation graph as below—
•NOM-UfiGcNT'
tfoti-CRITICAL;
'

URGENT BUT
NOT CRITICAL.

Fig. 4
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Therefore, overall, the scheduling will be done in
three stages. Firstly, the critical jobs are scheduled so
as to obtain maximum utilisation of the critical facili
ties. Next, the labour required to process the remaining
urgent jobs is added to that required for the critical
jobs to give the total labour required for these two
classes of jobs; if at any time this total goes above the
maximum available labour, some attempt should be
made to change the schedule for the non-urgent critical
jobs, possibly by providing a feedback from the second
stage. This will be discussed later. Only after a
feasible schedule for these two classes of jobs has been
obtained should an attempt be made to schedule the
non-urgent, non-critical jobs; these should be used first
as ‘fillers’ to bring labour requirements up to the level
specified by the maximum load required to process the
critical and/or urgent jobs, and, if there are still jobs
in this category which are unscheduled, they should be
spread evenly over the whole time interval.
3.5 Notes
(1) Especially in the heavier industries, which of
necessity have a large capital investment in equip
ment, this three-level system of scheduling repre
sents a technique for optimising throughput given
the limiting factors of costs, facilities, etc.
(2) As a by-product, the maximum labour requirement
to process all the critical and/or urgent jobs (after
adjustment of schedule to smooth the load, if
required) is a lower bound on the labour force that
must be retained.
(3) This technique, in common with all scheduling tech
niques, works most efficiently in an environment
where the schedule is not to a large degree fixed by
external circumstances, i.e. the non-critical, non
urgent jobs represent a fair proportion of the total
jobs. Therefore, as well as a good scheduling tech
nique, forward planning is essential to allow the
scheduling system this necessary flexibility. One
particular pitfall which should be guarded against is
the scheduling of more jobs than necessary on an
urgent basis; this often occurs, frequently as a result
of delays at high management levels, on the tacit
assumotion that the minimum time required to comolete the job is the time which will be used.
(4) The penalty incurred by attempting to process too
many critical and/or urgent1 jobs is paid in low
labour efficiency, overtime, ‘crash’ programs, etc.
It cannot be emphasised too strongly that manage
ment must be educated to play their part in mini
mising costs in this direction, by understanding the
limitations of any scheduling system and working
with it.
Alternatively, if management see a
possibility of making a profit by doing extra work,
a good scheduling system should be able to show
feasibility and/or estimated costs.
4. SCHEDULING WITHIN A CLASS OF JOB
STEPS
So far, we have classified our job steps into
categories, in order to attribute a relative importance
to the categories, and hence to suggest the sequence of
scheduling the job steps which is most likely to give
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an optimum result. We have also ensured that we are
only concerned with one variable other than time at
any stage of the scheduling procedure; this can almost
be considered mandatory, when we consider the extra
complexity incurred by attempting to work with three
variables at the same time. But, so far, we have given
no indication of the method of scheduling within each
class of job steps; this section will provide some ideas
on the method of accomplishing this.
Firstly, the key to all scheduling is priority. We
illustrated this when we categorised the job steps as
we did; we stated that critical jobs had priority over
non-critical jobs.
Within the categories, we must
again set up a priority; unfortunately, this time the
boundary lines cannot be so clearly defined.
Consider first of all the scheduling of the critical
jobs. Here we are concerned with facilities and times,
and the first consideration is to schedule optimally the
critical job steps which use critical facilities, ignoring
for the moment those job steps which are only critical
because other job steps in the same job use critical
facilities.
We will determine which job steps are available for
scheduling at the particular point in a ‘job step by job
step’ scheduling procedure. A job is available for
scheduling if and only if the preceding job steps have
been scheduled. Therefore, in a job-shop system, there
will be one such job step for each critical job.
We must schedule one job step at a time. Once a
certain job step has been scheduled, we must re
examine the job steps so far not scheduled to estimate
the effect of this scheduling. This re-examination may
onlv show whether all the job steps now available are
still feasible; more complex routines slow down the
scheduling process severely.
Of the job steps available for scheduling, we must
choose the one job step we are going to schedule.
This must be determined by an evaluation„ of an
arbitrary priority function for each of the job steps.
Since we are dealing with critical facilities for which
there is no obvious overload, by the criteria we have;
employed, it is likely that at least ofie job step can be4
started on every critical facility, i.e. the time at which
the last job istep already scheduled .for the facility is
expected to finish (which hit shall henceforth call the
expected availability time) will not be earlier than the
earliest start time of the next job step to use that
facility.
_^
We choose the critical facility with the earliest
‘earliest availability time’, for two reasons. Firstly, we
wish to schedule our facilities in parallel as much as
possible, for obvious reasons; secondly, we will
achieve by this technique a maximum choice of job
'steps to be scheduled next for the particular facility.
| Next, for the available job steps on that facility, we
issess the relative priority. This can be a combina
tion of many factors, according to circumstances, but
the most important is the urgency of the job step at
(this particular point of time in the scheduling process.
This is determined by adding the duration of the job
•step to the earliest available time of the facility (or
'the earliest start time of the job step, if this is later)
and, by subtracting this figure from the latest finish
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time, arrive at the effective ‘slack’ of the job step. The
job step with the least slack is the most urgent.
Even on this basis, it is too glib to say that the job
with the least slack should be scheduled. If a job step
is the final one, its slack can be reduced to zero with
safety; however, if it is at the other end of the string,
such behaviour removes all the flexibility so necessary
to efficient scheduling. Therefore, the priority of the
job should be determined by the slack, weighted by
the length of time still required to complete the job,
which may be quickly determined by subtracting the
latest finish time for the job step from the required
finish time of the job, and also weighted by such other
factors as may be required in particular circumstances.
Once these weighted priorities have been determined,
the one with the highest priority should be, provision
ally, scheduled.
Using this technique, urgent jobs will get high
priorities, therefore, critical and urgent jobs will be
scheduled as early as possible.
Next, we have to show that it is feasible to schedule
this job step by showing that all the so-far-unscheduled
job steps are still theoretically achievable after the
affected times (i.e. those of the job steps requiring the
same facility) have been updated in line with this new
development. If not, it is probably desirable to assess
the effect of scheduling such alternative job steps as
may be available, in order to attempt to keep the
schedule within the specified time limits. Of course,
it may be impossible to schedule any one of the avail
able job steps and still schedule all the remaining job
steps to finish by their latest finish times. In such an
eventuality, we have several recourses.
We shall
examine the major lines of attack.
Firstly, we can try back-stepping. We have only
checked the effect of scheduling alternatives when the
priority job step fails to satisfy the requirements for
later job steps. If none of the alternatives works, we
can, then try alternatives v to the preceding scheduled
job step, and see"if we can follow aAy jbf these through
to a feasible schedule. We/can back-step one job s'tep
or more, depending on the particular system.
This solution is only to be recommended when there
are few critical job steps, since otherwise it is possible
to waste a gjgSt deal of time searching for a feasible
solution, which may not even exist, no matter how
strict the criteria we have applied in checking our job
step-Set. If we do use back-stepping, we must have a
rigid limit on the time at which the system admits
defeat and passes the problem over to human
manipulation.
Another drawback is that, even if a feasible
schedule for the critical jobs is available, addition of
the labour required for the urgent jobs to that required
for the critical jobs may overload the available labour
at some time.
V
It is therefore probably advisable to adopt the
middle course, which is to attempt to find a feasible
schedule by attempting alternatives when the priority
job step proves unacceptable, but not to complicate
the procedure by back-stepping or other techniques.
If none of the available job steps is acceptable, choose
the one which leads to minimum delay overall, and
proceed as before.
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One modification which may be of assistance to this
basic system is a facility for artificially resetting the
start time for the scheduling to an earlier time. This
has the effect of lengthening the time available to com
plete each job, and attempting to find a feasible
schedule under this artificial time scale will often prove
successful when the scheduling on the original time
scale has failed; this artificial schedule will then high
light the problem areas, since the human manipulator
can soon ascertain why the artificial schedule will not
work on the existing time scale.
We should now have an approximation to a work
able schedule for all those steps, of the critical jobs,
which use critical facilities. We will also have ensured
that this schedule is not invalidated by some difficulty
in scheduling those job steps which do not use critical
facilities.
This problem of scheduling jobs which use both
critical and non-critical facilities will also arise in net
work scheduling, which will be discussed in a com
panion article.
Since the basis of choice of critical facilities was the
degree of loading, the non-critical facilities are not
heavily loaded; also, since it is to be hoped that many
of the critical jobs are not urgent, there should be
some flexibility with respect to time in the scheduling
of these job steps. The combination of the effects of
these two factors should militate against many diffi
culties in scheduling these facilities. However, such
difficulties as are encountered should be identified and
passed to the human manipulator, along with those
found in the critical facility scheduling.
Another responsibility of the human manipulator is
to provide feedback if the scheduling system fails.
This is done by altering durations (by planning extra
labour), job-step relationships, etc., or resetting the
latest finish time of a job. It is essential to arrive at a
feasible schedule for the critical and/or urgent jobs,
and it is important that this schedule is proved. To
do this, it is advisable to feed the manipulator’s amend
ments into the input data and allow the scheduling
system to work on the revised input data, even if it
has been necessary to start work, using the schedule
as altered, before the amendments can be tested by
the computer system.
Once all the critical jobs have been scheduled, the
labour required for them can be assessed. The labour
required for the ‘urgent but not critical’ jobs can now
be added; since the jobs are urgent, there will not be
very much flexibility in the scheduling. At this stage,
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labour overloads can be foreseen, and passed back to
the human manipulator.
Dependent upon the characteristics of the problem,
this step could be combined with the scheduling of the
critical jobs to provide a single report of all the diffi
culties which could be encountered in the scheduling.
This is desirable in most cases, unless an artificial
balancing method, such as a labour ‘pool’, upon which
the departments can draw, is mandatory for some
other reason. However, we have named this as a sepa
rate process in order to emphasise the precedence in
scheduling which must be followed.
The difficulty in obtaining a workable schedule for
the jobs considered so far will be inversely propor
tional to the fraction of the jobs which are both noncritical and non-urgent.
Once the schedule for all the critical and urgent
jobs has been established, the last step of the schedul
ing procedure is to balance the labour load by judicious
scheduling of the non-urgent jobs which use only noncritical facilities. Once this has been accomplished,
the resultant schedule should be near optimum with
respect to labour, and, most important, should satisfy
the timing requirements (albeit revised) for every job.
We have now outlined a full scheduling technique
for a job-shop system. Let us recapitulate the main
points.
(1) First priority must be given to facilities near or at
capacity.
(2) On a reasonably complex problem, scheduling
should not be attempted in two dimensions at once
—first schedule the critical facilities, then balance
the labour load.
(3) Except in the simplest cases, human initiative
should not be excluded from the system—attempt
ing to provide the system with as much knowledge
as is possessed by an experienced controller is
impossible, and any attempt to do so will only
slow down the system.
(4) The system must be given sufficient information to
determine that the schedule it produces is work
able.
Apropos (3) above, it is questionable
whether this minimum should be exceeded.
(5) Within each class of job steps, priorities must be
established—while the factors will vary in different
cases, the most important factor is the effect of
delaying the job step.
(6) Lastly, and most important, job-shop scheduling is
based on different precepts to network scheduling
and should be treated as such.
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A Note On Powell’s Method For Calculating
Orthogonal Vectors
By M. R. Osborne*

In this note a derivation of Powell’s method for calculating orthogonal vectors is given together
with a discussion of its stability. An application is to the Rosenbrock algorithm for unconstrained
optimisation.

1. Introduction
Two closely related algorithms due to Rosenbrock and
Davies, Swan and Campey (see for example Osborne and
Kowalik (1968)) have proved popular for the solution
of unconstrained optimisation problems. In both
methods, each stage of the iteration involves stepping
along each of n mutually orthogonal directions followed
by the generation of a set of directions for the next stage.
In generating these new directions an attempt is made to
adapt to the local behaviour of the function being
optimised by taking account of the progress of the cal
culation. Let Q„ be the matrix whose columns are the
directions of search at the p’th stage of the iteration, and
let LP be the lower triangular matrix
(+>)?./
0, j
/,
= A,-, j < /,
(1)
where A3- is the step taken along i<j(Qp) the /th column
of Qp. In practice, measures are taken to ensure that
all the A, are different from zero in (1). Then the pro
cedure adopted is to form QVLV, and then to reorthonormalise the columns of the resulting matrix with respect
to the first. It will be seen that ^(QpLp) is the total
vector displacement in the p’th step of the iteration,
while K2(QpLp) is the displacement in a direction per
pendicular to x^Qp) and so on.
In the original implementations the Gram-SchmicLt(or G-S) process was used to'orthonofmalise the columns
of QpLp. This takes 0(/?3) multiplications, and was often
the dominating cost in using the algorithm. However,
recently Powell (1968) has Mown thatjjhe new matrix of
directions can be generated in only 0(rP) multiplications.
The purpose of this note is to provide a derivation of this
result.
2. Derivation of the method
If a set of vectors mx, m2,
mn are orthogonalised
in succession using the G-S process there results
vi = Wi,
(mT2vx)

II

v« = m, — , f.s vl5
Oi+)
(OTgVo)
v3 —
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(mgVj)
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(v2v2)
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and so on. In matrix notation this can be represented by
M = VU
(2)
! where M is the matrix whose”columns'"are the mt, V the

.j

4

-
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matrix of the orthogonal vectors produced, and U an
upper triangular matrix. It will be seen that the G-S
process for producing an orthonormal set of vectors is
just an algorithm for factorising a matrix into the product
of an orthogonal matrix by an upper triangular matrix.
It is now well known that the G-S process is inferior
to several others for numerical purposes (see Bjorck
(1967)).
Returning to our problem, it will be seen that if LP
is factorised in the form
Lp = HpUp
(3)
where Hv is orthogonal and Up upper triangular, then
the new matrix of directions Ov+1 is given by
Qv+i = QpHp.
(4)
It turns out that UP is readily computed. As Hv is ortho
gonal we have
LlLp = UT
vUp
(5)
so that Up is just the upper triangular factor in the
symmetric (Choleski) decomposition of the symmetric
positive definite matrix
Sp = LpLp.
(6)
Defining
af = 27 Af,

j=k /

then
(Sp)a =

k = max(7,y)-

(8)

The Choleski factorisation of this matrix is readily
computed. Defining A0 = a0 = 1 then
( Co) ij

0, 7 b> /,
= °j Af-i/ov-i <Ji,j > /.

(9)

Equation (3) can now be solved for Up giving
(Hp){j = 0,y > 7+1,
= — o-Ki/cr^iJ =7 + 1,
= Ai A<jj,j < 7.

(10)

It remains now to compute g»+1 from equation (4).
In general this would require 0(ns) multiplications.
However, use can be made of the special form of HP
in this case, and it will be seen that the elements in the
p’th and (p+l)’st columns are botlLzero up to (p—2)’nd
component, and are proportional from the Qb+l)’st
component onwards. This permits the recursive calcu
lation of the columns of QP+1 in only 0(n2) multiplications.
Denoting the /’th columns of Qp and <9?)+1 by at and bf
respectively, and defining an = 0, then there are two
possibilities:
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(i) Forward recurrence
1

E X£ ai9

h =

1=1

u,

^-1} “
{K
jp+i
Jv+1
p = 1,2,
-1
(ii) Backward recurrence
l __ °n
^n—l
On —
1

'->v+l

(ii)

uy /xj>—2

(12)
3>—2>
a®-1}
{^3> +
u®
^ jj—2
P = «,n—T, ..., 2.
It will be seen that the backward recurrence requires
approximately 3«2 multiplications, while the corres
ponding figure for the forward recurrence is 4n2. The
difference lies in the n% multiplications necessary to
evaluate bv
3*3,„2

1

3. Discussion of stability
To study the propagation of errors in the backward
recurrence we write equation (12) in the form
) =

Kj (Qv+1

) +

af Ki+1 (Qp+1

Pf

Ki (Qv)

-bfi «t-i m

(i3)

I
I

0

%

where, in terms of the quantities previously defined,
Ji+1
>)
<b'-l h ’
t Aj—J
q(p)___ CT’
'LL
Pj —
J3-1 V
O,
vf
1
Let XP+1 be the matrix of errors in the computed estimate
of Qp+i, then k,(-A'3>+1) satisfies the equation
«3 (Afs+1) = af Kj+1 (Z„+1) +
k, (Xv)
+ yf «3-i (**) + «t (Ev)
(14)
where k}{Ep) is the vector of errors contributed by this
stage of the actual calculation, and is here assumed to
be of the same order of magnitude as the rounding
error on the computer. In matrix notation we have
XP+1 Mp = XPNP+ E„
(15)
where Mp is the lower triangular matrix
(M„) =0,
j > i,
10
= 1.
j= U
= —, J = 1
= 0,
j< i
and N}1 is the upper triangular matrix
j > i + 1,
=
=
= 0,

,

j — i+1,
j= U
j < i.

whence

XP+1 = X Gj n Hs + G„
j=0
s=j+1

so that a sufficient condition for stability is
I af | < 1, J = 1,2, . .
—1,7 = 0, 1, . . .,p,
(20)
while any tendency of the af to grow in magnitude would
indicate possible instability.
It is interesting that stability is potentially a problem
within each application of the backward recurrence.
Powell noted that there is little tendency for the errors
to grow from stage to stage (essentially the result of
equation (18)).
A similar analysis can be given for the forward recur
rence. In this case the matrix corresponding to M.n is
the upper triangular matrix Rp where
{Rp)ij = 1 j
t = j,
—
.] = i+1,
= 0,
j < i and j > z+1, (21)
and
J3-2 +-1
;0>)
O',- Aj—2
and the recurrence is certainly stable if
(22)
|
| < 1, J= 1,2, .. .,n—l,y = 0,1, .. .,p
To give a more detailed discussion of either algorithm
it is necessary to make assumptions concerning the
’behaviour of the A,- at each stage. Unfortunately these
can fluctuate in magnitude. However, it is often the
case that they show a tendency to decrease with in
creasing j (this would be anticipated from the manner
of selecting the search directions), and sometimes the
decrease can be most marked. To gain some information
as to the possible behaviour consider the two following
cases
(i)
Ay = v
Here
■;
crj = !tp* = (n-j + l)p*
J

so that
11 „U>
aJ I1

n

-7 + 1

n
n

’•+1

while

It is clear that
Nv Mp 1 = H,
so that, writing Ev M„ = Gv and taking Xa
have from equation (15) that

where the use of the spectral norm* is assumed, and
where the orthogonality of the matrices
p
n hs
s=j+1
has been used.
Equation (18) shows that the backward recurrence is
stable provided the | | Gj | | are small as the errors at
each stage can reinforce themselves at most additively.
Now | | Gj || will be small provided the elements of
M are bounded, and we have
q > p,
')*« = °>
= 1,
q = p,
n a(/\ q < /;,
(19)

(16)
0, we

| Sw |

< 1

> 1.

(17)
(18)

* The spectral norm of a matrix A is defined to be the square root
of the largest eigenvalue of ATA. It is obvious that the spectral
norm of an orthogonal matrix is 1.
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(ii)

X,- = p? where | p |
Here
oj = yfi {1 + P* +
so that

<

1

. • ■ + P^}

| off* | < j p j < 1

while
I 8}p) | > 1/\P | > 1.

It will be seen that in both cases the forward recurrence
is potentially unstable, and it is unlikely to be useful
despite the apparent advantage of calculating the most
important directions first.. The backward recurrence
would appear to be much more satisfactory, and this
corresponds to Powell’s algorithm. He reports satis
factory experiments with this method, and this is borne

out by our own experiments. The treatment given here
does not preclude the possibility that instability could
be a cause of trouble, and it is suggested that the search
directions should be reorthonormalised occasionally
using a suitable algorithm. If this is done no more often
then every n steps the resulting cost would not be dis
proportionate.
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The 1968 A.C.S. Membership Survey
By Barry W. Smith *

The Australian Computer Society conducted a survey of its members in 1968 to obtain
information relating to their professional interests, experience, qualifications, conditions of
employment and views on the Society’s policy and program. The principal results obtained
in the survey are discussed in the paper. These should not only be of value in planning the
activities of the Society, but should also be of some interest as they comprise the most
detailed information currently available of staff engaged in the computer field in Australia.

1. AIMS OF THE SURVEY
In May, 1968, the Council of the Australian Com
puter Society Incorporated decided to conduct a survey
of its members. The survey had several objectives,
the chief one being to give a clear picture of the
composition of the Society’s membership, its age and
industry distribution, and the nature of members’ pro
fessional interests and experience in computing.
Especially with the rapid growth of the Society’s
membership, such information was most desirable for
use in planning future activities and policy.
A second aim was to seek the views of the whole
membership on a number of matters of A.C.S. policy
of current interest, notably matters relating to pro
fessionalism and qualifications which were currently
under discussion by Council and which formed the
subject of By-Law amendments since put before the
membership.
Thirdly, questions of an industrial nature—on salary,
superannuation and length of employment with the
member’s current employer — were included at the
specific direction of Council, to provide information
on conditions of service and staff mobility.
Finally, various miscellaneous questions were
included, relating to attendance at the forthcoming
Fourth Australian Computer Conference, the interest
of this Journal, and so on.
Whilst the survey was conducted primarily for the
benefit and use of the members and office-bearers of
the Society, it may well be of wider interest and value
than just as an aid in planning activities of the
Society. Comparison of the figures recently published
by the Department of Labour and National Service
(1968), for a survey of known computer installations
in November, 1965, with the results of this survey
would suggest, after due allowance is made for dif
ferences in coverage and timing, that between 35%
and 50% of those engaged full time in systems and
programming work in Australia are members of the
Society. There is no firm knowledge available to show
whether A.C.S. members are characteristic of those
professionally employed in computing, or whether the
respondents to the survey are an unbiased sample of

the membership; nevertheless, as the survey is the
most detailed yet conducted in Australia of computer
staff, some readers may find the survey results sug
gestive of the computer employment situation
generally.
2. ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE SURVEY
The questionnaire was designed by a sub-committee
of Council, and supplies of questionnaires were
despatched in bulk to the six Branches on August 27,
1968, which distributed them to personal members and
corresponding institutions at various times throughout
the following month. The questionnaires were accom
panied by a letter from the President explaining the
purpose of the survey and soliciting the support of
members, and by a business reply envelope for the
convenience of members. The questionnaire is repro
duced on pages following this article.
The design of the questionnaire was essentially a
compromise between brevity and simplicity on the
one hand, in the interests of a good response rate, and
completeness and precision on the other hand. Some
questions were deliberately left vague and imprecise,
rather than have a mass of explanatory notes, while
for certain questions, such as age and salary, members
were asked merely to place a cross in one of up to
ten boxes. The general approach of seeking responses
to brief, carefully worded questions appears to have
been sound and justified by the high response rate,
although some questions could be improved upon in
the light of experience.
i
A copy of the questionnaire is appended. Further
details of the arrangements for the survey are given
in the full report (Smith, 1969). The full report is
available from the Society for $1 a copy (members)
and $5 a copy (non-members).
3. RESPONSE TO THE SURVEY
1,626 completed questionnaires were receiver, repre
senting an overall response rate of 59% in relation to
the 2,760 mailed by the Branches. This was not quite
as high as had been hoped, but is nevertheless very
good for a voluntary postal survey. The response rates
for the individual Branches were:
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Canberra ................................... 74%
South Australia ....................... 62%
Victoria ..................................... 58%
Western Australia ................... 57%
New South Wales ................... 55%
Queensland ............................... 53%
Detailed figures of the response by Branch are shown
in Table 1. The last few questionnaires were received
about three months after mailing.
The standard of completion of the questionnaires
was very high for such a survey. In nearly all cases
all questions were answered. A few questions proved
to be slightly ambiguous to members, and the size of
the boxes for entering two-digit codes proved to be
over-generous and hence confusing. Nevertheless,
relatively little information seems to have been lost
because of deficiencies in form design or in the phras
ing of questions.
A great number of members supplied additional
information to facilitate coding, or wrote remarks,
ranging from facetious to thoughtful, on the question
naires. A number also responded to the invitation to
submit comments or suggestions for consideration by
Council. All letters so received, and a summary of all
other comments, have been placed before Council.
4. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTER
PRETATION OF THE RESULTS
An overall response of nearly 60% provides
reasonable protection against bias; nevertheless, care
should be taken in the interpretation of detailed
figures, especially when the numbers in individual
groups are small. It may not always be admissible to
extrapolate to the total membership. The reader is
left to make his own assumptions about any 'dif
ferences that may exist between A.C.S. members and
non-members in the computer field before drawing any
conclusions about the industry as a whole.
For certain questions, the categories used represent
a simplification of the diversity of situations possible!
This is particularly the case \jfjth educational qualifi
cations and superannuation, with '‘number of years in
the computer field”, and to a lesser,Jfextent with other
questions. The abbreviations “A.C.M.” and “B.C.S.”
for the Association for Computing Machinery and
the British Computer Society were unknown to a
number of respondents, while the provision for corres
ponding institutions (non-personal members of the
Society) confused some members. Where necessary,
inconsistent or inappropriate answers were recorded as
(“not stated”. A number of members qualified their
|views on the various statements about Society policy
(shown on the last page of the questionnaire. The
interested reader is referred to the detailed comments
on these matters in the full survey report.
' Where appropriate, reference should be made to the
questionnaire for the precise wording of questions, as
, well as to the comments in the full report, if detailed
'analysis or interpretation of the results is desired. It
should also be observed, especially with fine cross
classifications, that the response rate was not uniform
between Branches.
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5. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
5.1: Branch, Location, Grade of Membership and
Membership of Overseas Societies
Table 2 shows the number of respondents classified
by Branch and grade of membership and reveals con
siderable variation between Branches in the proportion
of the various grades. Table 3 shows the distribution
of respondents according to their location; 4.3% work
outside their Branch’s regional area, and 21 are located
in Tasmania, where there is no Branch.
Overall, 5.0% of respondents reported membership
of the Association for Computing Machinery and 3.8%
membership of the British Computer Society, whilst
1% were members of both. Membership of the
A.C.M. varied considerably between Branches, being
12% in South Australia. Membership of both Societies
was proportionally greatest for those engaged in edu
cational institutions and in computer manufacturers’
and service bureau firms. It was also greatest for
those with the highest educational qualifications and
with the longest experience in the computer field.
5.2: Age, Branch, Grade of Membership and Sex
Tables 4 to 6 show the age distribution of
respondents in relation to Branch, grade of personal
membership and sex. The median age of all
respondents is 32 or 33 and the mean age about 35.
The modal age group is that from 26 to 30, both
overall and in all Branches except Queensland, where
it is the 31 to 35 age group.
Student members are, of course, generally younger
than other personal members. The age distributions
of Ordinary members and Associates also differ, the
proportion of Associates being highest amongst those
over 50 and in the youngest age groups.
Only 4.5% of personal members are fpmale. This
figure may be compared with that of 9.9%, for staff
engaged in systems and pfogramminglwork, obtained
in, the Department of Latfour and^National Service
survey. The proportion of females is significantly
higher amongst those under 30 years of age. The
proportion of graduates is higher amongst females than
amongst males (47% compared with 38%), but the
difference is not statistically significant.
Ofe the 72 female respondents, 25 were engaged in
digital computer applications, 14 in systems pro
gramming and related fields, 16 had no or only limited
connection with computing or used it in another pro
fession, and the remaining 17 were distributed over
a variety of functions.
5.3: Educational Qualifications
Tables 7 to 11 relate the highest educational quali
fications (in any field) of respondents, and their highest
educational qualifications in automatic computing, to
grade of membership, age, industry and principal
function.
38.7% of personal members reporting are graduates,
22.7% have other tertiary qualifications, and 38.7%
have only secondary qualifications. Associates tend to
be less well qualified than Ordinary members.
68% of personal members answering the question
had received only short informal courses in comput
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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ing, whilst 5% had no training at all. Nevertheless,
20% of members can claim to have reasonably sub
stantial formal training in the computer field, and
2.7% are graduates in computing, with at least a full
major in appropriate subjects.
The proportion of university graduates differs only
little between the age groups over 21 (only 4% either
way from the overall proportion of 39%), but the
proportion of diplomates is higher for those 36 or
over. On the other hand, the proportions with sub
stantial non-university training in computing and of
those with formal university qualifications in comput
ing decrease steadily with increasing age. The younger
members of the Society have had, and seized, more
opportunities for formal training in automatic com
puting than their elders. If one takes as “substantial
training” courses of more than six months’ duration
full time or university work comprising at least a full
unit, the proportion of members with such a training
ranges from 7% for those over 50 to 34% for those
between 21 and 25, and even higher for those under
21 years of age.
It may be seen from Table 10 that the distribution
of educational qualifications varies markedly between
industry groups. The proportions of graduates are
highest in the fields of education, government, com
puter manufacture and related industries, and are
much lower in commerce than in any other industry
group. This variation is more marked than that shown
by the Department of Labour and National Service
survey. A similar pattern also applies to educational
qualifications specifically in automatic computing.
There are also variations in the distribution of edu
cational qualifications according to the principal
function performed. Those engaged in computer edu
cation and consulting are the best qualified, while
those in marketing and support functions also have a
higher than average proportion of graduates. It is
also interesting to observe that those respondents who
are not directly engaged in computing, or make use
of computing in another profession, or are in general
management, are more frequently university graduates
than those directly engaged in the computer field.
Those who manage data processing functions are more
frequently graduates, but typically have less formal
training in computing than those whom they super
vise. Contrary to the Department’s survey, little dif
ference was found between the qualifications of those
in applications tasks and those in systems programming
and related fields (28% and 30% respectively are
graduates). It is thought that this may be at least
partly due to variations in respondents’ understanding
of the scope of “systems programming, software
development and maintenance, program library
development and maintenance”.
Figures not shown in this paper reveal that the pro
portion of Ordinary members joining the Society who
are graduates has declined over the years, but that
those who have joined in the last two or three years
have more substantial training in computing, informa
tion processing and allied fields than their predecessors.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969

5.4: Present Study in Automatic Computing, Informa
tion Processing and related fields
Tables 12 and 13 show present study to obtain edu
cational qualifications in the computer field in relation
to grade of membership, age group and present educa
tional qualifications. Overall, more than 30% of
personal members who responded are at present pur
suing some studies in the computing field.
Not only is the proportion of student members work
ing towards further qualifications in computing higher
than that for Ordinary members, but so is that for
Associates. The proportion taking short informal
courses is much the same for all age groups, but those
working towards more substantial qualifications are
more heavily concentrated in the under 30 age groups
than in the older groups.
5.5: Length of Experience in the Computer Field
Nearly one sixth of respondents claim to have been
associated with the computer field for ten or more
years, although in some cases purely punched card
system experience may have been included. About one
half of those who are now in the field entered it
within the four years preceding the survey. Those
with four years of experience also form the modal
group, suggesting heavy entry by Australian organisa
tions into the use of computers in about 1964. About
36% of those who are now solely or primarily engaged
in the computer field had one or more years’ previous
association with computers.
Careful examination of detailed figures reveals that
about 65% of those who made their first contact with
computers in the last ten years have done so under
the age of thirty, the modal age group for first contact
being the early twenties. The distribution of the num
ber of years of association with the computer field
differs between industry groups, and is shown in the
full report.
5.6: Relationship of present duties to automatic Com
puting
The duties of 64% of respondents are solely con
cerned with automatic computing and/or control, while
a further 18% are primarily concerned with comput
ing (see Table 14). Only 3% are not at all concerned
with computing in their duties. 93% of those engaged
in systems programming, 88% of those in computer
applications, and 80% of those?who manage or direct
computer groups are solely concerned with computing
in their duties.
5.7: Location, Industry and Principal Function
Table 15 shows location in relation to industry
groups. It may be noted that:
(a) 79% of all respondents employed in the A.C.T.
are in the Government sector, and 42% of those
employed in government (excluding banks, air
lines, education, etc.) are in the A.C.T.
(b) There are twice as many respondents in Victoria
employed in Government than in New South Wales.
(c) There is a very heavy concentration in New Sofith
Wales and Victoria of those employed by com
puter manufacturers, service bureaux and manage
ment consultants.
(d) There is a similar imbalance in the geographical
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distribution of those employed by public utilities
and in the transport and professional services
fields.
(e) Computer employment in the manufacturing field
is predictably concentrated in N.S.W., Victoria and,
to a lesser extent, South Australia, while the few
in primary industry are mainly in N.S.W., Queens
land and Western Australia.
Tables 16 and 17 respectively show the complete
dissection of respondents according to industry and
principal function.
5.8: Conditions of Employment
96% of personal members reporting are salaried
employees, 2% are self-employed and 2% full-time
students, with a very small number between jobs. Those
who are self-employed are mainly engaged in business,
trade and personal services (including accounting and
auditing) and in consultancy.
The figures for length of employment with the
respondents’ present employers indicate a high degree
of mobility in the industry, but perhaps not so high
as recent discussions about recruitment difficulties
might suggest. 11% of respondents have been with
their present employer for less than a year and 32%
less than three years. (This may be compared with a
17% separation rate for systems and programming
staff from organisations in the Department of Labour
and National Service survey between November, 1964,
and November, 1965.) This pattern is, however, sub
ject to considerable variations between industries. In
the armed services, State governments and insurance,
a majority of respondents have been with their present
employer for more than ten years, and presumably
were selected for EDP work at least partly because
of their long service and experience of the organisa
tion. At the other extreme, 74% of those employed by
universities have been with their current university for
less than five years. Whereas in banking and insurance
relatively long periods of employment are reported by
most respondents, in other fields of commerce there
appears to have been recent heavy recruitment from
outside the firms concerned.
The median salary reported is about $6,100, which
is also very close to the modal salary. (See Tables
18 and 19.) The salary distributions vary markedly
between industries, as may be seen from the histo
grams in Figure 2. Government salaries are heavily
and uniformly concentrated between $5,000 and
$8,000, these salary ranges accounting for 52% of the
total, with only 11.5% of salaries in excess of $8,000
and 2.5% in excess of $10,000. In the field of educa
tion the distribution is almost uniform between $4,000
and $10,000, presenting a different picture from other
industry groups. The salary distribution for computer
manufacturing, service bureau and consulting firms
has a marked upper tail, with 17% of the salaries for
this group between $8,001 and $10,000, 10% between
$10,001 and $12,000 and 10% more than $12,000.
This group accounts for nearly half of the salaries
reported in excess of $12,000. The salary distribu
tions for manufacturing, commerce and service
industries generally resemble each other, with a modal
222
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Figure 1.

Age Distribution.

group between $5,000 and $6,000. However, not only
are salaries in commerce (as defined in the question
naire) generally lower than in other industries, but the
proportion attracting substantial rewards is smaller:
only 13% receive in excess of $8,000 p.a. and only
5% more than $10,000 p.a.
It may be seen from Table 18 that, while those
with substantial responsibility for the supervision of
the work of others usually, but not invariably, receive
recognition for this in their salary, it is by no means
necessary in the computer field to supervise a large
staff to earn a salary better than the average. 30%
of salaried employees direct no staff, and the median
salary for these is just over $5,000. A further 29%
direct between one and five staff and the median salary
of this group is a little over $6,000.
Salary levels are, of course, highly related to the
functions performed. Computer marketing, sales and
support, consulting, computer education and general
management are generally associated with higher than
average salaries. Salaries for management of data
processing activities in an organisation are strongly
concentrated in the $6,000 to $10,000 range, whilst
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, May 1969
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those concerned with computer applications, systems
programming and computer operations in general
receive salaries below the overall average for
respondents.
It may be seen from Table 20 that while 85% of
salaried employees have some form of contributory
superannuation, only 18% have transferable contribu
tory superannuation. Many of these are engaged in
education, State government employment and the
service sector.
5.9. Views on the Society
54% of responding members joined the Society
primarily to improve their personal knowledge of com
puters, and 74% gave this as one of their two
strongest reasons for joining. The next most common
principal reasons for joining were to meet others in
the computer field and make contacts (17%) and to
obtain professional recognition or qualifications
(16%). (See Table 21.)
On nearly all the policy matters put before the
members a very clear majority opinion was given
(Table 22). 88% are in favour of some form of
membership being open to all interested applicants,
of moving progressively towards professional standards
for membership, and of having a code of ethics, with
only 2% strongly against these. 85% are in favour
of A.C.S. sponsorship of visits by overseas speakers.
Between 74% and 78% are in favour of the Society
being the national voice on public issues affecting
computers, believe that within about ten years full
membership of A.C.S. should be available only to
competent professionals in the computer field, agree
that non-members should be charged higher fees for
conferences, etc., and that A.C.S. should run courses.
61% believe that Corporate (voting) membership
should be graded, whilst 18% failed to indicate any
views, suggesting that the phrasing of the question was
not understood. 58% support the idea of a central
secretariat, obtained by increasing fees, to improve
services to members. Opinion is nearly evenly divided
on an expanded program of national activities,
financed by higher annual subscriptipns, with 49% in
favour and 45% ■ against. Entrance" examinations are
rejected by 53%.
'
A
The views of members expressed in the survey have
been invaluable to Council in recent months.

technique for relatively low volume files stored on
disc for direct access by means of recorded keys.
A further simple program was used on a routine
basis to investigate the independence of contingency
tables, while other statistical calculations as required
were performed by hand.
All computer programs required were written by
the author in PL/I, which was especially convenient
for the purpose, and run on an IBM System/360
Model 50.
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
MEMBERSHIP SURVEY, 1968
Your assistance in completing this questionnaire will be greatly appreciated.
Except where otherwise indicated, put a

“x”

in one box for each question.

1. A.C.S. BRANCH OF WHICH YOU ARE A MEMBER:
CANBERRA

i

1

N.S.W.

QLD.

S.A.

VIC.

W.A.

2

3

4

5

6

1

2. MEMBERSHIP GRADE:
ORDINARY

ASSOCIATE

STUDENT

CORRESPONDING
INSTITUTION

1

2

3

4

2 |

3. IN WHAT YEAR DID YOU JOIN A.C.S. (or N.S.W., Vic., Old. or Canberra Computer Society)?:
(Enter last digit of year)

4. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF:

4 |

NO

YES

0

1

5 |

NO

YES

0

1

5. AGE (years last birthday):
21-25

UNDER 21

6 j

1

0

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51-60

OVER 60

Corresp. Inst.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

6. SEX:

7

I

MALE

FEMALE

CORRESP. INSTITUTION

■

2

9

7. HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS (in any field):
NONE

INTERMEDIATE
CERTIFICATE OR
EQUIVALENT

LEAVING CERT.,
SCHOOL CERT.,
MATRICULATION,
G.C.E., &c.

PROFESSIONAL
OR UNIVERSITY
DIPLOMA

UNIVERSITY
PASS OR
ORDINARY
DEGREE

UNIVERSITY
HONOURS
DEGREE

MASTER’S
DEGREE

DOCTORATE

CORRESP.
INSTN.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

8 |

8. HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IN AUTOMATIC
PROCESSING OR A VERY CLOSELY ALLIED FIELD:
SHORT
INFORMAL
!
COURSES
i
(IN-SERVICE,
j MANUFACTURERS’)

PART OF A
UNIVERSITY
SUBJECT

|
|
;

FULL-TIME NON
UNIVERSITY COURSE
MORE THAN 6 MTHS.
(E.G., P.l.T. COURSE)

FULL
UNIVERSITY
UNIT(S) IN
COMPUTING

UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER
SCIENCE
MAJOR OR
HONS. DEGREE

MASTER’S
DEGREE
IN
COMPUTING

DOCTORATE
IN
COMPUTING

CORRESP.
INSTS.

2

j

3

4

5

6

7

9

I
NONE

COMPUTING, INFORMATION

I
9

!

0

|

1

0. ARE YOU

AT PRESENT

STUDYING TO OBTAIN EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IN
OR A VERY CLOSELY ALLIED FIELD?:

AUTOMATIC

COMPUTING, INFORMATION PROCESSING

NO

10 | 0

SHORT
INFORMAL
COURSE
(IN-SERVICE,
MANUFACTURERS’)

PART OF A
UNIVERSITY
SUBJECT

FULL-TIME NON
UNIVERSITY COURSE
MORE THAN 6 MTHS.
(E.G., P.l.T. COURSE)

FULL
UNIVERSITY
UNIT(S) IN
COMPUTING

UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER
SCIENCE
MAJOR OR
HONS. DEGREE

MASTER’S
DEGREE
IN
COMPUTING

DOCTORATE
IN
COMPUTING

CORRESP.
INSTS.

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10. FOR HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE COMPUTER FIELD?:
(Enter number of full years)
11

FOR HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN SOLELY OR PRINCIPALLY ENGAGED IN THE
COMPUTER FIELD?:
(Enter number of full years)

A.C.S. Membership Survey
THE QUESTIONS ON THE NEXT TWO PAGES RELATE TO YOUR PRESENT OCCUPATION
12. ARE YOUR PRESENT DUTIES CONCERNED WITH AUTOMATIC COMPUTING AND/OR CONTROL?:
NOT AT ALL

15 |

SLIGHTLY

PRIMARILY

SOLELY

CORRESPONDING INSTITUTION

1

2

3

9

0

13. LOCATION (OF EMPLOYMENT)
A.C.T.

16 |

Corresponding institutions—please show location of main office:

N.S.W.

VIC.

OLD.

S.A.

W.A.

TAS.

OTHER AUST.
TERRITORIES

OVERSEAS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

14. EMPLOYEE STATUS:
NOT EMPLOYED
HOME DUTIES

17 |

FULL-TIME
STUDENT

BETWEEN
JOBS

SALARIED
EMPLOYEE

SELF-EMPLOYED
OWN BUSINESS

RETIRED

CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION
(NOT APPLICABLE)
ALL OTHER

1

2

3

4

5

9

0

15. INDUSTRY:

18

Please insert the 2-digit code that most accurately describes your
(corresponding institutions—your industry).
If not employed, full time student or between jobs, code 98.
If retired, show industry of last employer.

19

Government (excluding Education)

00
01
02
50
51
62
03
04
05

Universities.
Other tertiary educational institutions.
Other education.

?

Computer-related Industries

20
21
22
23
29

Computer manufacture.and sale. ,
Computer service bureaux.
Data processing and management consultancy.
Ancillary equipment, .instrumentation, business
stationery.
Other computer-related industries.

30

Primary Industry (including mining in all forms,

45

Basic metal industries, manufacture of metal products
excluding machinery.
46 Non-electrical machinery.
20 Computer (manufacture).
23 Business equipment (manufacture).
47 Other electrical machinery and apparatus.
48 Transportation equipment, motor cars, etc.
49 Other, manufacturing.
Commerce

50
51
65
52
53
,54
59

,

or Education). ,,,lf
60
61
62
63

Manufacturing

Food, beverages, tobacco.
Textiles, clothing, leather, wood, paper, furniture.
Printing, publishing.
Chemicals, fertilizers, paint, plastics, etc.
Petroleum and coal products (including refining and
distribution), other non-metallic mineral products
(including glass, cement, abrasives, etc.).

Banking (whether private or State owned)
Insurance of all kinds (private .or State owned).
Accounting and auditing.
Other financial.
r
\
i
Wholesale trade.
*’
Retail trade.
''
\
Other commerce.
*

Services, Communications (but NOT Government

forestry, agriculture, pastoral, etc.).
40
41
42
43
44

industry

Manufacturing (continued)

Commonwealth Public Service (but NOT C.S.I.R.O. or
Authorities).
Armed Services.
C.S.I.R.O.
Banks.
Insurance.
Airlines.
Other Commonwealth Authorities.
State Government and Authorities.
Local and Semi-Governmental Authorities.
Education

10
11
17

employer's

64
65

Construction, housing, civil engineering.
Electricity, gas and water services (NOT Government).
Transport (inc. airlines and Government airlines),
storage, communications.
Community services (NOT Governmental), profes
sional associations, trade unions, etc.
Professional, engineering and technical services not
elsewhere included.
Business, trade and personal services not elsewhere
included; accounting, auditing.

98

NOT EMPLOYED.

99

NOT ELSEWHERE INCLUDED.

>'

/16. LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT (number of years of continuous employment with present employer
(corresponding institutions, please check 9)):
LESS THAN
6 MONTHS

20 |

226

1

6 MONTHS
TO 1 YEAR

1-2 YEARS

2-3 YEARS

3-5 YEARS

5-10 YEARS

MORE THAN
10 YEARS

NOT
EMPLOYED

2

3

4

5

6

7

9
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17. PRINCIPAL FUNCTION:
Please insert the 2-digit code that most accurately describes your principal function.
If not employed, full-time student, between jobs or a corresponding institution, insert
code 98.
If retired, please show principal function in last post held.

18. SECONDARY FUNCTION:

23

oo

If the answer to question 17 does not wholly describe your function, please insert the
2-digit code that most accurately describes your next most important function in terms of
time expended (else, code 99).

24

No connection with

automatic computing

DIGITAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS:

and/or

control.
01

20

Commercial and administrative.

Only limited connection with automatic computing

21

Scientific and technical.

and/or control.

22

Other, including information retrieval and applications-oriented research.

Substantial use is made of automatic computing
and/or control in connection with
02

Scientific research.

03

Engineering.

04

Education.

05

Accounting.

06

Librarianship.

07

Statistics, operations research, market research.

08

Other professions.

09

10

23

another profession:

AUTOMATIC CONTROL APPLICATIONS.

25

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, DATA TRANSMISSION.

26

TELEMETRY, DATA ACQUISITION.

30

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING, SOFTWARE DEVELOP
MENT AND MAINTENANCE, PROGRAM LIBRARY
DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE.

31
39

Systems-oriented research.
Computer science research not elsewhere
included.

40

COMPUTER EDUCATION.

45

CONSULTING.

General management, with some responsibility for

50

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (NOT Operators—55).

automatic computing and/or control and/or data

53

DATA PREPARATION AND INPUT MANAGEMENT.

processing

55

COMPUTER OPERATION (Operator, etc.).

60

COMPUTER MARKETING, SALES AND SUPPORT.

70

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE.

80

COMPUTER DESIGN (including Interfacing).

Overall

as one function of several.

management and

direction

of computing

and/or data processing (as principal function).
11

ANALOGUE COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.

24

Administrative services and support of computing or

98

NOT EMPLOYED.

data processing functions.

99

NOT INCLUDED ELSEWHERE.

19. NUMBER OF PERSONS DIRECTED OR SUPERVISED BY YOU:
Include all persons for whom you have supervisory responsibility, whether directly or through subordinate staff.
(Corresponding institutions—please show total number of staff.)

25 [

0

1-5

6-10

11-20

21-50

51-100

MORE THAN 100

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

20. SALARY (note that a “X” in the appropriate box is all that is required):
(In $A; either your current annual salary or else your salary income for the last known full year, fhciude any bonus,
overtime payment, commission or profit share regularly received, but not dividends or investment income, superannuation
payments made by your employer or expense allowances.)
NIL
UNEMPLOYED
OR STUDENT

26 {

LESS THAN
$3,000

$3,001 TO
$4,000

$4,001 TO
$5,000

$5,001 TO
$6,000

$6,001 TO
$8,000

S8,001 TO
$10,000

$10,001 TO
$12,000

MORE
THAN $12,000

CORRESP.
INST.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

21. SUPERANNUATION:
Please indicate whether you are entitled to contributory superannuation benefits and, if so, whether the superannuation is
“transferable”, i.e., whether you are entitled to retain your employer’s contributions on leaving his employment. (For this
purpose a Public Service is a single employer.)
NOT EMPLOYED
OR
SELF-EMPLOYED

27 |

0

NO CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION

-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPER BUT NOT
TRANSFERABLE

CONTRIBUTORY
AND TRANSFERABLE
SUPER

CORRESPONDING
INSTITUTION

2

3

9

1
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VIEWS ON THE SOCIETY
22. REASONS FOR JOINING THE SOCIETY:
Which two of the following reasons were strongest in deciding you to apply for A.C.S. membership?
(Check ONE reason in each column.)
MAIN
REASON
(28)

REASON
To obtain professional recognition or qualifications.................................................

(2)

Interest in local Branch activities; attendance at conference.................................

(3)

To receive Society and/or Branch publications.........................................................

(4)

To meet others in the computer field; to make contacts.........................................

(5)

Social pressure (e.g., from your superiors)

(6)

Don’t know; other reasons

23.

(1)

To improve personal knowledge of computers.........................................................

.........................................................

Wished to promote knowledge of computers in the community

SECOND
REASON
(29)

..........................

(7)

.........................................................................................

(8)

DO YOU HOLD OR HAVE YOU HELD ANY A.C.S. OFFICE (National or Branch)?:
include sub-committees, convening special activities, acting as referee, etc.

30 (

24.

NO

YES

[
I

0

1

t

PLEASE RECORD YOUR VIEWS ON THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS:
GENERALLY
IN FAVOUR
3

STRONGLY
IN FAVOUR
4

STATEMENT

A.C.S. should move progressively
sional standards for membership

GENERALLY
AGAINST
2

STRONGLY
AGAINST
1

DON’T KNOW
DON’T CARE
0

towards profes
...........................
(31)

Within about 10 years full membership of A.C.S.
should be available only to competent professionals
in the computer field...............................................................
(32>

Some form of membership should be open to all
interested applicants
...............................................................
(33>
Corporate membership should be graded . .

. .

(34>

A.C.S. should hold entrance examinations

. .

(35>

..

<36)

A.C.S. should run courses...................................................

(3?)

—

A.C.S. should have a code of ethics

. .

,

A.C.S. should, by increasing fees, maintain a central
secretariat to improve its services to members, .
(38)

V

I

l)T
\

A.C.S. should be the national voice on public issues
affecting computers
........................ (39>

;

\

A.C.S. should sponsor visits by distinguished over
seas speakers
. „
. .
.......................................
(40)
A.C.S. should charge non-members higher fees for
conferences, etc................................................................................... (■*')

-r

A.C.S. should charge higher annual subscriptions to
finance an expanded program of national activities (42>

25. DO YOU FIND:

X
:4
i
*
26.

QUITE
INTEREST
ING?
3

VERY
USEFUL?
4

The Australian Computer Journal
Your Branch’s program
Your Branch’s publications

.

. .

.

. .

(44)

.

. .

(45)

SLIGHTLY
USEFUL?
2

DON’T
KNOW?

VALUE
LESS?
1

0

(43)

DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND THE FOURTH AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER CONFERENCE IN
ADELAIDE IN 1969?:
DEFINITELY

46 |

4

PROBABLY

POSSIBLY

DOUBTFUL

DEFINITELY NOT

DON’T KNOW

CORRESPONDING INST.

3

2

1

0

8

9

Thank you very much for your help in completing the questionnaire. Your answers will be of real
assistance in planning future A.C.S. activities. Please help us once more by returning the completed
questionnaire promptly in the reply-paid envelope provided.
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TABLE 3
LOCATION

TABLE 1
RESPONSE TO SURVEY, BY BRANCH
Number of
questionnaires
despatched

Number of
completed
questionnaires
returned

Number of respondents

Location

Canberra ............
New South Wales ..
Queensland ........
South Australia ...
Victoria ..............
Western Australia

353
1,003
217
280
771
136

261
556
115
173
444
77

73.9
55.4
53.0
61.8
57.6
56.6

Australian Capital Territory ...........................
New South Wales .............................................
Victoria ............................................................
Queensland ......................................................
South Australia ................................................
Western Australia .............................................
Tasmania ..........................................................
Other Australian Territories ...........................
Overseas ............................................................
Not stated ........................................................

TOTAL ...... ...

2,760

1,626

58.9

TOTAL ............................................

Branch

Percentage
Response

242
551
432
109
171
74
21
3
13
10
1,626

TABLE 2
BRANCH AND GRADE OF MEMBERSHIP
Branch

Ordinary
Members

Canberra .....................................
New South Wales .....................
Queensland .....................................
South Australia .........................
Victoria .......................................
Western Australia ...........................
TOTAL .......................

247
490

_
Associates

Corresponding
Institutions

Not
Stated

TOTAL

6
56
15
22
39
5

4
6
—
14
9
1

4
1
5
—
14
—•

—
5
2
—
11
—

143

34

24

18

1,626

Corresponding
Institutions

TOTAL
including
not stated

92

139
368
71
1,407

Student
Members

261
558
114
175
441
77

TABLE 4
AGE AND GRADE OF MEMBERSHIP
Grade of Membership
Student
Associates
Members

Ordinary
Members

Age Groupt
Less than 21 years .................................................
21 to 25 years .........................................................
26 to 30 years ........................................................
31 to 35 years ........................................................
36 to 40 years .........................................................
41 to 45 years .........................................................
46 to 50 years ........................................................
51 to 60 years .........................................................
Over 60 years ..........................................................
Not stated or not applicable...................................

6
192
336
306
211
191
113
44
8
—

2
21
29
33
21
10
10
15
2
—

TOTAL ....................................................

1,407

143

7
23
3
1
—

—

—

—

—

____

____

—

—

—

—

24

15
237
369
343
237
204
127
60
10
24

34

24

1,626

—
—
____
—

t Years last birthday.
TABLE 5
PERSONAL MEMBERS—AGE AND SEX
Male

Age Groupt
Under 21 years
21 to 25 years
26 to 30 years
31 to 35 years
36 to 40 years
41 to 45 years
46 to 50 years
51 to 60 years
Over 60 years

......
......
.....
.....
......
......
.....
.....
.....

10
215
349
331
231
199
123
60
10

TOTAL .........

1,528

SEX
Female Not Stated TOTAL
5
22
20
11
5
5
4
—

—

—

—

15
23?
369
343
237
204
127
60
10

72

2

1,602

—
—
—

1
1
—
—

t Years last birthday.
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TABLE 6
PERSONAL MEMBERS—AGE AND BRANCH

Branch

Under 21
years

Canberra .................................
New South Wales .................
Queensland .............................
South Australia .......................
Victoria ...................................
Western Australia ...................

1
4
—
4
6
—

TOTAL ...................

15

21 to
25

26 to
30

41
73
13
34
62
14

60
139
21
41
85
23

237

369

Age Group t
31 to
36 to
35
40
50
127
34
38
77
17
343

36
82
10
22
73
14
237

41 to
45

46 to
50

51 to
55

Over 60
years

45
65
15
17
58
4

17
46
10
11
41
2

6
17
4
8
22
3

1
4
2
—
3
—

204

127

60

10

TOTAL
257
557
109
175
427
77
1,602

% Years last birthday.
TABLE 7
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IN ANY FIELD AND GRADE OF PERSONAL MEMBERSHIP
(PERCENTAGES) (§)
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION IN ANY FIELD§
Leaving
Inter.
or
Grade of
No formal Cert.
Matric., Diploma
Pass
Honours Master’s Doctorate
Personal Membership
qual.
or equiv.
etc.
Degree Degree Degree

TOTAL

Ordinary Members ...............................
Associates ..............................................
Student Members .................................

0.4
—
—

8.3
14.7
—

29.1
31.5
38.2

22.5
27.3
11.8

24.6
19.6
26.5

7.7
4.9
20.6

4.4
1.4
2.9

2.9
0.7
—

100.0
100.0
100.0

TOTAL ...................................

0.4

8.7

29.6

22.7

24.2

7.7

4.1

2.7

100.0

TABLE 8
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING AND GRADE OF PERSONAL
MEMBERSHIP (PERCENTAGES) (§)
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING^
Short
Part of
Computer Master’s Doctorate
None
informal Univ. Full Time University science Degree in
in
Total
courses subject
course
(units)
major Computing Computing

Grade of
Personal Membership

Ordinary Members ...............................
4.9
Associates .............................................. 10.2
Student Members ....................................
9.1
TOTAL ......................................
5.5

68.1
75.9
6.1
67.5

6,7
3.6
-21.2
6.8

13.5
8.0
21.2
13.1

4.2
1.5
27.3
4.4

1.4
0.7
12.1
1.5

0.5
—
3:0

0.5

£

0.7
—
—) *
0.6' 4

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

§ Expressed as percentages to total, for grade of membership. Those failing to answer either question have been excluded,
t See questionnaire for more complete,, definition of categories.
TABLE 9
j,
AGE AND EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS;?
^ ‘
AGE GROUP!
EDUCATIONAL QUALI
FICATIONS IN ANY
Under 21
FIELD
years
None .......................................
Intermediate or equivalent .....
Leaving, Matriculation, etc. ..
Diploma ...................................
Pass Degree ...........................
Honours Degree .....................
Master’!1 Degree .....................
Doctorale ...............................
Not staled ...............................
TOTAL ...................
Total, 'University Graduates ..
University Graduates as Percentage of Age Group Total

46-50

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

_

_

_

36
82
75
88
31
16
14
1

3
25
40
58
52
8
7
9
2

_

28
129
63
91
37
16
5

11
22
46
30
7
4
5
2

3
13
21
14
4
2
2
1

i
2
3
2
—
z~

369

343

2
25
52
72
49
17
14
6
—
237

_

—
15

1
8
116
28
61
18
4
1
—
237

204

127

60

10

1,602

2

84

149

149

86

76

46

22

4

618

13

35

40

43

36

37

36

37

40

39

_
1
12
—

2
—
—
—

—

51-60

TOTAL
PER
Over 60 SONAL
years MEMBERS

—
—

6
138
468
366
389
122
65
42
6

tYears last birthday.
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TABLE 9 (Continued)
AGE GROUP*
EDUCATIONAL QUALIUnder 21
FICATIONS IN COMPUTING
years
2
None .................................. ....
Informal short courses .... ....
5
Part of University subject . .. --Tull - time
non - university
course, more than SIX
months ............................ ....
3
“‘‘University unit(s) ............ ....
3
“■'“Computer science major, etc.
1
““Master's Degree in com—
puter science ..................
““Doctorate in computer
_
science .........................
Not stated ..........................
1

TOTAL
PEROver 60 SONAL
51-60
years MEMBERS

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

11
118
28

14
227
34

14
243
17

14
165
13

15
159
7

7
103
4

8
43
3

2
8
—

87
1,071
106

51
18
10

55
22
10

41
15
2

34
3
—

14
6
2

6
3

4
—

—

—

—
—
—

208
70
25

1

2

4

1

—

—

—

—

8

__
—

2
3

4
3

2
5

1

1
3

__
2

__
—

10
17

TOTAL .............. ....

15

237

369

343

237

204

127

60

10

1,602

Total in starred categories ....
As percentage of total for age
group .............................. ....

7

80

91

66

40

23

10

4

__

321

47

34

25

19

17

11

8

7

20

1 Years last birthday.

TABLE

10

INDUSTRY GROUP AND EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
INDUSTRY GROUP*
EDUCATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS
Education

Com
Priputer
Manu- f mary
facture,
ndus
etc.
try

136
102
202

16
7
112

117
61
138

12
6
8

152
96
79

106
53
26

55
38
31

13
3
21

5
—
1

612
366
618

124

37

6
__
—
17
—

1,596

1
8
,’57
' 3

Government

IN ANY FIELD—
Matriculation or less ....
Diploma ..........................
University Degree ..........

Not
stated,
Not
applic.,
Not
elsewhere
incl.

Manufacturinf?

Commerce

vices,
Communications,
etc.

Not
Employed

TOTAL

TOTAL (excl. not stated) .........

440

135

316

26

327

185

Higher Degrees (Master or Doctor) ....
Percentage, Diplomate ......
Percentage, Graduate ........
Percentage, Higher - Degrees

26
23
46
6

43
5
83
32

12
19
44
4

1
23
31
4

11
29
24
3

3
29
14
2

IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING
None ....................................
Slight (short courses or part subject)
Substantial ..........................
Very Substantial (Univ. Major or
More) ..............................

31
281
112

12
74
28

14
224
70

1
23
2

10
281
32

6
170
9

10
104
10

3
15
14

__
5
1

87
1,177
278

10

20

5

—

3

—

1

4

—

43

TOTAL (excl. not stated) .........

434

134

313

26

326

185

125

36

6

1,585

Percentages for Industry Group—
Percentage, None ...........
Percentage, Slight ..........
Percentage, Substantial ....
Percentage, Very Substantial .........

7
65
26
2

4
72
22
2

4
88
8
—

3
86
10
1

3
92
5
—

8
83
8
1

8
42
39
11

—
83
17

9
55
21 15

10
31 '
25
8

—

107
23
39
7

5
74*
18
3

i See questionnaire for more complete definition of industry groups.
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TABLE 11
PRINCIPAL FUNCTION AND EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICA
TIONS IN COMPUTING
PRINCIPAL FUNCTION!!

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICA
TIONS IN ANY FIELD

Very Sub Not Matric. Diploma Univer
sity
None Slightf Substanstantial^} Stated or less
tial$
Degree

No connection with comput
ing
(00) n
Limited connection
(01) 17
Substantial use in another
profession
(02-08) 12
General Management
(09) 9
Data processing manage
ment
(10) 10
Administrative services (11) —
Applications
(20-22) 6
Analogue, control,
tele
comm.
(23-26) _
Systems programming,
etc.
(30-39) 8
Computer education
(40) 4
Consulting
(45) 1
Operations, mainten
(50-55, 70) 2
ance
Marketing & support
(60) 4
Design
(80) —
Not employed
(98) 3
Not stated, not elsewhere
included
(99) _
TOTAL ................. 87

48
166

13
12

33
49

28
3

151
75

21
11

58
47

—

11
2
8

264
33
311

13
24
19

33
24
28

3

__

__

10

20

30

33
7
13

66
25
26

_
—
1

7
8
8

234
35
44

23
60
16

28
71
59

5

8
63
1
22

__
—

1
6

—

—

—

1

64
117
1
41

23
29
100
46

13
54
100
54

3
618

8
1,602

25
20

38
39

6
17

3

2
3

18
27

14
57

16
81

105
58

27
7

5
1

2
—

31
16

33
24

87
35

218
24
244

29
7
51

5
1
8

2
1
2

94
15
163

81
9
60

86
8
88

8

1

1

5

2

45
14
7

47
79
17

15
34
1
15

6
1,177

2
278

—

8
7

1
____

135
3
4

—

2

—

—

—

—

—

4

2

14

22
—
5

__
43

_
17

4
512

1
366

51
32

Percentage
gradu
ates

2
22

29
126

172
10
34

Not
Stated

Percent
age with
substantial
TOTAL or very
substantial
Higher
quals. in
Degrees
computing

i

_
—

3
1

____

____

6

107

f See questionnaire for more complete definitions,
t Defined as short informal courses or part of a university subject.
t Defined as a full-time non-university course of more than six months or full university unit(s) in computing.
§ Defined as a university computer science major, honours degree or higher degree in computing.
TABLE 12
PRESENT STUDY IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING, GRADE OF MEMBERSHIP AND AGE

PRESENT STUDY IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING
GRADE OF PERSONAL
MEMBERSHIP
Ordinary Members .....'......
Associates .........................
Student Members .............
Not stated .........................
TOTAL, PERSONAL
MEMBERS ...........
AGE GROUP!

Not
Studying
in Com
puting
963
’ 82

Master’s
TOTAL
Short
Part of a Full-time
Full
University Degree Doctorate
in Com- (excl. not
Informal University Non-univ. University Major
in
Com
puting
stated)
Course
Subject
Course
Unit(s)
puting
284
3-9

6

28

6

1

18

17
3

1

10

3

14

23

13
1,064
Not
Studying
in Com
puting

327

48

44

20

Part of a Full-time
Full
Short
Informal University Non-univ. University University
Major
Course
Subject
Course Unit(s)

21 .......................................
.........................................
J.........................................
...‘.........................................
............................................
............................................
...........................................
51-60 :...........................................
Over 60 .........................................

6
128
236
241
166
140
93
46
8

1
44
72
72
53
48
25
11
1

TOTAL, PERSONAL
MEMBERS .......................

1,064

327

Under
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50

41

_

_

1
1
—

4
13
10
5
3
3
4
1
1

9
5
2
2
1
1
—
—

48

44

20

17
18
7
4
—

4
5
3
1
1
—

11

1,366
139
34
18

17

1,557

1

Master’s Doctorate TOTAL
Degree
Com (excl. not
in Com inputing
stated)
puting

—

—

9
10
2
1
1
—
—
—

—

15
229
359
333
232
195
125
59
10

14

23

17

1,557

—
—

—

4\ ■
5
3
2
2
1
—

t Years last birthday.
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TABLE 13
PRESENT STUDY IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING AND EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS IN
ANY FIELD

PRESENT STUDY IN AUTOMATIC COMPUTING
Not
Master’s Doctorate TOTAL
Short
Part of a Full-time
Full
Studying
University Non-univ. University University
Degree in Comput- (excl. not
in Comput Informal
Major
Course
Computing
Subject
Course
Unit(s)
ing
stated)
ing

None ...............................................
Intermediate Cert, or equivalent ....
Leaving, Matriculation, etc.............
Professional or University Diploma
University Pass or Ordinary Degree
University Honours Degree .........
Master’s Degree .............................
Doctorate ........................................
Not stated .......................................

1
88
280
249
271
86
51
33
5

5
42
119
75
64
11
4
6
1

1
24
6
13
2
1
1
—

3
16
15
7
2
1
—
—

TOTAL PERSONAL
MEMBERS .........................

1,064

327

48

44

HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS IN
AUTOMATIC COMPUTING,
ETC.

—

—

11
4
4

5
2
7

—

—

1

—
—

—

—

20

14

—

_

_

—

—

—

—

1
16
6
—
__
—

—

23

—

12
5
—
—

17

6
134
455
352
382
119
63
40
6

1,557

Not
Master’s
Short Part of a Full-time
Full
TOTAL
Studying Informal
University Degree Doctorate
University
Non-univ.
University
in Com (excl. not
in Com Course
Major
in
Com
Subject Course
Unit(s)
puting
stated)
puting
puting

None ...............................................
Short Informal Course ...................
Part of a University Subject .........
Full-time Non-university Course ....
Full University Unit(s) .................
Computer Science Major ...............
Master’s Degree in Computing .....
Doctorate in Computing ...............
Not Stated .......................................

76
725
62
130
39
13
6
10
3

TOTAL PERSONAL
MEMBERS .........................

1,064

_

_

277
14
29
3
1

21
9
12
3

—

—

—
3

—
—
3

327

48

—

3
12
5
20
1

2
6
3
5
4
•-—
—

—
—
—

44

20

14

—

—

4
2
2
—
1

86
1,046
102
199
68
25
8
10
13

23

17

1,557

3
2
2
8
8
—
—

—

—
3

—

_

2
1
3
1
7

3
1
4
—

TABLE 14
RELATIONSHIP OF PRESENT DUTIES TO AUTOMATIC COMPUTING, BY INDUSTRY GROUP

INDUSTRY GROUP!

ARE PRESENT DUTIES CONCERNED WITH AUTOMATIC
COMPUTING AND/OR CONTROL?
Not stated or
Not at all
Slightly
Primarily
Solely
not applicable

TOTAL

4
3
2

452
136
320
26
333
189
127

17

3

43

289

1,036

30

1,626

17.8

63.7

1.9

100.0

Government (excl. Education) ... ................
Education .................................... ................
Computer-related ........................ ................
Primary Industry ........................ ................
Manufacturing ............................ ................
Commerce .................................... ................
Services, Communications, etc. . ................
Not employed, not stated, not elsewhere
included .................................... ................

7
4
5
1
10
11
10

69
31
22
4
34
20
30

73
31
61
9
61
27
17

291
68
228
12
224
128
68

6

7

10

TOTAL ........................ ................

54

217

Percentage of Total .................... ................

3.3

13.4

12
2
4
—

t See questionnaire for more complete definition of industry groups.
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TABLE 15
LOCATION AND INDUSTRY
Australian
Capital
INDUSTRY t
Territory N.S.W.
45
Government ............... 191
Education .................
25
26
Computer-related
152
18
Industries ...............
—
Primary Industry .......
10
1
Manufacturing ...........
156
—
Commerce .................
93
Services Communica
2
tions, etc..................
63
Not employed ...........
5
4
—
Not elsewhere included
2
TOTAL ..... 242
551

Victoria
91
29

Queens South Western Tas
land Australia Australia mania
36
12
49
26
18
12
1
23

84
1
114
70

17
8
14
8

36
5
2
432

6
2
—
109

27
35
13

13
6
5
3

9
15
—
171

7
1
1
74

—

1
5
—

Other
Australian Over
Territories seas
_
i
1
i

—

1

7

1

—

—

—

—

2
1

—

2

1

1

—

—

—

—
21

Not
stated
1

—

3

—
13

TOTAL
452
136

1
1

320
26
333
189

5
1
10

127
37
6
1,626

$ See questionnaire for more complete definition of industry groups.

Government (excluding Education,
Banks, Insurance and Airlines)
Commonwealth Public Service .....
Armed Services ...............................
C.S.I.R.O...........................................
Other Commonwealth Authorities
State Government and Authorities
Local
and
Semi-Governmental
Authorities ...................................

TABLE 16
INDUSTRY (FINE CLASSIFICATION)
Percentage of
No.
Total
Commerce
Banking (whether private or State
222
13.7
owned) ........................................
1.4
23
Insurance (whether private or
48
3.0
owned) .........................................
13
0.8
Other financial ...............................
110
6.8
Wholesale trade ...............................
Retail trade .....................................
36
2.2
Other commerce .............................
452

Education
Universities .....................................
Other tertiary educational institu
tions .............................................
Other education ...............................

Computer-related Industries
Computer manufacture and sale ....
Computer service bureaux ...........
Data processing and manage
ment consultancy .......................
Ancillary equipment, instrumenta
tion, business stationery .............
Other computer-related industries ..

6.2

30
5
—

1.9
0.3
—
8.4

195
61

12.0
3.8

45

2.8

13
6

0.8
0.4

—

320
Primary Industry
(Including mining in all forms,
forestry, agriculture, pastoral,
etc.) .............................................
Manufacturing
Food, beverages, tobacco...............
Textiles, clothing, leather, wood,
paper, furniture ...........................
Printing, publishing .......................
Chemicals,
fertilizers, paint,
plastics, etc....................................
Petroleum
and coal products
(including refining and distribu
tion), other non-metallic mineral
products (including glass, cement,
abrasives, etc.) .............................
Basicf metal industries, manufac
ture of metal products exclud
ing machinery .............................
Non-ejectrical machinery ...............
Electrical machinery (excluding
computers and business equip
ment) ..........................................
Transportation equipment, motor
cars, etc.........................................
Other manufacturing .....................

26 '

234

19.7

1.6

41

2.5

23
11

1.4
0.7

37

2.3

56

3.4

61
3

3.8
0.2

30

1.9

45
26

2.8
1.6
333

54

3.3

51
27
33
11
13

3.1
1.7
2.0
0.7
0.8

27.8

101

136

No.

Percentage of
Total

189
Services, Communications (but NOT
Government or Education)
Construction,
housing,
civil
engineering .................................
Electricity, gas and water services
(NOT Government) ...................
Transport (including airlines and
Government, airlines), storage,
communications ...........................
Community services (NOT Governmental), professional associa,.
tions, trade unions, etc................
Professional, engineering and technical . services not elsewhere
included .......................................
Business, trade and personal ser--'
vices not elsewhere included;
.
accounting, auditing ...................
NOT EMPLOYED (including full-time
students) ..............................................
NOT ELSEWHERE INCLUDED; NOT
STATED .............................................
’f

11.6

12

0.7

13

0.8

50

3.1

2

0.1

16

1.0

34

2.1
127

7.8

37

2.3

6

0.4

1,626

100.0

20.5
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TABLE 17
PRINCIPAL FUNCTION (FULL CLASSIFICATION)
Percent
age of
Function
No.
Function
No.
Total
Analogue computer applications .................
3
No connection with automatic computing
Automatic control applications ......;...........
3
and/or control .......................................
48
3.0
2
Telecommunications, data transmission .....
Only limited connection with automatic
Telemetry, data acquisition .........................
2
computing and/or control ..................
166
10.2
Systems programming, software develop
Substantial use is made of automatic com
ment and maintenance, program library
puting and/or control in connection
development and maintenance .............
220
with another profession:
13
Systems-oriented research .............................
Scientific reearch ...........................
28
1.7
Computer science research not elsewhere
Engineering .....................................
22
1.4
1
included ................................................
Education .......................................
19
1.2
35
Computer education ....................................
Accounting .....................................
45
2.8
44
Consulting ......................................................
Librarianship .................................
3
0.2
37
Operations Management ...............................
Statistics,
operations
research,
Data Preparation and Input Management ..
5
market research .....................
31
1.9
Computer Operation (Operator, etc.) .........
9
Other professions ...........................
3
0.2
Computer Marketing, Sales and Support ....
117
General management, with some responsi
Computer Maintenance .................................
13
bility for automatic computing and/or
Computer Design (including Interfacing) ....
1
control and/or data processing as one
Not Employed (including Corresponding
function of several ...............................
75
4.6
65
Institutions and full-time students) .....
Overall management and direction of com
Not Included Elsewhere ...............................
8
puting and/or data processing (as prin
cipal function) .......................................
264
16.2
TOTAL ................................... 1,626
Administrative services and support of com
puting or data processing functions ....
33
2.0
Digital computer applications:
Commercial and administrative ...........
268
16.5
Scientific and technical .........................
23
1.4
Other, including information retrieval
and applications-oriented research
20
1.2

Percentage of
Total
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
13.5
0.8
0.1
2.2
2.7
2.3
0.3
0.6
7.2
0.8
0.1
4.0
0.5
100.0

TABLE 18
SALARY AND NUMBER SUPERVISED
(Salaried Employees Only)

NUMBER OF PERSONS
DIRECTED OR SUPERVISED

Less
than
$3,000

None .................................................. .... 10
4
1 to 5 .................................................. ....
—
6 to 10 ................................................
—
11 to 20 ..............................................
—
21 to 50 ..............................................
1
51 to 100 ............................................
More than 100 ....................................... “
TOTAL (excluding not stated) 15

$3,001
to
$4,000

$4,001
to
$5,000

61
28
4
6
2
—

137
58
12
18
6
1

—

—

101

232

SALARY %
$5,001
$6,001
to
to
$6,000
$8,000
♦

$8,001
to
$10,000

TOTAL
$10,001 More
(excluding
than
to
$12,000 $12,000 not stated)

115
109
42
30
26
3
3

97
178
80
80
71
21
12

22
37
23
25
34
20
16

4
17
9
8
11
10
6

3
5
2
4
16
6
16

449
436
172
171
166
62
53

328

539

177

65

52

1,509

t Either current annual salary or salary income for the last known full year, including any bonus, overtime payment, commission,
or profit share regularly received, but not dividends or investment income, superannuation payments made by employer or
expense allowances.
■r
TABLE 19
SALARY AND LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT
SALARY t

LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT

TOTAL
$8,001 $10,001 More (excluding
to
to
not stated,
than
$10,000 $12,000 $12,000 not employed)

Less
than
$3,000

$3,001
to
$4,000

$4,001
to
$5,000

$5,001
to
$6,000

$6,001
to
$8,000

4
1
6
2

15
18
41
32
36
46
47
2

19
27
42
36
55
63
92
3

29
28
46
54
80
120
179
10

2
5
13
14
20
49
80
4

5
3
2
7
11
16
23
—

4
1
1
—
9
15
29
5

83
97
165
164
235
328
459
25

237

337

546

187

67

64

1,556

Less than 6 months ........................... ....
6 months to 1 year .............................
1 to 2 years ....................................... ....
2 to 3 years ....................................... ....
3 to 5 years .......................................
5 to 10 years .....................................
More than 10 years ...........................
Not stated .......................................... ....

1
—
—

5
14
14
19
21
18
9
1

TOTAL ............................... ....

17

101

t See note to Table 18.
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TABLE 20
EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND SUPERANNUATION

Not Employed
or SelfEmployed

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

SUPERANNUATION t
Contributory,
No Con
But Not
tributory
Transferable,
Superannuation
Superannuation

Full-time Student ................................ .................... 30
1
Between Jobs ...................................... ....................
Salaried Employee ............................................................................ ...
Self-employed; Own Business ................................. 31
TOTAL (excluding not stated, not applicable) 62

Contributory
And Trans
ferable Super
annuation

2
—
1,014
1
1,017

1
—

224
—

225

TOTAL
(excluding
not stated)

2
2
274

35
3
1,512
32
1,582

—

278

t See questionnaire.

TABLE 21
REASONS FOR JOINING THE SOCIETY
No. Giving
This as
Main
Reason

REASON

To obtain professional recognition of qualifications
To improve personal knowledge of computers ....
Interest in local Branch activities; attendance at
conference .........................................................
To receive Society and/or Branch publications ....
To meet others in the computer field; to make
contacts .............................................................
Social pressure (e.g. from superiors) .....................
Wished to promote knowledge of computers in
the community .................................................
Don’t know; other reasons .......................................
TOTAL (excluding not stated) ...............

251
885
43
58
273
41
60
7
1,618

TABLE 22
'
'
I
VIEWS EXPRESSED ON A NUMBER OF STATEMENTS RELATED TO THE POLICY OF THE AUSTRALIAN
COMPUTER SOCIETY
\
STATEMENT
A.C.S. should move progressively towards professional
standards for membership ........................................
Within about 10 years full membership of A.C.S.
should be available only to competent professionals
in the computer field ................................................
Some form of membership should be open to all
interested applicants ..................................................
Corporate membership should be graded .......................
A.C.S. should hold entrance examinations .....................
A.C.S. should have a code of ethics ...............................
A.C.S. should run courses .................................................
A.C.S. should, by increasing fees, maintain a central
secretariat to improve its services to members .....
A.C.S. spould be the national voice on public issues
affecting computers ....................................................
A.C.S. should sponsor visits by distinguished overseas
speakers ......................................................................
A.C.S. should charge non-members higher fees for conferences, etc..................................................................
A.C.S. should charge higher annual subscriptions to
finance an expanded program of national
activities ......................................................................
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Generally
Against

Strongly
Against

821

133

37

23

5

767

220

125

16

8

762
234
188
742
507

678
751
522
688
689

131
249
535
80
269

38
101
321
32
78

12
256
47
75
70

5
35
13
9
13

193

746

467

125

84 V ■

511

761

191

105

49

9

488

899

155

30

49

5

449

775

230

50

114

8

126

671

573

152

84

20

Strongly Generally
in Favour in Favour
607
490

■

Don’t Know,
Don’t Care

Not
Stated

11
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The Standards Association Of Australia
Standards Sub-Committee MS/20 — Computers and
Information Processing
GENERAL
Greater activity in some of the sub-committees of
ISO/TC97 produced several draft recommendations
during the last six months. Some of these have been
passed to public review by SAA on the recommenda
tion of MS/20 and others will be coming forward in
the future. The normal course of events is that after
public review, the ISO draft recommendation may be
accepted without change by MS/20 and recommended
to SAA as an Australian standard. It is hoped that
the time will not be too far distant when the work of
MS/20 and its Expert Groups will culminate in
acceptance of Australian Standards in the various
areas under its review.
A meeting of MS/20 took place in Sydney on Feb
ruary 6, 1969, under the Chairmanship of Mr. H. J.
Kidd. The Sub-Editor of this section of the Journal
asked for adoption of a standard format for abstracts,
and it is hoped that all Expert Groups will respond
to this request. The number of abstracts is increasing
and, apart from improving the consistency of presen
tation, a uniform format will lighten the Sub-Editor’s
load.
Abstracts
The following abstracts have been received covering docu
ments issued by the noted ISO Sub-Committee. Copies of
the original document are obtainable from:
Mr. R. K. Profitt,
Engineering Secretary, Committee MS/20,
Standards Association of Australia,
Clunies Ross House,
191 Royal Parade,
Parkville,
VICTORIA. 3052.

Expert Group SCI
ISO/TC97/SC1 (UK-2) 95E

Title: United Kingdom Proposals for Staff Titles and Job
Description in Commercial Data Processing.
Date: March, 1968.
Pages: 27.
Abstract: This document is a reproduction of a pamphlet
issued in 1967 by the Ministry of Technology in the
United Kingdom. It has been put forward by the United
Kingdom in support of the creation of a new Chapter
for the ISO Vocabulary of Information Processing in
conformity with Resolution 10 of November, 1967, of
Sub-Committee 1. This document describes 20 work
functions with corresponding titles in the Data Pro
cessing field. It makes specific distinction between a
Manager, System Designer, Programmer/Analyst and
Programmer Gradings. The document should be of
interest to those who would like to keep abreast of the
current official United Kingdom thinking.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Personnel.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-40> 96 F/E

Title: Paris Meeting—June 1968 Section D Organisation of
Data (97/1 N79) Terms Deleted or Transferred to
another Section of the Vocabulary.
Date: July, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: A list of terms which the Paris Meeting of 'June,
1968, agreed to delete or transfer to other Sections of
the Vocabulary.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
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ISO/TC97/SC1 (UK-3) 97E

Title: United Kingdom Editorial Comments on Section 01—
General Terms of the ISO Vocabulary of Information
Processing Document ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-36) 78 F/E.
Date: August, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: A List of Comments from the British Standards
Institute editing the Reference Document and raising
several points for further consideration. The covering
letter from the Secretariat comments that all correc
tions listed, except 8, 10, 11 and 24 have already been
included in Document 100. It is considered by the
Secretariat that these latter include some matters of
substance which must be voted upon by the SubCommittee.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-41) 98 F/E

Title: Section E (05) Representation of Data (97/1N53) Terms
Added, Deleted or Transferred.
Date: September, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Refers to ISO/TC97/SC1—53 on terms transferred
from Section D (now Section 4) to Section E.
Index: Glossary, Vocabulary, Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-43) 100 F/E

Title: Vocabulary of Information Processing Section 01—
General Terms Draft Proposal.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 39.
Abstract: A new Draft Proposal arising from the 4th
Reunion of the Sub-Committee and succeeds Document
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer.-3 6) 78 F/E. The Draft Proposal
contains a proposed introduction as revised and approved
by the June Meeting of the Sub-Committee, together with
revisions of the former Document in line with the
decisions taken at that Meeting.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-44) 101 F/E

Title: Vocabulary of Information Processing Section 04Organisation of Data, Draft Proposal.
Date: August, 1968.
Pages: 47.
Abstract: A Draft Proposal for Chapter 4 of the Proposed
Vocabulary which contains a proposed introduction to
Chapter 4 on the basis of Document 97/1 N77 as
revised and drafted during the course of the SubCommittee Meeting held in Paris in June, 1968. The
proposal revises Chapter D of Document 97/1 N79 of
the Vocabulary of Information Processing along the lines
of the decision taken also at the previous Sub-Committee
Meeting. The Terms and Definitions are presented in
the logical order proposed by the Secretariat. The Terms
which have been deleted or transferred to other Chapters
will be found in Document ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-40)
96 F/E.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-46) 103 F/E

Title: Vocabulary of Information Processing, Section 05—
Representation of Data, Draft Proposal.
Date: October, 1968.
Pages: 30.
Abstract: First draft proposal for postal ballot by members
of SCI on Section 5 of the Vocabulary. This draft con
tains a short History, a Foreword, and a Table of Con
tents in French and English. The general introduction
and body of the document are also in French and
English. Section 5 deals with the most currently used
concepts for data representation.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Dictionary, Data Representation.
Editor’s Note: Abstracts for ISO/TC97/SC2 324, 325, 343,
344, 346 to 348, to be published next issue.
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ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-46) 103 F/E

Title: Vocabulary for Information Processing, Section 06—
Preparation and Handling of Data.
Date: November, 1968.
Pages: 31.
Abstract: The first draft proposal for postal ballot of SCI
on Section 6 of the Vocabulary (previously Section F).
The document is in French and English with an
Historical section, a Foreword, Table of Contents and
General Introduction. Section 6 deals with the most
recent concepts for the preparation and handling of data,
covering I/O operations, transfer and conversion methods,
sorting, ordering, collating and editing of data.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Dictionary, Data Preparation,
Data Handling.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-47) 104 F/E

Title: Corrigender to Document ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer.-43)
100 F/E, Section 01—General Terms, Draft Proposal.
Date: September, 1968.
Pages: 7.
Abstract: Self explanatory. Document is in French and
English.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-48) 105 F/E

Title: Corrigender to Document ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-44)
101 F/E, Vocabulary of Information Processing, Section
04—Organisation of Data, Draft Proposal.
Date: September, 1968.
Pages: 5.
Abstract: Self explanatory. Document is in English and
French.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-49) 106 F/E

Title: Exchange of Correspondence between BSI and AFNOR
on the method of preparation of proposals for SCI.
Date: October, 1968.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: Certain implied criticism and suggestions by BSI
are soundly rebuffed by the French counterpart AFNOR.
Briefly, BSI are proposing an immediate verbatim trans
lation from the IFIP Vocabulary to French. It is pointed
out by AFNOR that this will not give a correct render
ing of the concepts in French and the Secretariat is, in
any case, providing English/French texts for all pro
posals.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-15) 107E

Title: USA Member Body Comments on Document ISO/
TC97/SC1 (Seer.-43) 100.
Date: October, 1968.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: A complaint from the member body that the
referenced document does not follow agreed publication
layout together with specific comments on errors in the
document.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-50> 108 F/E

Title: Section K—Programming Techniques, First Working
Document.
Date: November, 1968.
Pages: 15.
Abstract: The first working document on Section K of the
proposed ISO Vocabulary. This section is to be discussed
at the May Meeting of SCI.
Index: Glossary, Vocabulary, Dictionary, Programming.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-16) 109

Title: First Working Document, Section B—Mathematics and
Logic?
Date: October, 1968.
Pages: 16.
Abstract: The first working document on Section B of the
proposed ISO Vocabulary. This section has previously
been missing from the sequence up to Chapter 4 which
have reached the draft stage.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Dictionary, Mathematics, Logic.
'

ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-17) 110E

Title: First Working Document, Section G—Arithmetical and
Logic Operations.
23S

Date: December, 1968.
Pages: 25.
Abstract: A further addition to the series of section of the
Vocabulary which is beginning to develop. This docu
ment is for consideration at the May meeting of SCI and
is a new addition to the series.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Dictionary, Arithmetic, Logic.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-18) 111E

Title: USA Working Document on Section 49—Information
Processing Staff Titles.
Date: lanuary, 1969.
Pages: 12.
Abstract: A working document for a proposed new section
of the ISO Vocabulary of Information Processing cover
ing staff titles and their definitions as culled from several
different sources. An attempt has been made to give
equivalences between titles taken from different sources.
Index: Vocabulary, Glossary, Dictionary, Personnel.

Expert Group SC2
ISO/TC97/SC2 (IPTC-4) 298

Title: A unique press variant of Telegraph Alphabet No. 5.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: The International Telegraph Alphabet No. 5 (the
ISO code) is inadequate for transmitting news and infor
mation in coded form for typesetting because it does
not contain essential telegraphical controls and graphics.
The International Press Telecommunications Committee
has, therefore, devised a tentative variant of this Tele
graphic Alphabet in which the required typographical
characters are accommodated by omitting others of less
importance for press communication.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (France-9) 297E

Title: Contribution of the French Member Body on Punched
Card Coding.
Pages: 11.
Abstract: Comments on 64, 128 and 256 hole-patterns for
Punched Card representation of the ISO 7-bit code.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (UK-13) 300

Title: A UK Proposal for Packed Numerics.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: An 8-point proposal and examples are given.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (UK-14) 301

, Title: A Proposal by the United Kingdom for the implemen
tation on 12-row punched cards of ISO 7-bit coded
character .set for information processing interchange.
Pages: 9.
Abstract: As Sub-Committee ISO/TC97/SC2 has rejected the
Decimal ISC II and an alternative put forward by ECMA,
i it is necessary to put forward a proposal which is more
compatible with existing punched card practice.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (ECMA-22) 302

Title: ECMA TCI Position on the Extension of the Punched
card code to 256 characters.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Suggestion that it is necessary to study and define
the possible uses of 256-bit combinations before trying
to define punched card representation.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-95) 303

Title: Table of National Use Positions of the ISO 7-bit coded
character set.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Gives a table showing present national use positions
for 10 out of the 19 countries. Australia’s choice is not
yet entered—it agrees with Germany, Belgium and USA.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Germany-13) 309

Title: German Contribution Graphic Representation of Func
tions.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Recommendation to use the listed two-position
abbreviations to represent the controls of the 7-bit code
is ISO/R646.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Germany-14) 310

Title: German Contribution Translation of the German Draft
Standard on the Implementation of Packed Numerics on
9-track Magnetic Tape. Representation of Packed
Numerics and Binary Data on Magnetic Tape.
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Pages: 3.
Abstract: The representation of packed numerics and binary
data on magnetic tape is presently being discussed in
ISO/TC97/SC2. The contents of this Draft Standard
corresponds to the current stage of affairs.
S.A.A. Action: For relation to an ISO Recommendation,
which is currently being proposed.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Netherlands-4) 313

Title: Comment on Draft Proposed ISO/TC97/SC2 (France-8)
296 “4-bit and 7-bit coding of character sets for auto
matic (magnetic and optical) recognition”.
Pages: 1.
Abstract: Various comments and proposals relating to the
7-bit code character set—firm plea for extensions rather
than substitutions.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (UK-14) 315

Title: Graphic Symbols to represent the control characters of
the ISO 7-bit code.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: In response to the need for a standard printed
representation of the Control Characters, ECMA has
developed a set which it proposes to issue as a standard.
It was done in collaboration with USASI. The BSI Cod
ing Committee has studied this work and approves it
and offers it for consideration.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (UK-15) 316

Title: Application of the ISO 7-bit Code to Computer Com
position.
Pages: 12.
Abstract: Proposal submitted as a basis for discussion. Paper
develops a proposed ISO Computer input code for
typographic composition.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (UK-16) 317

Title: Future development of the ISO Code.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Discussion related to using ISO 7-bit code as a
basis for a future ISO 8-bit code.
S.A.A. Action: For information and discussion.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (UK-17) 318

Title: Two Definitions: Code Extension and Code Elevation.
Pages: 1.
Abstract: Definitions of code extension (by SOESC and DLE
characters), code alteration and code contractions are
submitted for discussion.

facilitate the interchange of information using inter
changeable magnetic disk media.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-47) 323

Title: Status Report on Standardisation of Edge Punched
Cards.
Pages: 11.
Abstract: This draft proposed USA Standard 3.25 inch by
8.50 inch edge punched paper cards for information inter
change, reflects the current status of this project in the
United States.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-107) 349E

Title: Working Paper on Code Extension Procedures for the
ISO 7-bit code.
Date: September, 1968.
Pages: 7.
Abstract: Discuss the ground rules for the use of Shift Out,
Shift In, and Escape in the extension of the ISO 7-bit
code to allow the representation of additional controls
and graphics within the 7-bit code.
SAA Action: Too late for comment to ISO, but comment to
SAA welcome.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-108> 350E

Title: Working Paper on Code Expansion and a Proposed
Structure for a family of 8-bit codes.
Date: July, 1968.
Pages: 15.
Abstract: Describes a scheme for extending the 190 7-bit
reference code to 256 characters, to include additional
graphics and controls. Implementation of the extended
code in a 7-bit environment by use of Escape (for addi
tional controls) and Shift In and Shift Out (for additional
graphics) is discussed.
SAA Action: Too late for comments to ISO, but comment
to SAA welcome.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-109) 351

Title: Draft ISO Proposal—Graphical Representations for the
Control Characters of the ISO 7-bit Coded Character Set.
Pages: 3.
Abstract: The control characters referred to in this ISO
recommendation are the 32 characters coded in column
0 and 1 and the characters coded in position 2/0 and
7/15 of the 7-bit set table.
»

ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-50) 353

ISO/TC97/SC2 (Japan-6) 319

Title: Representation of 8-bit patterns on 12-row punched

Title: Draft Japanese Industrial Standard code for Informa
tion Interchange and its representation on media.
Pages: 21.
Abstract: 1. Defines the coded character sets to be used for
information processing systems and communication
systems—7-bit alphameric, 7-bit Katakana and 3-bit com
bined code.
2. Specifies the method of representing information inter
change codes on punched tape.
3. Verifies the method of representing the information
interchange codes,, on magnetic tape.

Date: October, 1968.
Pages: 21.
Abstract: Comprises two USA appendices to Working Paper
97/2 (Secr.-104) 346, “Working Paper on two alternate
representations of 8-bit patterns on 12-row punched
cards”, and should be read with the Working Paper.
Gives the USA view of the pros and cons of two pro
posals for the extension on cards of the 150 7-bit code
to 256 characters.

ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-44) 320

Title: Working Paper 8-bit reference code.
Pages: 2.Abstract: This standard specified an 8-bit reference represen
tation for the members of information codes having up
to 256 members.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-45) 321

Title: USA Contribution on Code Extension Procedures for
the ISO 7-bit code.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: The paper on code extension procedures is sub
mitted for consideration in preparing an ISO document.
It reflects the current status of the work in the United
States.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-46) 322

Title: Standards for Interchangeable Magnetic Disk Media.
Pages: 5.
Abstract: This working paper is in support of the USA posi
tion that work should be initiated in ISO, directed toward
the development of a family of standards which will
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Expert Group SC4
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG4 (UK-1) 14

Title: United Kingdom Proposal for a Draft ISO Recommen
dation for a Digital Input/Output Interface for Data
Collection Systems.
Date: April, 1968.
Abstract: This document is a draft recommendation primarily
intended to define “standard interface” for the transfer
of data between input/output devices and digital systems.
It is not intended to replace manufacturers’ internal
interfaces. It defines the method used to control the
transfer of data and gives an electrical specification of
both the data and control lines. It is a voltage interface
using a multiway cable for interconnection. It allows
data transfer of 8 bits in parallel and connects devices
on a 1 to 1 basis. It is not a highway or bus system.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the draft proposal be indexed under the following
terms:
Index: I/O equipment, Equipment—10, Interfaces.
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ISO/TC97/SC4/WG2 (USA-11) 73

Title: Punched Cards—The Derivation of USA Standard
X 3.21—1967 on Rectangular Holes in 12-row Punched
Cards.
Date: May, 1968.
Abstract: The main purpose of this document is to assist the
ISO Working Group on Punched Cards by providing
additional information to the Group’s effort to specify
an ISO standard and to correct any misunderstanding
regarding the existing USA standard X 3.21. It is
basically a clarification of some of the reasons behind
the USA standard and a more detailed elaboration of
some of the factors that led to its specification and
adoption.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the draft proposal be indexed under the following
terms:
Index: Card punching specifications.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG2 (USA-12) 74

Title: Progress Report on Specifications for Special Purpose
Paper Cards for Information Processing.
Date: May, 1968.
Abstract: This document is a report on the progress to date
on the preparation of standards for special purpose paper
cards for information interchange. It lists the criteria to
be considered in evaluating any proposal for standardisa
tion and describes work which is planned to be carried
out in future.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the draft proposal be indexed under the following
terms:
Index: Cards—Special Purpose.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG3 (Germany-11) 119

Title: Reasons for Improving the Existing ECMA Light
Transmission Meter.
Date: May, 1968.
Abstract: This document makes proposals for the improve
ment of the ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers’
Association) Light Transmission Meter. It suggests that
various aspects upon which the existing meter was based
were not given sufficient consideration, leading to a
situation in which there will be variations in measure
ments if the light transmission meter is produced by
different manufacturers. It deals in detail with the light
source, optical path, photocell, measuring meter and the
light collecting elements.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the draft proposal be indexed under the following
terms:
Index: Punched Paper Tape, Paper Tape—Punched, Paper
Tape—Light Transmission, Light Transmission—Paper
Tape.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG3 (Germany-12) 120

Title: German Proposal on the MethodfJ’of Measuring the
Infra-Red Transmission of Paper, Tape Samples.
Date: May, 1968. A
!*
Abstract: This docupent discusses the problem of infra-red
transmission through the unpunched portions of paper
tape which if unduly high, can cause the sensing of a
hole where there is no punching. It describes a measur
ing arrangement enabling accurate statements on the
radiation transmission in the sensitivity range of the
photo-elements which are generally used for scanning.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the draft proposal be indexed under the following
terpis:
Index: punched Paper Tape, Paper Tape—Punched, Paper
Tape—Light Transmission, Light Transmission—Paper
Tape.
ISO/TC97 (Secr.-182) 280E

Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1681—Specifications for
Uppunched Paper Cards.
Abstract: This draft deals with the dimensions, material and
physical requirements for unpunched paper cards to be
used for information interchange. It specifies inadmissible
defects, nominal and actual dimensions, edge and corner
requirements, allowable curl and pre-printing character
240

istics. It includes detailed requirements for the com
position, structure and physical properties of paper used
for the manufacture of cards. It specifies test conditions
and testing methods for each property.
Appendix X specifies conditions of temperature and
humidity for both the use and storage of punched cards,
describes circumstances in which cards deteriorate, and
suggests recommended procedures for the handling and
storage of cards.
Index: Card Paper, Card Storage, Card Handling, Unpunched
Cards, Card Specification.
ISO/TC97 (Secr.-184) 282E

Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1682—-Dimensions and
Location of Rectangular Punched Holes in 80 Columns
Punched Paper Cards.
Abstract: This recommendation specifies the location and
dimensions of rectangular punched holes in 80 column
paper cards. It prescribes principles for measurement,
hole shape and the dimensions and locations with toler
ances, both at the time of punching and at the time of
reading.
Appendix X to the document specifies conditions of
temperature and humidity for both the use and storage
of punched cards, describes circumstances in which cards
deteriorate, and suggests recommended procedures for
the handling and storage of cards.
Index: Card Punching Specifications, Card Handling, Card
Storage.

Expert Group SC6
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Secr.-53) 202

Title: Report on Meeting of Special Study Group A of
C.C.I.T.T., November 27 to December 15, 1967.
Date: May, 1968.
Pages: 5.
Abstract: This meeting took place in Geneva, Switzerland, and
continued its study of recommendations for data trans
mission. This document lists briefly those recommenda
tions proposed by the meeting for ratification at the
1968 C.C.I.T.T. Plenary Assembly. The meeting also
discussed the setting up of special networks for data
transmission and proposed for study the characteristics
of a separate switched network for data type services, dn
addition to the study of the combined operation of data
and telephony type services.
Index: Data Transmission; C.C.I.T.T. Sp. S.G.A. Data Net
works:-,,
j » ..,
ISO/TC97 (Secr.-174) 272E (also numbered Draft ISO
Recommendation 1732)
\

Title: The, Use of Longitudinal Parity to Dete%t Errors in
Information Messages.
Date: September, 1968.
Pages: 3.
jf
Abstract: This ISO Recommendation specifies a method of
detecting errors in information messages by attaching one
Block Check Character to the transmitted information
block add checking this character when it is received.
This method is applicable to systems which use the ISO
r
7-bit coded character set and for both synchronous and
asynchronous systems.
Index: Data Transmission—Error Control Parity Check.
ISO/TC97 (Secr.-178) 276E (also numbered Draft ISO
Recommendation 1734)

Title: Character Structure for Start/Stop and Synchronous
Transmission.
Date: August, 1968.
U.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: This ISO Recommendation specifies the character
structure to be used for serial start/stop and synchronous
data transmission systems using the ISO 7-bit coded
character set (ISO/R.646-1967). It applies to the infor
mation transfer through the interface standardised by
the C.C.I.T.T. and the IEC/ISO between the data terminal
equipment and data communications equipment as
defined in C.C.I.T.T. Recommendation V24.
Index: Character Structure.
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Council Notes
The Council of the Australian Computer Society
Incorporated met in Sydney in November, 1968. A
major item of business was the amendment of the ByLaws affecting membership grades and qualifications.
Details of the changes were sent to all members and
have now been confirmed by the Branches. Following
the changes, uniform and slightly more stringent re
quirements will apply in all Branches to the admission
of Members (formerly Ordinary Members), and pro
vision is now made for election to the new grade of
Fellow, whilst Associates are redesignated as
“Affiliates”.
Council has adopted a set of guidelines to profes
sional conduct in information processing, which are
printed in full elsewhere in this issue.
The results of the 1968 membership survey are now
processed, and a condensed form of the report appears
in this issue.
The Society has accepted from the Australian
National Committee on Computation and Automatic
Control all of the Committee’s assets, functions and
responsibilities. ANCCAC has hitherto been responsible
for the organisation of Australian Computer Confer
ences and for communication with international com
puting bodies. As a consequence of the winding-up of
ANCCAC, the Society has formally applied for mem
bership of IFIP (the International Federation for
Information Processing). A condition of the handover
by ANCCAC is that at least $5,000 is invested and
the income used for awards for meritorious contribu
tions to knowledge in the field of computing and data
processing.
The Fourth Australian Computer Conference will be »
held in Adelaide from August 11 to 15, 1969. Pro
gramme details and registration information will be
available shortly, and any enquiries should be directed
to the Secretary of the Executive Committee, Mr. R.
O’Brien, Box 404B, G.P.O., Adelaide, S.A. 5001.

Mr. Neil Smith of Melbourne has been appointed
A.C.S. Lecturer for 1969, and arrangements are being
made for him to visit the various Branches to speak on
“A Viewpoint on Systems Concept and Design”.
Mr. Trevor Pearcey has resigned as Editor of the
Journal because of his extended absence abroad, and
Dr. G. N. Lance has been appointed in his place.
Editorial and business arrangements for the Journal
have been thoroughly reviewed, and the possibility of
increasing the frequency of publication is to be con
sidered by Council.
A booklet entitled Computer Courses in Australia,
1969, has been published by the Society. It contains
articles describing careers in computing and the kinds
of course currently available, and gives brief details of
all known courses offered this year, as well as sources
of further information. Copies are available for 20
cents each, post free, on prepayment to the Honorary
Secretary, Mr. B. W. Smith, c/- Computer Centre, The
Australian National University, Box 4, P.O., Canberra,
A.C.T. 2600.
A seminar on “The Role of the Computer in the
Secondary School” will be held in Adelaide from
August 15 to 17, 1969 (immediately after the Aus
tralian Computer Conference). It is sponsored by the
Society, with the co-operation of the Australian As
sociation of Mathematics Teachers, and it is hoped that
the seminar will provide a valuable meeting ground for
secondary teachers, school administrators and comput
ing personnel. Full details will be circulated through
the branches, and enquiries may be directed to the
Honorary Secretary of the Society, who would be par
ticularly grateful to hear from those who may be
willing to contribute to the seminar programme.
Among the matters to be considered at the next
meeting of Council are arrangements for lecture tours
by overseas visitors, the possible establishment of a
Central Secretariat and Council finances.

Exchange Arrangements With British Computer Society
Negotiations have now been concluded with the
British Computer Society for concessional subscrip
tions by A.C.S. and B.C.S. members to the publica
tions of each society.
A.C.S. members may receive the four issues of the
Computer Journal and twelve issues of the Computer
'Bulletin for an annual subscription at the rate of
£4.10.0 sterling p.a., which is considerably cheaper than
either direct subscription at the standard rate
(£4.10.0 p.a. for each publication) or membership of
B.C.S.
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Similarly, B.C.S. members may receive The Aus
tralian Computer Journal at the concessional rate of
75 cents per copy (i.e. $A1.50 p.a. for two issues).
A. C.S. members wishing to subscribe to the British
publications should forward $A9.70 through their
Branches to the Business Manager, who will send their
names and addresses to B.C.S. Subscriptions must be
for a complete year at a time.
B. C.S. members wishing to receive the Australian
Computer Journal will send their remittances to the
B.C.S. office.
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Council Decision On
Guidelines To Professional Conduct In
Information Processing
At the Council meeting of 28th November, 1967,
the Qualifications Committee of Council was asked
to draft a code of ethics. While discussion was still
going on in the Committee, the Association for Com
puting Machinery published “Rules of Ethics in
Information Processing” in the March, 1968, issue of
the Communications of the A.C.M. Much of what
had been troubling the A.C.S. Qualifications Committee
was expressed by Donn B. Parker in that paper, which
also contained the set of guidelines adopted by the
Council of the Association for Computing machinery.
At the May, 1968, meeting of Council, the Con
vener of the Qualifications Committee put forward a
version of the A.C.M. “Professional Conduct in
Information Processing” modified for Australian con
ditions. Council agreed to accept this proposal for
discussion. After some further modification, the pro
posal was adopted by Council at its meeting in
November, 1968, and this is presented below.
In adopting these guidelines, Council was aware that
considerations of professionalism were involved. In
specifying the code only as guidelines, Council
recognised that an ethical code can only be enforced
by a Society that is able to protect its members
against pressure to depart from such a code. How
ever, it was felt that the establishment of guidelines
now, which were in sympathy with those of a large
overseas society, would encourage the growth of pro
fessionalism in A.C.S., and begin the implementation
of one of the Objects of the Society laid down in the
Constitution.
The attention of all members of A.C.S. is accord
ingly drawn to the following guidelines to professional
conduct in information processing, and all members
are asked by Council to adopt these as a working
guide for the conduct of members in the Society.
Council would be pleased to hear of any suggestions
for improving or extending these guidelines for the
future.
Guidefines to Professional Conduct in Information
f
Processing Preamble

f

The guidelines to professional conduct follow
generally those published by the Association for Com
puting Machinery. The professional person, to uphold
and advance the honour, dignity and effectiveness of
the profession in the arts and sciences of information
processing, and in keeping with high standards of
competence and ethical conduct: Will be honest,
forthright and impartial; will serve with loyalty his
employer, clients and the public; will strive to increase
the competence and prestige of the profession; will use
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his special knowledge and skill for the advancement of
human welfare.
1. Relations with the Public
1.1 An A.C.S. member will have proper regard for
the health, privacy, safety and general welfare of
the public in the performance of his professional
duties. In case of conflict between the general
welfare of the public and the performance of his
professional duties, the interest of the public will
be put first.
1.2 He will endeavour to extend public knowledge,
understanding and appreciation of computing
machines and information processing and achieve
ments in their application, and will oppose any
untrue, inaccurate or exaggerated statement or
claims.
1.3 He will express an opinion on a subject within his
competence only when it is founded on adequate
knowledge and honest conviction, and will
properly qualify himself when expressing an
opinion outside of his professional field.
1.4 He will preface any partisan statement, criticisms
or arguments that he may issue concerning infor
mation processing by clearly indicating on whose
behalf they are made.
''
%
I
2. Relations with Employees and Clients
2.1 An A.C.S. member will act in professional matters
as a' faithful agent or trustee for each employer
or client and will not disclose private information
belonging to any present or former employer or
client without his consent.
2.2 He will indicate to his employer or client the
consequences to be expected if his professional
^ judgment is over-ruled.
2.3 He will undertake only those professional assign
ments for which he is qualified and which the
state of the art supports.
2.4 He is responsible to his employer or client to
meet specifications to which he is committed in
tasks he performs and products he produces, and
to design and develop systems that adequately
perform their function and satisfy his employer’s
or client’s operational needs.
3. Relations with Other Professionals
3.1 An A.C.S. member will take care that credit for
work is given to all of his colleagues to whom
credit is properly due.
3.2 He will endeavour to provide opportunity and
encouragement for the professional development
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and advancement of professionals or those aspir
ing to become professionals with whom he comes
in contact.
3.3 He will not injure maliciously the professional
reputation or practice of another person and will
conduct professional competition on a high plane.
If he has proof that another person has been
unethical, illegal or unfair in his professional
practice concerning information processing, he
should so advise a member of the Council Execu
tive Committee.

3.4 He will co-operate in advancing information pro
cessing by interchanging information and
experience with other professionals and students
and by contributing to public communications
media and to the efforts of professional and
scientific societies and schools.
3.5 He shall not use the advantages of a salaried posi
tion to compete unfairly with other professionals
in private practice, nor use unfairly the advan
tages of private practice to the detriment of
salaried professionals.

Book Reviews
The Computer Programmer’s Dictionary and Handbook
by Donald D. Spencer. Blaisdell Publishing Company.
Waltham, Mass., 1968, 244pp. SA5.15.
This book claims to be “a reference text that includes a
dictionary of current computer terms and several appendixes
of computer-associated topics . . . that are of importance in
all branches of computer programming”.
Comprehensive coverage and adequate definition would
clearly be difficult to achieve in the fifty-five pages devoted
to the dictionary of 1,200 terms. To test its completeness
twenty-five items were selected from the indexes of three
books on computing. Fifteen of these were found in the
dictionary. Those not found included automata, exception
reporting, Iverson language, listing, tree and unit record.
The dictionary does, however, contain some surprises: biblio
graphy, bore, bucket, kluge and IAS for example.
The usefulness and adequacy of the definitions can best
be judged from some samples.
Batik: A unit of magnetic core storage.
Binary Notation: A number system written to the base two
notation.
Collator: A device used to collate or merge sets, or decks of
cards, or other units into a sequence.
End of Message: Termination of a message.
Exponential Smoothing: A forecasting technique.
Forecast: A projection of the past into the future.
Lexicon: A language with definitions for all terms.
Message: One or more words considered as a unit.
Typewriter: An input-output device which is capable of being
connected to a digital computer and used for communica
tion purposes.
Venn Diagram: A topographical picture of logic, composed
of the universal set with overlays of subjects.
Word: An ordered set of characters which occupies one
storage location and is treated by the computer circuits as
a unit. Ordinarily, a word is treated by the control unit
as-an instruction, and by the arithmetic unit as a quantity.
Word lengths may be fixed for variable depending on the
particular computer.
Extended definitions of topics such as address, code, com
puter, conversion, error, language and number are given. But
the curious imbalance of the dictionary is exemplified by the
three-quarters of a page devoted to the abacus. Its topicality
can perhaps be judged by the absence of entries for data
bank, large scale integration or telecommunications.
Thirty appendixes make up the bulk of the book. These
present quite a melange of information: number systems and
conversion tables (125 pages), powers of 2 (up to 39), 8 and
16 (3 pages), EBCDIC, ASCII, MICR, magnetic tape codes
(7-track only) and punched card codes (9 pages), a list of
120 computers having Fortran compilers and classifications
of computers into small, medium and large and into first,
second and third generation (9 pages), computer science
organisations (ACM, IEEE and DPMA only) (3 pages).
The book concludes with ten pages of “informative” photo

graphs of computer installations and a six-page bibliography
(up to 1966).
On the whole, most readers would find one of the cheaper
bibliographies (such as that published by the British Standards
Institute) more satisfactory than the dictionary and the
appendixes seem of little value.
J. S. Drabble
Stone, M. G. Computer Privacy, Anbar Monograph No. 13.
Anbar Publications Ltd., London, 1968. 39 pp. Price
£!/-/- stg.
This small monograph attempts to summarise the dangers
inherent in the establishment and computer maintenance of
data banks containing information about individuals in the
society. The author is alarmed at the possibilities for the
invasion of individual privacy. He overlooks the fact that the
use of computers may, at most, only increase the degree to
which this may become possible, and does not even consider
that, with appropriate safeguards, other outcomes may be
achieved. No society has ever existed in which an individual
has complete privacy since he is a man living with other
men. Again the author omits to mention that the existence
of large-scale data banks does not depend on the use of com
puters. Examples of these clerically maintained data files
were those of the Credit Bureau of Greater New York which
included records of almost 10 million people and handled
about 1 million item changes per year, or the population
registers of Norway and Sweden which have been in existence
for about 200 years and which are only now being con
verted to computer operation.
The monograph is divided into 15 short sections, none of
which is sufficiently long to permit a careful analysis of the
questions and problems raised. Section 10 on “Some Aspects
of Privacy” and Section 14 on “The State of the Law” suffer
greatly in this respect. The author has been forced to present
only his own conclusions and opinions, which are clearly
biased in one direction. Since the questions to which the
author addresses himself are of the utmost importance, it
would have been more useful if an objective attitude to their
examination had been adopted. There is no attempt to
present a reasoned summary of any of the technical problems
to be defined and solved before the situation, which the
author fears, becomes reality. It seems to be taken that, if
not already solved, they all will be within a relatively short
time.
The text is written in a popular, almost messianic style and
the reader is frequently exhorted to contemplate the horrors
which lie ahead. The monograph does not provide him with
adequate material on which to make an unemotional
appraisal.
To sum up, as an introduction to a most important social
issue the monograph is. a failure. It adds little or nothing to
the type of material given in newspaper articles and cannot
be recommended to the serious student of either sociology or
computing science.
H. D. Pridmore.
/
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Letters To The Editor
The Editor,
Dear Sir,
Basic Programming Problems
This letter is both a request and an offer. Members of the Society who are involved in teaching computer pro
gramming will be aware of the difficulties in finding suitable problems as tutorial exercises. This is particularly so
when the class members are from different disciplines. Recently I have made up a list of problems culled from
many sources. It consists of over 50 problems divided into three levels of difficulty. This list is the offer.
The request is for anyone with a similar list of problems to send a copy to me.
Department of Forestry,
Australian National University,
Canberra.

Yours faithfully,
J. S. ARMSTRONG.

-

The Editor:
Dear Sir,
The typical arithmetic or boolean Algol statement tends to obscure the usefulness of the accumulator concept.
One repeatedly sees packages produced for handling quantities requiring more than one variable of storage wherein
each procedure has far too many parameters including time and space-consuming name parameters. Consider
typical double storage systems such as double precision, complex, and rational arithmetic. If each procedure acted
upon two global variables ‘acc 1, acc 2’, say, many parameters could be eliminated at small cost to presentation.
Compare:
evaluating the polynomial y: = a0xn + a1xn'~1 + ...«„
assign (yl,y2,al[0], «2[0J);
for i: = 1 step 1 until n do
begin
mult (yl,y2,yl,y2,xl,x2);
add (yl,y2,yl,y2,al [i\,a2\i])
end;
4n + 2 name parameters and 8n + 2 value para
meters called,
old friend y: — a.b + c.d
mult (yl,y2,al,a2,M,b2);
mult (zl,z2,cl,c2,dl,d2);
add (yl,y2,yl,y2,zl,z2);

take (al [0],«2[0]);
for i: — 1 step 1 until n do
begin
mult (xl,x2);
add («1 [/], o2[z']);
end;
store 01 j-2); comment or yl: = accl.,
y2: = acc2;
Two name parameters (at most) and 4n + 2 value
parameters called.
v
V
j |,r.
/

take (al,a2);
mult (bt;b2);
store (yl,y2);
take (cl,c2);
mult (d\,d2);
addJjdJ’2);

\
j

storeA(yl,y2);

Six name parameters and 12 value parameters called.

Four name parameters at most and 12 value para^ meters called.

In both cases the use of accumulators results in the reduction of the number name parameters needed, which
for some compilers and some operations double the execution time for that operation. More procedure calls have
to be made, which, providing the procedure contains no declarations, is usually faster than calling a name para
meter) The calls have a lower level language appearance.
String accumulators are helpful from an organisation point of view. They generally save neither space nor
time, but by removing the need for some parameters in the string handling procedures make the ‘extended’ language
more readable.
There is little, however, to recommend the ‘matrix accumulator’ since for most systems it takes longer to
store a matrix than to store its representative address, and extra housekeeping is necessary to keep track of the
dimensions of the accumulator contents.
Applied Mathematics Division,
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
Box 196,
Wellington, New Zealand.
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Yours faithfully,
J Jyp RANDAL.
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It types, it reads,
and is clever with figures.
It looks like a typewriter, but in fact is a fully fledged office
billing machine. We call it the 5005 Computyper*.
Data is typed on a standard and familiar keyboard. The computyper
reads a punched paper tape programme which is loaded into the
machine with a snap-on cartridge. Programmes can be changed in
seconds for different applications. The 5005 can be programmed
to calculate and produce almost any form of invoice.
The 5005 prints symbols and characters (period, dash, U.C.M.) for
operator entry control, computes applicable sales tax, or discounts,
prints amounts, adjusts extension totals, adds or subtracts additions
or deductions, indicating deductions with a minus sign, computes
and prints subtotals and invoice totals, accumulates fractions
and converts to decimals at electronic speeds.
The use of miniaturised integrated circuits has put the speed and
economy of electronic accounting within the reach of the smallest
business.
We can train your office girl in a single afternoon to operate this
machine and we will tailor the programme to your work.
To get the full story on the 5005 computyper billing break-through,
contact —

Friden
SINGER

DIVISION OF

DIVERSIFIED -WORLDWIDE

*A Trademark of Friden Inc.

Head Office: 636 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE. 51 6905;
SYDNEY 29 8731;
CANBERRA 49 8444;
BRISBANE 54486;
ADELAIDE 235177;
PERTH 21 9270;
HOBART 34 2957.

BUY OR LEASE

1591
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Arching
is the answer!
V'

1

it

Verified through hash totals and C.D.V.
perfect hard copy on wide proof sheet.
Flexible programme for any tape for
mat to create 100% clean computer
input virtually noiseless in operation
at very reasonable costs.
. . . whether your computer reads
punched tape or cards, Olympia
machines eliminate the verification
run!

For more details, phone,
call or write to

(AUST.) PTY. LTD,

Germany's largest office
machine manufacturers.
SYDNEY: 263994, 298031
MELBOURNE: 633407
BRISBANE: 212133

CAPTAIN COOK}. &. R. Walker Ply. Ltd.
CHARACTER B.J. Ball Ltd.
COMMERCE Spicer-Cowan
CUPACO 27 Cutner Paper Co. Pty. Ltd.
DECIMAL Bowater Paper Co. Ltd.
DIAMOND & SOVEREIGN
Edwards Dunlop & Co. Ltd.
EQUITY Gordon & Gotch (A'asia) Ltd.
HILITETomasetti & Son Pty. Ltd.
LAW, LAW SUPERFINE & LEGAL
L. A. Wade & Co., Herman Haege & Co.
Dalton Industries Pty. Ltd. (Qld.)
PARAMOUNT & TULLIS Tullis Hunter & Co. Ltd.
POSTSCRIPT Bowater Paper Co. Ltd.
TUDOR Spicer-Cowan
BURNIE BOND & BURN1ESUPERFINE
All Paper Merchants

e@MMIIISeii
MAOC IN AUSTRALIA

DECIMAL
BOND

JAMI33Q

SePESFOElE

o-one can be quite sure, when choosing a bond
paper, that it will exactly marry their purpose to their
purse (whether it be for printing, typing or writing) unless
they have a wide choice in qualities and prices.
For the perfect match Australia's most popular bond papers
made at Burnie are unbeaten for all-round printability, offset
or letterpress. The surface sizing ensures equal clarity and
definition for typing and writing.
Uniform in quality, matured for stability, bonds made at
Burnie are versatile in use — letterheads, product literature
and catalogues, advertisements, envelopes, business forms
and continuous stationery.

N

And there is another important guarantee for the user of
Burnie bond papers.

Would Australia's leading paper merchants, with their hardwon reputations for excellence, incorporate their identifying
rubbermark on their bond papers made at Burnie unless they
were sure of the bonds they supply?
*Let's face it. They wouldn't.

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

When you examine your bond sheet from Burnie make sure.
Look for any one of these distinguishing names and rubberm<irks

ASSOCIATED PULP &
PAPER MILLS LIMITED

(is

w

Mills at Burnie, Tasmania
and Ballarat, Victoria
Sales offices Melbourne,
Sydney, Brisbane,
Adelaide, Perth

LEGRL
BOND

<®@ 68®
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

m

7%

Postscript
Made in Australia

Turns
MADE! IN AUSTRALIA
MAOC M AUSTRALIA

k

g

csvo/j.

(3©W1®
MAOC IN >

»

*

I

8fflPSC.-::T i

Let's
face
it *

Buy Australian made,
specify Burnie and Ballarat Papers
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Have the second
and third shifts
onus*
Chances are you won’t need 2 or 3
shifts. But if you do, you pay for only
one shift. With Univac, the 2nd
and 3rd are free.
When you lease from Univac you
have the fastest and most advanced
computer in its class - thanks to the
Univac Plated-Wire Memory exclusive 600 Nano-second cycle - half
as fast again as the Core Memory of
more expensive systems.

IPMHf

»«*!

INK?

**»

** <

4*1

See a demonstration of the
world’s most advanced computers the Univac 9000 Series.

Already proven in customer use with more than
one thousand installed and on order. Features included are
Disc, tape, communications.
Cobol, Fortran, p..P.G. Assembler.
Multiprogramming, y
.Compatibility with other computers.
Univac 9200/9300/9400 and more
to come.
Univac - First with computers
in industry, medicine, defence,
and space.

\

UNIVAC

Saving a lot ofpeople a lot of time

ySPERRY RAND Head Office, Sydney 27 5128

xii
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How young is an old computer tape?
It depends on the tape. An oscillograph of
the read-out pulses alongside shows how •
100,000 head passes have considerably
aged an ordinary computer tape.

IB mm SmSSi
BASF Computer Tape
616 & 621 Disk Pack

Hki by
.....

I

m

■BBS 111

Technically perfect—excellent service

S3

—1

BASF computer tape, however, embodies
a special plastic in its magnetic coating,
providing excellent slide-over-metal
properties. Result: after 100,000 head
passes BASF tape is as young and
as capable as ever, fit for many
more years of hard work. That's what
BASF quality means.

Write or ’phone the sole
Australian

distributors:

MAURICE CHAPMAN & CO. PTY. LTD.
276 Castlereagh Street, SYDNEY. 2000
::
146 Burwood Road, HAWTHORN, Vic. 3122.

’Phone 61 9881
’Phone 81 0574

(R) Registered Trade Mark of Badische-Anilin
& Soda-Fabrik AG. West Germany

MAGNETIC COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

616 Disc Pack

now!

-the Iutilities of
o powerful ramputer
right next to
yourdesk:

BW

for only a few hundred dollars a month.
IBM's CALL/360 system is a newtR
concept in data'processing. Every- ''
one in all businesses and indus
tries — from clerks to scientists —
will find CALL/360 invaluable in
their respective fields . . . CALL/
360 is not a specialists' tool only.
It is basically a general purpose
system.
It works very simply. An electric
typewriter terminal (like the one
with the revolutionary type-ball)
located in your office is linked by
telephone to a centrally located
IBM System/360 computer.

>0925
XIV

You, — or your secretary, your
engineer, programmer, executives,
clerks — use the typewriter to put
mathematical problems to or ask
information of the computer. '/
When the computer feeds back
the information required, it auto
matically operates the electric
typewriter to type out the data
right in your office.
At other times the IBM electric
typewriter can be used for normal
purposes.
There are so many advantages to
CALL/360, may we suggest that

ibm

a telephone call to IBM's Data
Centre would be worth your
while? Or — if you'd prefer
literature — simply address an
envelope to:

CALL/360,
DATA CENTRE SERVICES,
IBM AUSTRALIA LIMITED,
10-22 ROTHSCHILD AVENUE,
ROSEBERY. 2018.
with your name and address on
the back. No need fo-enclose
a letter to have the CALL/360
brochure forwarded to you.

muL/m)

IBM132.97.85Sc
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Information on

It A TCI CEDlflPE

UAI bL otnvlub

Jx.AUSTRALIA.,^

a service provided by the Australian Post Office for the

TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL DATA
TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

THE DATA MODEM

To enable digital data for computers to be transmitted over
telephone and telegraph lines, the Australian Post Office has
adopted the name "Datel Service” to identify communications
services catering for data transmission.
A "Datel” service is a combination of a particular type of
circuit plus the necessary Modulator/Demodulator (modem)
unit to provide a data transmission facility for a specified
transmission rate.

An integral part of the “Datel Service” system is a component
known as a modem. Its function is to convert computer type
signals from the data terminal into a form which can be
transmitted over Post Office telephone lines. The equipment
transmits binary data signals in serial mode. With
asynchronous operation, data signalling rates of up to 1,200
bits per second can be achieved.

Circuits
The Australian Post Office telecommunications system may
be used in a number of ways for data transmission according
to the customer’s particular requirements, such as:—
The Telephone Network
On local and trunk calls at speeds up to 600 binary digits
(bits) per second (on some connections 1,200 bits per
second is attainable).
The Telex Network (Teleprinters)
At the rate of 50 bits per second.
Private Lines (Telephone or Telegraph)
(point to point circuits provided for the customer’s exclusive
use.)
These may be telephone circuits catering for the speed
range 600-1,200 bits per second or telegraph circuits for 50
bits per second operation (75 bits per second on some
routes).
Higher Transmission Rates
— require circuits of wider band-width than the normal
speech line. Speeds up to 48,000 bits per second (240,000
bits per second on some routes) can be achieved.
Input/Output Equipment
The provision of input/output devices, coding and error
control units required to form a complete data transmission
terminal is the responsibility of the user except where
standard Post Office equipment, such as teleprinters, can
be employed.

FURTHER INFORMATION
regarding telecommunications facilities for data transmission
may be obtained by telephoning or writing to:
The Sales Advisory Section,
Telecommunications Division,
G.P.O. (Capital City),
or your local District Telephone Office.
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APPLICATION
In the majority of cases, a datel service modem must be
used as the interface between the data terminal and the
telephone system. However, if speeds greater than those
provided by the Post Office modem are required, a different
type of modem, permitted by the Department, may be used.
When transmitting data over very short lines and at slow
speeds, a modem may not be necessary.
OPERATION
By setting up a normal telephone call and when contact has
been established, switching over to the modem and terminal
equipment at the originating end, data can be transmitted
to any similarly equipped terminal. At the lower speed,
transmission of data in both directions can take place
simultaneously, if required. There are no extra charges for
data transmission calls when using the switched network;
customers pay only normal telephone call charges.
DESIGN
The modem, manufactured to C.C.l.T.T. specifications, is
in a pleasing two tone grey metal case and, in switched
telephone network applications, is installed in the
subscriber’s premises near the associated telephone and
data terminal. If preferred, however, the modem may be
rack-mounted in a suitable location to meet the subscriber’s
wishes. It is not supplied with a clock.
The Post Office provides a range of Standard modems — a
200 bit per second both-way unit arid a selection of modems
capable of operation at speeds up to 600 or 1,200 bits per
second.
All new “Datel” service customers are required to use a
standard modem. The use of privately owned modems will
only be permitted where special facilities are required
which cannot be provided by the standard equipment. The
conditions of permission for the use of privately owned
modems stipulate that, as a general rule, maintenance
attention will be undertaken by the supplier. The Australian
Post Office has adopted the foregoing policy in the
light of experience of leading telephone administrations
overseas and the recommendations of the International
Telecommunication Union concerning standards of
j
performance for modems.
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366 is PDP-10

PDP-10 has a cool 366 instruc
tions. All different. Three times
more than most computers of its
size. For easier programming.
More efficient code. Faster
running programs.
With 366 instructions,
you can apply:
Full computing power to run
both remote and local batch
processing tasks at
the same time.
Power to carry on several large
real-time jobs at once, without
cutting off anyone else.
Power to time-share 64 users.
In BASIC, FORTRAN, AID,
MACRO, DDT, TECO and
EDITOR. Any language. Any
mode. All simultaneously.
PDP-10 is the only computer
now available that does batch
processing, real-time and time
sharing simultaneously.
PDP-10. Pours the power on!
mmm
COMPUTERS • MODULES

75 ALEXANDER STREET
CROWS NEST, N.S.W. 2065
TELEPHONE: 439 2566

fa
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Proceedings
of the
Third Australian
Computer Conference
Canberra, 1966
Demy 4to, p.p. i-xlviii + 1-530, perfect binding.

Price $A7.50.

This volume consists of the text of the papers delivered at the third Australian
Computer Conference, held in Canberra 16th-20th May, 1966, plus discussion
by the delegates who attended.
The proceedings included 28 technical sessions and symposia plus five invited papers.
Topics discussed included — Numerial Methods, Management and Operations

Mi

Research, Data Transmission Acquisition, Mathematical Programming and Optimisation.
Among the local and overseas lecturers were: Professor J. M. Bennett, University of
Sydney, Dr. G. N. Lance, C.S.I.R.O. Canberra, Dr. N. V. Findler, University of
Kentucky, U.S.A., Dr. J. M. M.# Pinkerton, English Electric, U.K.
Copies available from the publishers:

AUSTRALIAN TRADE PUBLICATIONS PTY. LTD.
28 Chippen Street, Chippendale, N.S.W. 2008, Australia Telephone: 69-1722

,

.?

To Australian Trade Publications Pty. Ltd.,
28 Chippen Street, Chippendale, N.S.W. 2008.
Please send me...................... copies of the Proceedings of the Third Australian Computer Conference, at $A7.50
per copy (post free in Australia) and bill me later.
NAME..... ....................................................................................... COMPANY..........................................................................
ADDRESS....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Thermo - Fusion Saves
Man-Hours and Dollars

CAREERS
IN
E.D.P. CONSULTING
We are continually seeking men of the highest
calibre, aged around 28 to 35, with sound
tertiary educations and an appreciation of how
E.D.P. can be used effectively in industrial,
commercial and Government organisations.

SALARY REQUIREMENTS WILL PRESENT
NO DIFFICULTY TO THE RIGHT MEN

Beckingsale & Company commenced operations
in 1955, and has provided assistance in all areas
of management to organisations ranging from
some of Australia’s largest to quite small busi
nesses. E.D.P. forms a continually increasing
part of our consulting work.
The experience of our staff is supported by
advice on advances in management and tech
nology from affiliates of high standing in United
States of America and United Kingdom.

The TF4550 Mark II Thermo-fusion Consolidator for
magnetic tape makes splicing obsolete.

For the first time you can consolidate magnetic tape
by thermo-fusion with the TF4550 Mark II Consolidator.
Thermo-fused tape areas cause no head noise, wear
or critical component contamination and give you
precisely the same handling characteristics as new

/
Applications addressed “Private & Confidential”
to one of the'following Mil. be handled in fhe,,
strictest confidence.
/

tape.

It permits rewriting and reading over thermo-fused
tape areas even with today’s advanced 1600 b.p.i.
9-channel systems without any significant signal drop
... a technological breakthrough that could never
be accomplished by splicing.
The practical value of the TF4550 is evident in the
savings in dollars and man-hours that result from its
many fine features:
,
o’
• salvaging mini-reels of tape back to;,2,400ft. reels
at new tape quality • creating instrumentation loops
for any tape system • eliminating cost of regenera
tion, saving man-hours in consolidating usable data
• can be incorporated easily into your regeneration
system • maintains standard physical characteristics
• suits local 240-volt 50-cycle.

\

PARTNERS:

G. BECKINGSALE
M.C., B.E.E., M.I.E.Afist., F.A.I.M., F.Inst.D.
A. I. BUNBURY
B.C.jE„ M.I.E.Aust., F.A.I.M.
^

H. EISEN
B.Com., Dip.Soc.Stud., A.F.A.I.M.

C.S.P. EQUIPMENT PTY. LTD.
123 Day Street, Sydney, 2000. Phone 26-6061.

I

To: The Sales Manager, C.S.P. Equipment Pty. Ltd””*
123 Day Street, Sydney, N.S.W., 2000.

I

|

Please send me full technical details of the TF4550
and the TF200.1 paper tape consolidator.

*
.

|

Company:..............................................................................

|

,

Address:....;*..........................................................................................
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BECKINGSALE a COMPANY
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
33 Queens Rd., Melbourne,
Victoria. 3004.
Tel.: 26-4211, 26-4209.

y, ■

105 Miller St., North
Sydney, N.S.W. 2060.
Tel.: 929-7917, 929-6724.
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Thinking Of LEASING?
Before making any decision contact:-

COMMERCIAL LEASES Pty. Ltd.
622 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE

Tel.: 51-5203.

Telegrams: “Commleases”

/\ SYSTEMS ANALYSTS/
PROGRAMMERS

STUDY
ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING

EXPERIENCED COMMERCIAL PROGRAMMERS
are invited to apply for a position with a
well-established independent software house.

Unlimited practical time on our IBM 1130 computer
is available to all students

Qualifications:
E.D.P. APPRECIATION

Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

1130 ASSEMBLER
PROGRAMMING

Full-time day course for duration
of eight weeks or part-time night
course of sixteen weeks.

♦Minimum of 2 years* experience in commercial COBOL
programming.
♦Accountancy or university qualifications would be an
advantage but are not essential.
Duties:

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING

Full-time day course for duration
of four weeks or part-time night
course of eight weeks.

COBOL & P/L1
PROGRAMMING

Full-time day course for duration
of four weeks or part-time night
course of eight weeks.

♦Systems analysis and programming of a wide range of
interesting computer applications,
including software
package development.
♦Occasional training of clients’ programmers in techniques
developed by the company.
Salary:

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

FREE APTITUDE TEST

*

Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

Regular tests are conducted prior
to acceptance for Taylor’s Pro
gramming Course.

Full details obtainable from our brochure EDP/1.

TAYLOR'S
SCHOOL of
COMMERCE
300 Little Collins Street, Melbourne

’Phone: 63-2566

♦The people we are interested in must be capable of qualify
ing for a salary in the range of $6,000 to $10,000 p.a.
Conditions:

♦Excellent working conditions in air-conditioned carpeted
prestige office block.
♦Superannuation available after a qualifying period.
♦Bonus scheme on a per job basis, with the possibility of
eventual comprehensive profit-sharing.
♦Opportunities to supplement salary with week-end contract
work for the company on a per hour basis.
For further details, please phone 92-6161 or apply in writing
to:—-

The Managing Director
APPLIED SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING PTY. LTD.
P.O. Box 258, Crows Nest, N.S.W. 2065

HEXADAT

Price complete, including case
separate dec/hex table $33.30

For engineers who calculate in hexadecimals, a slide-rule size hexadecimal
calculator.
Featuring simultaneous complement it adds and subtracts from zero to
±FFFFFFFF (i.e. n.161).
Reverse side has deep-etched hex/dec conversion scale, and reading surfaces are
finished in “eye easy” satin gold and grey.

Please write to

and

ADDIATOR
division of Able Staples Pty. Ltd.

*

P.O. Box 9, Kew, Victoria. 3101

\

____________-______._______________________________________________________________________________________________
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CONTROL DATA
Index to Advertisers

AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS

Control Data has vacancies for suitably qualified and
experienced young men to maintain computer systems in
various Capital Cities or close environs.
Successful applicants will have had considerable experi
ence in solid state electronics and will possess mechani
cal aptitude. Previous experience with computers not
essential.
Commencing salary and prospects for advancement are
excellent, and Company benefits are available.
Applications, to include details of qualifications, age and
experience, may be forwarded to:
Mr. G. D. Smith,

CONTROL DATA AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
598 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE,
VIC. 3004.
Applications close 30th May, 1969

Leasing is made to order for the computer
field. It’s the use of computers, not necessarily
their ownership, that produces results.
All the accepted advantages of leasing apply.
The choice of equipment is up to you.
It could pay you to check" our lease plan
quotations. ..
We are experienced in the field of leasing.
Talk it over. If leasing is not for you, you will
have lost nothing.

XX

neral
redits
LEASING DIVISION
Melbourne: 277 William St. Phone 60 0241
Sydney: 283 Clarence St. Phone 29 3041
Adelaide: 41 Pirie St. Phone 8 7383
Brisbane: 633 Ann St. Phone 5 3971
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An
electronic invoker
with
TOO totals

The Monroe 1210 invoicer
is,the first product from
Litton Industries Electronic
Business Systems Division.
And it’s the last thing our
competitors ever wanted.
It’s the only machine in its
price class that does
so many of the jobs that
normally call for a
computer.
The only one with
%'•!>*,tttrt
alphabetic and numeric
ft*** « « / * jt ji »
tape output and input.
*
In one pass, the 1210 will
r
j
read its tape back to give
you 100 totals of products,
areas, sales reps,
customers, sales reports, tax reports, product demand, sales commission
analyses — almost anything you need to know,
it’s so simple anyone on your staff you nominate can learn to operate it
in a few hours. And you don’t need an air conditioned office.
Sure, some day somebody else may come up with an invoicer as good
as the 1210. But why wait that long?

MONROE E

Business Equipment Pty. Ltd.

A Division of Litton Industries

For further information, call, phone or write to any Branch office- -there is one in your State

MELBOURNE 329 7966

SYDNEY
SYDNEY

26 6231

ADELAIDE

23 1483

BRISBANE

PERTH
PERTH

21 7002

HOBART

34 3358

31 1021
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